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1 Introduction

1.1 Theoccurrenceandsignificance ofbaresoils
Baresoil surfaces occurfor part of theyearinall agro-climatologicalzones.
Often, the lack of plant cover is the result of the adverse physical conditions
ofcertain seasons. Inthe humid temperate andcold regions,large tractsofarablelandremainbareinwinterbecauseoflowtemperatures.UnderMediterraneanconditions,bothwintercoldandsummerdroughtmaylimitcropgrowth,
andinthesemi-arid andsubhumid tropics,wherearablelandis often cultivated during a short growing season, drought and sometimes also high temperatures inhibit plant establishment and growth during the dry season. In semiaridzones,rangeland mayalsobeverysparselyvegetatedformuchoftheyear.
Aside from this seasonal absence of vegetation, certain crops are cultivated in
a manner that keeps most of the soil surface bare continuously, and in some
dryfarming systems one mayfind rotation schemes that include ayearfallow,
inordertostoresoilmoistureforthenextgrowingseason.
After theoceans, theland surface isthemajor distributor ofsolar energy on
theearth's surface. Accordingly, surface conditions have astrong influence on
oureveryday environment. Heat and moisture, momentum and kineticenergy
are carried to and from the earth's surface by a variety of transport processes
in soil and atmosphere, thus providing a buffering mechanism that keeps the
planet habitable.Thetransitionsfromliquidwatertovapourflow,frommolecular diffusion to bulk mass transport, and from conductive to radiative heat
transfer all occuratorverynearthesoil-atmosphere interface. Inaddition,the
interaction between surface and atmosphere is essential for the production of
turbulence, and it also creates a 'sink' for momentum through frictional drag
attheearth'ssurface. Clearly,surfaceconditions affect thedevelopments inthe
loweratmospherethroughvariousprocesses,asmuchastheyaffect thebehaviourofthesoilitself.
Onbaresurfaces, thephysical properties ofsoil determine thehydraulicand
thermal response of thetopsoil to variations inmeteorological conditions. Examples ofseasonal variations that areofagronomic interest include thespring
warming of seedbed and rootzone in cold and temperate climates, the formation of soil structure and the process of slaking and crusting, macrofauna migration, and thestorage and conservation ofsoil water.The physical response
of the topsoil to daily variations in the weather plays a role in a wide variety
ofprocesses:thegerminationofweedandcropseeds,theoccurrenceofgroundfrost, themovement ofsolutes (e.g. herbicides and nutrients), theformation of
dew and the development of fungi and pests in the vegetation canopy, early
1

cropestablishment, themoisture regimeof'dry'agricultural products nearthe
surface,etc.
Soil management practices often intend toinfluence thesephysical processes
in the topsoil. Various tillage and crop residue treatment systems have been
developedeversinceNeolithictimes.Newandoldconceptscontinuetobeevaluated, mostly empirically. A better understanding of surface processes is
crucial to further developments in research on the management of the earth's
surface, varying from the extrapolation of results from crop establishment
trials,towaterconservation,crop-weed competition andmanyotherprocesses
atfieldscale.
Now that land use is rapidly changing on a global scale, the importance of
peculiarities of the different types of land surfaces in terms of physical behaviouris increasing beyond thefieldscale. There isgeneral concern that changes
in the vegetation cover of the earth's surface will have an impact on climate,
atleast onaregional scale. Baresoil represents oneextremeintermsofvegetative cover, and therefore it is important to know more about the soil-atmosphereinteraction overbarelandsurfaces onaregionalscale.
1.2 Baresoilsandremotesensing
In the last two decades, remote sensing techniques have become anincreasingly attractive means ofobtaining information about theconditions andprocesses occurring at the earth's surface at various scales. Radar, passive microwave and thermal infrared (TIR) systems - either airborne or operating from
satellites- have been used to study baresoils.These systems provide information about a thin surface 'skin' of the soil, i.e. a layer of a few tens of micrometres(TIR)uptoafewcentimetres (microwaves). Althoughinthesecasesthe
absolute value of the measured variable is often of little interest, the relative
ease with which data can be collected by remote sensing- at the desired time
intervals and from large areas - is a promising aspect in itself. Being able to
interpret surface signals quantitatively in terms of physical processes would
greatly benefit the inventory of relevant time-dependent phenomena. Such
'monitoring'wouldnotonlyyieldacontinuous recordofconditions thatdeterminethepotential plantenvironment,itwouldalsobehelpful intheevaluation
ofsoiltreatmentsandmightpermitthesurveyofmorepermanentmaterialpropertiesassociated withsurfaceprocesses.
Consequently,alongwiththedevelopment ofremotesensingcapabilities,the
need hasevolved to relate 'superficial' signals,as registered byremotesensors,
to processes and conditions that have a practical significance. Two main approaches to this problem can be distinguished in the literature on soils and
remote sensing: correlation, and analysis based upon physical abstractions of
reality.
In the first approach, the signal is directly correlated with the variable of
practical interest. Examples of such analyses are given by Bouten & Janse

(1979) (topsoil moisture, roughness and radar backscatter), Stolp & Janse
(1985) (surface slaking and radar backscatter), Lynn (1984) (soil texture, organicmatterandmultispectral reflectance), Heilman& Moore(1980)andIdso
etal.(1975a) (topsoil moisture andradiation temperature), Idsoetal.(1975b)
(topsoil moisture and albedo), Reginato et al. (1976) (evaporation andradiationtemperature),tenBergeetal.(1983)(texture,moistureandradiationtemperature), Lynn (1985) (soil taxonomy and radiation temperature), Lamers
(1985)(surfaceslakingandradiationtemperature)andmanyotherauthors.
Thealternativemethodstothisapproachemployphysicalrelationsbetween
fluxes andstate variables(e.g.moisture content, temperature) incombination
withrelationsbetweenmeasuredvariablesorderivedparametersandtheactualconditionsofinterest.Examplesofthelattertypearemodelsexpressingthermalinertiaintermsofsoil moisturecontent andbulk density (e.g. Pratt& Ellyett, 1979), or microwave emittance in terms of moisture content and
temperature (e.g. Tsang et al., 1975;Choudhury et al., 1982;Dobson et al.,
1985).The procedures based on physical relations use the remotely measured
courseofasurfacestatevariableasastartingpointtocalculatethedesiredsurfacefluxor state variable and usually involve the balance concept (for mass
or energy). If the goal is to obtainfluxesand soil state variables (profiles),
straightforward physical models are often used, with the remotely sensed
boundaryconditionsandknownsystemparametersasinput(asappliedbye.g.
Stroosnijder et al. (1984) and Prevot et al. (1984) in calculations of the soil
water regime, and by Hareset al. (1985) inmonitoring the thermal regimeof
soil).If, ontheotherhand,systemparameters(e.g.thermalinertia)andsurface
fluxes are sought, one encounters the so-called 'inversion' problem: now the
measured course of a state variable must be used to infer system parameters
andfluxes.Then,analyticalapproximationstoabalanceequationcanbeused,
forexample, toestimate evaporation and thermal inertia (Price, 1980).Todo
this, semi-analytical approaches are also followed, asexemplified by Menenti
(1984) in hisextensive treatment ofcalculating evaporation from thermalimagery. An alternative method of coping with the inversion problem is to use
'lookup'tablesconstructed from numerical simulation models (Rosema,1975;
Schieldgeetal.,1980).
1.3 SimulationoftransportprocessesandtheSALSAmodel
Inmanyresearchfieldswheredifferent processesinteractinanintricateway
(suchasthephysical environment),apowerful tool foranalysisisobtainedby
integratingexistingknowledgeaboutthevarioussubsystemsintodynamicsimulation models. Remote sensing and simulation haveboth beenused toelucidatethebehaviour ofthe 'nearsurface'system throughintegration intime,in
space orboth. At thesametime,both techniques should bemutuallysupportive:remotesensingmightcharacterize 'states'ofthesystemtobeusedinmodelling,andmodelsmayhelpinterpretimages.Thecomplementaryuseofboth

techniques will certainly aid in answering questions related to the problems
mentionedinSection 1.1,bothonafieldscaleandonlargerscales.
Thismonograph focuses on soil surface temperature asthe 'remotelysensible'variableofinterest.Temperatureplaysacentral rolebothinthemassand
theenergybalanceofthebaresurface,anditcanbemeasuredreasonablyaccurately. For these reasons, surface temperature would seem to be anattractive
variable to be measured by remote sensing, thus enabling one to keep track
oftopsoilbehaviour.Thequestionsthenariseastowhichphenomenacanactually bemonitored byinfrared technology andatwhat accuracy, orhowmuch
noiseisproduced byphenomenairrelevanttous.
Thestudyreportedhereattemptstoanswertheabovequestions,usingasimulationmodelthatintegratessoilandatmosphericprocesses,andtheirinteractions.ThemodeliscalledSALSA(Soil-Atmosphere LinkingSimulationAlgorithm). It is a compilation of current theories about exchange processesnear
thebaresurface. Asaone-dimensional model, itdescribes indetail thedependence of processes on local conditions (e.g. soil properties), but on the other
handit assumes acertain lateral homogeneity inatmospheric conditions.The
former characteristic allows the use of SALSA in studying phenomena of
agronomicinterest onafieldscale(seeSection 1.1). Theassumption oflateral
homogeneity in atmospheric conditions enables the model to be used forclimatestudies on a regional scale, largeenough to ignore advection, but atthe
same timesmall enough tojustify the useofconditions that areimposed- by
larger-scalesystems- attheupperendoftheatmosphericboundarylayer.This
particularaspect,however,isbeyondthescopeofthepresentreport.
InChapter2,manydatafrom theliteraturearepresented,togetherwiththe
theory relevant to theformulation ofthe model.The rangesfound for thevarious parametervaluesarelateremployed inasensitivity analysis (Chapter6)
which demonstrates how simulation models maybeused to look forrelations
between surface temperature and surface processes. Chapter 4 describes field
experiments andChapter5theuseoffielddataformodel validation.Anerror
analysis is included in these chapters, and spatial variability and the scaling
conceptaretouchedon.Ashortdescriptionoftheactualalgorithm,subdivided
in modules, is given in Chapter 3. ThefinalChapter 7is devoted to thermal
remote sensing anditspotential forbaresoil monitoring. Itisnot intended to
beanexhaustive overview, butmerelyanillustration ofhowmodellingcanbe
usedinremotesensing.
1.4 Othermodels
Onemightquestiontheneedforyetanothernumericalsimulationmodelon
transport processes intheenvironment. Inanearlier review (ten Berge, 1986)
of existing models on surface energy balance and soil thermal behaviour, 25
modelstosolvethecombined surfaceenergybalanceandsoil heatconduction
equationswerefoundintheliterature.Theyrangedfromrelativelysimpleana-

lytical expressions, sometimes neglecting important processes, to complicated
andcomprehensive numerical simulation models.Several ofthesehaveindeed
been used in thermal remote sensing research, others weredevised chiefly for
agronomic predictions. Inaddition to these physical models, that review also
listsmanystatistically-based modelsofsoil temperatureinrelation tosoiland
environmentalvariables.
Irrespectiveoftheabove,however,itwasfeltthatan'update'wouldbetimely. None of the models reported appeared to include a fully two-way soil-atmosphereinteraction. Describing suchinteraction isnowthought tobeessential for understanding and quantitatively predicting the various surface
processes. Also, concepts that allow simpler formulations (thermodynamics,
matricfluxpotential) orenablemorethorough validation procedures(scaling,
spatialvariability analysis)havedevelopedinsoilphysicsinthemeantime.Finally, assoil and atmosphere should bestudied asone continuum, it isdesirable to compile the relevant aspects of transport theory for both 'spheres'in
asinglevolume.

2 Transportprocesses:theoryandmodelling

2.1 Generaloverview
This chapter deals with the theory of transport processes in soil and atmosphere underlying the formulation of the SALSA (Soil-Atmosphere Linking
Simulation Algorithm)simulationmodelinthenextchapter.Beforeembarking
onthedetaileddescriptionofthevarioustransportprocesses,aglobaloverview
ofthesystemispresented briefly.
Figure 1 showsarelational diagramofthesoil-atmosphere systemasviewed
here:a one-dimensional system, subdivided by the soil surface into two semiinfinite sections. Although in thepresent context theinterest isbasically inthe
surfaceenergybalance,itisconvenient totakefourbudgetsintoaccount:those
ofmass,heat,momentum, andturbulent kineticenergy.Theequationsformomentum transferaretreated separatelyforthetwoorthogonal horizontal components.Also,soil temperature andairtemperatureareconsidered astwoseparate state variables, as are the humidity of the soil and of the atmosphere.
Consequently, althoughonlyfourbudgetsarerecognized,atotal ofsevenmain
variables is employed to characterize the state of the soil-atmosphere system.
These state variables are temperature and moisture content in the soil, potential temperature and specific humidity in the atmosphere, the two orthogonal
components of horizontal wind speed, and the turbulent kinetic energy. All of
these,ofcourse,areafunction oflocation ontheverticalaxis.
As an alternative to the formulation in Figure 1(SALSA Option A), prescribed courses of temperature, humidity and wind speed may be used - for
some applications - as boundary conditions at Stevenson screen height, thus
almost eliminating theatmospheric component from thecontinuum to bemodelled. The relational diagram corresponding to such an abridged version of
themodelled system isshown in Figure 2.This abridged version iscalled 'Option B\
Innumerical simulation, the value ofeach of the main state variables iscalculated for each compartment of the discretized system by integrating its rate
of change over time. The remaining state variables are then assumed to be in
equilibrium with these main variables, and are calculated subsequently. The
valuesofstatevariablesapplytothecentresofso-called compartments;incontrast, the fluxes operate at compartment interfaces. In the atmosphere, NN
layers are distinguished, increasing in thickness from the order of 1m at the
surface to a few hundreds of metres at the top of the boundary layer. In the
soil, compartment size increases from the surface downward from a few millimetrestoseveralcentimetres,andatotal ofN layersisused.Certainfragments
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Figure 1 shouldbereplacedwiththecompleteversionprinted
overleaf.
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Figure 2. Relational diagram of the simplified system, with prescribed atmospheric
boundaryconditionsnearthesurface(Option B).Fortheexplanation ofsymbols,see
Figure1.
ofthemodelarebasedonalreadyexistingmodels,suchasthosebyvanKeulen
(1975),vanBavel&Lascano(1979)andNieuwstadt &Driedonks(1979).
In the following, the energy balance will be discussed first (Section 2.2) as
itprovides thekeyequation forthesystem underconsideration. Subsequently,
the terms appearing in this energy balance equation and the related mechanisms will be discussed: radiative transfer (Section 2.3), bulk turbulent transport in theatmosphere (Section 2.4), and soil thermal and hydraulic processes
(Sections 2.5and2.6,respectively).

2.2 Thesurfaceenergybalance
Thecentral equation that setsboundary conditions to both thesoil andthe
atmosphere subsystems is theenergy balance equation of the surface (Lettau,
1957;Geiger,1961):
Rn + H+ LE + G= 0

Equation1

where Rn isnet radiation, HandLEarethesensible andlatent heatfluxesrespectively, and G isthesoil heatflux,allinWm" 2 . Theequationimpliesthat
the surface itself has no capacity, i.e. no energy can bestored in it. Thesame
assumption is made for matter. Also, Equation 1implies thatfluxestowards
the surface have a sign opposite to those directed away from it. Throughout
the SALSA algorithm this convention is maintained: in the programmed
model, allfluxesare designated positive if directed towards the surface, and
negative if directed away from it. In this text, on the other hand, this rule is
notalwaysstrictlyapplied.
Thereisastrongfeedback betweenthefluxesinEquation 1 andsurfacepropertiesandconditions.Netradiation,thesumofincomingandoutgoingradiation terms,isaffected bysoil moisturecontent andtemperature,becausethese
variables influence soil albedo, emissivity andemittance, respectively. Theatmosphericsensible andlatent heatfluxesaregoverned bysurface temperature
and humidity, and by air temperature, air humidity and an exchange coefficient.Thislattercoefficient dependsonthemagnitude ofthesensibleheat flux
itself (stability), on wind speed, and on surface roughness. The soil heat flux
is determined by thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the soil, both of
whicharefunctions ofsoilmoisturecontent.
Acomplicationthatshouldbementionedexplicitlyinthiscontextistherelation between GandLEin Equation 1.The soil heatfluxisoften expressedas
G= — ).(dT]dz)s,where the index s refers to the soil surface. In the case ofa
drysoilsurface,however,alargefractionoftherequiredlatentheatofevaporation is supplied by downward conduction through the solid soil mass.Therefore, theuseof G ascalculated bythisexpression (orasmeasured byheat flux
plates) in Equation 1 iserroneous. Instead, thesoil heatfluxforfieldapplicationofEquation1 couldbecalculatedbyavarietyofcalorimetricmethods(e.g.
Horton, 1982; Kimball &Jackson, 1975). This subject has been elaborated
upon by Menenti (1984),whopresented several evaporation formulas thatincorporate therelation between GandLE.Thiscomplication hasalso beenrecognized and accounted for by several modellers (e.g. van Keulen, 1975),but
isoften notaccordeddueattention.SeealsoSubsection5.1.2.
Theexamplesmentionedindicatethemutualinterdependenceofsurfaceproperties and the various fluxes composing the energy balance. Van Keulen
(1975) presented an elegant solution for the energy balance equation in the
formofanexplicitexpressionforsurfacetemperature.Nevertheless,fordidact10

icreasons it is preferred to use animplicit solution here to obtain surface temperature from the surface energy balance equation, because errorseasily creep
in when a program that includes such tangled explicit expressions is being
amended. An implicit solution as applied here was also used by van Bavel&
Lascano (1979). It comes down to formulating the fluxes in Equation 1as a
function of surface temperature, and subsequently solving the resulting set of
equations in an implicit loop to obtain surface temperature such that thesum
of surface energy fluxes is equal to zero. The various fluxes will now be discussed inmoredetail.
2.3 Radiation
2.3,1 Shortwaveradiation terms
Global radiation
Global radiation, the major fraction of daytime incoming radiation, sets one
ofthemain boundaryconditions tothesystem. Itistheshortwave radiant flux
density (Wm"2) received atthesurface;itresultsfrom theintegration ofradiance (W m~ 2 sr _ 1 ) over a solid angle 2n sr. The term 'shortwave' is only
roughly delineated by the spectral transparancy of the glass domes employed
onsolarimeters.Global radiationisthendefined as
2TT

nil

n % 3/im

sin \}J cos\[/ R(X,il/,(p)dXdil/d(p

^glob
<p = 0 v = 0

Equation 2

Xss0.3

where cp is the azimuth angle (rad), \J/ the elevation (rad), Xthe wavelength,
and R the spectral radiance. Global radiation in crop modelling is frequently
calculated from latitude, date and time (e.g. Goudriaan, 1977) and such relations could of course be used as an alternative to a measured course of global
radiation,asemployed inthepresent model.
Albedo
For a given surface and wavelength, the sum of reflectivity p, absorptivity a
and transmissivity Tequals unity. As the soil is considered to be an opaque
body, it is assumed that a-f p = 1. Reflectivity depends on the wavelength of
incoming radiation,andingeneral increaseswithwavelength uptoX— 1.2^m
(Gerbermann, 1979; Van der Heide & Koolen, 1980; Coulson & Reynolds,
1971).Assurface reflectivity isalsodependent onazimuthandelevation,itwill
beclearthattheoverall fraction ofshortwave radiation reflected bythesurface
isnotaconstant inreality,butdependsonatmosphericconditions andthepositionofthesun.Therefore, albedo,theoverallfraction ofglobal radiationthat
isreflected, isdefined as
11

2n

n/2

3jim

p^\j/,(p) sin \jj cos ij/ R(A,\l/,(p)dAdil/d(p
a = <p=0 *=° x~0'3 ^
2n

nJ2

Equation 3
3/jm

*

sin \jj cos \jj R{X,\jj,(p)d)A\jjd(p
<p = 0

v

=0

A«0.3

which roughly corresponds to the reflected fraction of shortwave radiation as
measuredwithadoubledomesolarimeter.
Several authors have reported that the albedo of bare soil depends on solar
elevation (Feddes, 1971;Aase &Idso, 1975;Idso et al., 1975c). It is generally
found thatalbedoforbaresoilsreachesamaximumatincidenceanglesranging
from 70 to 80 degrees. At a solar elevation of less than 10 degrees, Coulson
&Reynolds (1971)measured adecrease ofreflectivity overawide rangeofwavelengths, which was attributed to the high ratio of diffuse to direct radiation
that naturally occurs at sunrise and sunset. Kalma & Badham (1972) also
pointed at cloud cover as a factor affecting soil albedo. Menenti (1984)mentioned several expressions to account for the position of the sun and for the
distribution ofradiation overdirectanddiffuse components. Thelatterauthor
also reported a strong dependence of albedo on local time (for rough-surface
playasoils). Most othersourcesreportingonbarefieldsoilsgaveonlyamoderatedependence, noticeable inearlymorningandlateafternoon. Thiswasalso
thecaseinthefieldexperimentsconductedforthepresentstudy.Asthisdependence is only evident at hours when total global radiation is low, no relations
between albedo and solar elavation have been incorporated in the SALSA
model. Also, albedo is assumed to beindependent ofcloud cover and fraction
ofdiffuse radiation, because theexperimentsdiscussed hereyielded onlyminor
variations inalbedounderstronglychangingskyconditions.
Clearly, soil conditions affect albedo. The influence ofsurface roughness on
albedo as reported by van der Heide & Koolen (1980) from slaking experiments, and by Bowers &Hanks (1965)may very well be related to differences
in distribution of incidence angles for different surface geometries. Mineral
composition and organic matter content are known to have strong effects on
albedo. Bowers&Hanksincreased thealbedos ofdifferent soils byuptoafactor of two, oxidizing the small amounts (< 1.5%) of organic matter and carbonates present inthesamples.Gerbermann (1979)mentioned thatdrysoilalbedo generally increased with quartz content in a soil-mixing experiment, a
result comparable to that obtained by Karamanov (1970), who studied the effect of ferric coatings on quartz grains. Table 1lists albedo values for a wide
rangeofsoilsunderbothwetanddryconditions.
The effect ofmoisture on albedo ismarked. Angstrom (1925) proposed that
therelationbetweendrysoil albedoandalbedoatsaturation beexpressedas
12

Table 1.Albedovaluesforwetanddrysoils.
Soiltype

Wet

Dry

Source

Dunesand
Arenosasand
Yumasand
Williamsloam
Avondaleloam
Tipperaclayloam
Swifterbant siltloam
Greysoil
Red-brownclayloam
Sandyloam
Oudelandesandyloam
Clay
Blacksoil

0.24
0.22
0.18
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.08
0.08
0.08

0.37
0.38
0.42
0.26
0.30
0.23
0.31
0.27
0.20
0.17
0.20
0.14
0.14

Buttner&Sutter,1935
Graser&Bavel,1982
Gold&benAsher,1976
Aase&Idso, 1975
Idsoetal., 1975
Kalma& Badham,1972
tenBerge,1985
Kondrat'ev, 1954
Piggin&Schwertfeger, 1973
Feddes,1971
vanderHeide&Koolen,1980
Feddes,1971
Kondrat'ev, 1954

AfterIdso& Reginato,1974.

^wet ~~

«d ry

Equation 4

" (1 - tfdry) + 0dry

where nis the index of refraction of the liquid. This expression was supported
by Planet (1970)afterexperiments employingfluidswith different refraction indices. However, thesimple relation adTy = 2awet,suggested by Idso & Reginato
(1974), holds betterin reality, as demonstrated in Figure 3.This relation might
beemployed safely inmodelling when more accurate data arenot available.
Fewdata areavailableforintermediate moisture contents. Under laboratory
conditions, Graser &van Bavel (1982) measured anexponential decrease ofalbedo with increasing moisture content on core samples. From field experiments, Idsoet al. (1975c) reported alineardependence ofalbedo on volumetric
water content for Avondale loam. The Flevoland measurements discussed in
thepresent report (Chapter4)alsoyielded alinearrelationship.Thelinearrelationship between albedo, a, and volumetric soil moisture content, 0, as found
fordifferent field situations has been adopted in SALSA:
6

—0

a

W) = «wet + - ^

0crit

("dry ~ *wet)

Equation 5

where 0crit is the moisture content below which albedo starts increasing during
drying.
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Figure3.Wetsoilalbedoversusdrysoilalbedoforanumberofsoils(tenBerge,1986).
Solidline: Anstrom'sformula;brokenlineadTy = 2awet.
0

2.3.2 Longwaveradiation terms
Skyradiation
Thermalskyradiationor,moreaccurately,theincominglongwaveradiant flux
density or longwave irradiance (W m~ 2 ), also constitutes an important term
in the surface energy balance, its value ranging from 200 to 500 W m " 2 . It
isdefined inanalogy to global radiation asanintegral overazimuth, elevation
and wavelength (see Equation 2). In practice, the longwave radiation is often
takentobeafunction ofairtemperature atscreenheight (1.5m):
^id= z&yaTt

Equation 6

whichdefines theapparent skyemissivity £skyasanempirical constant;a isthe
Stefan-Bolzmann constant. It must be noted that the value of esky is also the
result of an integration over the sky hemisphere (Jacobs, 1982). The apparent
clear sky emissivity has been related to water content in the atmosphere, i.e.
vapour pressure or specific humidity, by empirical formulas employing power
or exponential functions of these properties. Gupta (1983) has reviewed this
type of expressions. In the present model, the relation proposed by Brunt
(1939)isused:
•m-
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Table2.Constantsforlongwaveskyradiation.
a

6(mbar-°-5)

Source

0.51 -0.60
0.60 -0.75
0.605-0.75
0.61
0.62

0.059-0.065
0.017-0.057
0.048
0.050
0.035

Unsworth& Monteith,1975
Wartena,1973
Sellers,1965
Budyko,1958
Stroosnijder&vanHeemst,1982

£

sky = a + by/1 2

Equation 7

where eis the vapour pressureat screen height (hPa).Table 2listssomemeasured values for theconstants aand b. Itmust berealized that measuringtechniques and circumstances (characteristics of the governing air mass) definitely
affect thevaluesfound fortheseparameters(Wartena, 1973). Forcloudyskies,
Sellers(1965)formulated theapparent skyemissivityas
£

sky= £Sky(0)(l + nc2)

Equation8

where c is the fraction of cloud cover, and nis a parameter ranging from 0.04
for high (cirrus) cloud, to 0.2 for low cloud (Monteith, 1973). In the SALSA
model, Equations 7 and 8 are used to calculate longwave radiantfluxdensity
from theskyhemisphereifmeasureddataarenotavailable.
Surface emittance
Thelongwave radiationleavingthesurface(apparentemittance)consistsofthe
termsemittance and reflection. Asareminder, theassumptions underlying the
formulation ofemittance willbesetforth.
Planck's law for black body radiation expresses the spectral radiance in a
direction normal to the surface, RnX, as afunction of wavelength and absolute
temperature.ApplyingLambert'scosinelaw,thespectralemittance Rx isfound
byintegrating theradiance overahemisphere. Finally, integrating Rx overthe
whole wavelength interval yields the emittance. The well known Stefan-Bolzmannlawexpressesthisradiantfluxdensityas:
Rle = — eaTf

Equation 9

where Rle is the emittance (Wm~ 2 ), a the Stefan-Bolzmann constant (5.67
10~ 8 W m" 2 K~ 4 ) andTsisthetemperature oftheemitting body (K);theemissivity eis introduced asareduction factor for non-black bodies, and isequal
to the absorption factor for the corresponding wavelengths (KirchhofFs law).
Forthepresent case, thesoil isassumed tobeagrey(eindependent ofA) body
15

Table3.Soilemissivityvalues.
Soiltype

AOim) Source

£

dry

wet

Coarsesilicasand
Whitesand
Plainfieldsand
Avondaleloam

0.914
0.890
0.900
0.967

0.936
0.925
0.940
0.980

8-12
10.4-11
8-12
8-13

Swifterbantsiltloam

0.910

0.940

8-14

Buettner&Kern,1965
Schurer,1975
Fuchs&Tanner,1968
Idso&Jackson,1969
andConaway&vanBavel,1967
tenBerge,1986

with a flat, homogeneous surface, obeying Lambert's law. Analogous to the
case for the visible spectrum, opaqueness is assumed for thermal radiation as
well.
Emissivity is a soil-specific property that ranges from 0.9 (dry quartz sand)
to approximately 1.0, depending on organic mattercontent, mineral composition and moisture content. As can be seen from the data listed in Table 3,the
difference in cfound between wet and dry soil, is usually 0.02-0.04. Relatively
fewdataareavailable ontherelation betweenemissivity andothersoilproperties. Some interesting results have been obtained in this respect by using quotients of measured emittances in small bands of different wavelength intervals
within the thermal range, thus eliminating temperature. This yields quotients
ofspectralemissivities,sensitivetosurfaceproperties(Palluconi, 1983).
Although differences in soil emissivity are hardly significant in the energy
balance ofbaresoils (having anegligible effect on actual surface temperature),
they areofcourse important in the interpretation ofthermal infrared imagery.
Differences inehave been reported to makecool, wet sand appear warmer on
surface imagery than warm, dry sand (Buettner & Kern, 1963). The SALSA
modelexpresses thedependence of£ onsoil moisture bytheempirical relationship
0
e(0)— £dry-f-— (£wct — £dry)

Equation 10

where9S isthemoisturecontent atsaturation (cf. Chapter4).
Thereflection compound oflongwaveradiationleavingthesoilsurfaceiscalculated as afraction (1 — a) of incoming thermal radiation, where ais theabsorptivity, assumed to equal the emissivity for a given wavelength. Naturally,
the same type of assumptions discussed for reflection in the visible spectrum
apply to this integral quantity. Emissivity values are usually measured in the
'atmospheric window' (roughly 8-14 /zm), for the obvious reason that this is
the most attractive wavelength interval for remote sensing, because oflowabsorption by the atmopheric gases. At the same time, however, alarge fraction
16

of the sky radiation - aside from cloud radiation - is of other wavelengths,
which raisesdoubts about the wisdom ofusing£8_14^minlongwave reflectance
calculations. The present author has been unable to find accurate data on reflectivity in the desired intervals, but an estimate of 0.05-0.15 could be derived
from data collected by Jackson and his colleagues at USDA Water Conservation Laboratory, Phoenix, Arizona. From thesedata no significant dependence
oflongwave reflectivity on soil moisturecontent could be recognized.
The radiation terms discussed in Subsections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 are finally
merged into the net radiation term. In turn, this flux is included in the energy
balance implicit loop, because of the temperature dependence of the emittance
term:
Rn = (1 - a) Rglob+ R]e + (1 - c) RXd

Equation 11

Alternatively, net radiation can be used as a driving variable imposed on the
system ifmeasured data are available, thus avoiding uncertainties in the radiativepropertiesofsoil andsky;thisisuseful whenthemodel isapplied toinvestigatefluxesand corresponding processes not directly related to radiation.
2.4 Transport intheatmospheric boundary layer
2.4.1 Exchange at thesurface
As was set forth in Section 2.1, boundary conditions to the system can be
chosen such that the model does or does not simulate the development of the
atmosphericboundary layer(Options Aand B,respectively).Theequations for
surface exchange are almost identical for the two cases, and will be discussed
first.
Air temperature, humidity and wind speed at given height near the surface,
e.g. at screen height, are either given as measured boundary conditions, or are
calculated by the model as conditions resulting from surface fluxes (Subsection
2.4.2). Employing these conditions, the surface fluxes of momentum, heat and
mass areexpressed as functions of the vertical gradients of the relevant properties, under the assumption ofno horizontal advection.
Although the flux of momentum itself is of no direct interest to the surface
energy balance, itisimportant because theatmospheric 'resistance'to heat and
mass transport is closely related to this flux. The objective now is to write the
vertical turbulent fluxes ofrespectively momentum, heat and vapour as
u(zm) — u(z0)
TX = p _ ! i ^
L°£
__ v(zm) - v(z0)
y= P
r

T

_
Equation 12a
Equation 12b

aM
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H = pC p

r

Equation 13
aH

£ =p

Equation 14
r

aV

where the subscripts x and y refer to the two orthogonal horizontal axes. z0
istheroughness length (m), andzm istheheight (m)atwhich thestate variables
are measured or calculated; u,varethe horizontal wind velocity components
(m s" *), Tthe airtemperature (°C)andq thespecific humidity of theair (kg
water perkgdry air). Forthe'resistances'ra,thesubscripts M,H,andVrefer
to momentum, heat andvapour, respectively. Inthecalculation ofthesefluxes
it isassumed that Tand qatheight z0 areequal to their values atthesoil surface.Theremainderofthis subsection will focus ontheformulation ofra.
An important characteristic in that formulation is atmospheric stability, a
function ofthe ratio between thefluxesofmomentum andsensible heat. In an
unstable situation, temperature decreases with height, whichimplies adecrease
of atmospheric resistance because ofthe effect ofbuoyancy. Following Obukhov (1946), stability is expressed by the dimensionless parameter ( = z/L,
wherezistheheight (m)andL isthewell-known Monin-Obukhov length (m),
definedas
._
Oul
e (t/p) 3/2
L=
^(H/pCp) =

fc^H^)

Equation 15

(kistheVonKarman constant forwich avalue of0.41 isused here, andgthe
gravityacceleration constant).Thefriction velocity u+ isdefined bythe relation
T= pu\ and the potential temperature 9 by the equation 0= 7(1000/p) 0,288 ,
where Tand p are the actual temperature (K) and pressure (hPa)of the air,
respectively. Potential temperature is thetemperature anairparcel would attain ifbrought dry-adiabatically toapressure of 1000hPa. Forthefirstmetres
of the surface layer thedifference between 9andTisusually ignored. Thestability parameter £hasbeen related tothenon-dimensional gradients ofpotential temperature andwind velocity bythesemi-empirical so-called flux-profile
relationships. Reviews onthis topic have been given byDyer (1974), Businger
(1975), Viswanadham (1982) and others.These dimensionless gradients are definedas(Businger, 1975):
.
kz du(z)
(p{z)=
—
M
w* oz
, x kzd9(z)
(p(z) = Y ~T—

Equation 16
Equation 17

where0* = (H/pC^/u^. Theflux-profilerelationships fortheunstable situation
areofthe form
18

<PM,H= (1 -

« Ob

Equation 18

where a and bareempirical constants, approximately 16and -0.25 for momentum, and 16 and -0.50 for heat transfer respectively; for stable stratification,
the relation cpM = <pH = 1 + PC is used, with j? = 4.7 (Businger, 1975; Businger
etal., 1971).
Equations 16 and 17 employ the local derivatives at height z. In numerical
simulation, where distance is discretized into steps or compartments, the transcription of these equations into the finite difference form may be hazardous
when the gradient changes rapidly with height, i.e. close to the surface. Therefore, the integral form of Equations 16 and 17, derived by Paulson (1970), is
used for the expression of surface fluxes in the SALSA model. Paulson's integration, employing Equation 18, results in the wind and temperature profile
equations respectively:
u= ^ (\n(jA - O
0 = 0o + ^ (ln( — ) - ^H )

Equation 19
Equation 20

The roughness lengths zoM and zoM are assumed to be equal. It is directly verified that for neutral stratification (!PM = 0) Equation 19 reduces to the wellknown logarithmic wind profile equation (e.g. Monteith 1963, 1973). Now, the
combination of Equations 12and 19(with T= pu^)yields for the resistance to
momentum transfer:
r

aM= p ^ (ln[—j - ^ M )

Equation 21

Similarly (with 9 « 7), Equations 13and 20combine to

r

"-ik(Kt)- "X'{£)-"»)

E ui oin22

""

The stability correction functions !FM and YH in Equations 19-22 are defined
(Paulson, 1970)for unstable stratification as
VM = 2 ln((l + fa 1)I2) + ln((l + </>„ 2 ) / 2 ) - 2 a r c t a n ^ 1)+n/2 Equation 23
VH = 2 ln((1 + <p„ 1)/2)

Equation 24

andforstable conditions as
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Wu = ¥H= - jjf

Equation 25

On the basis ofsimilarity theory it is assumed that theaerodynamic resistance
of the atmospheric boundary layer is identical for all transported constituents
expressed as conservative properties, this resistance being related only to the
eddy structure of the flow. Because the specific humidity q is such a property,
raVinEquation 14istakentobeequal toraH.
The sets of Equations 12-14and 21-25, in combination with theenergy balance equation, enable one to calculate stability and aerodynamic resistance
withasingle-level airtemperatureonly.Thisissobecause thePaulsonintegrationallows theuseofsoil surface temperature- calculated from thesurfaceenergy balance - in conjunction with air temperature at some height above the
surface. This 'integrated' procedure was also applied by Hammel et al. (1981)
and Mahrer(1982). IntheSALSA model thevariables ¥Mand ¥Haretabulatedasfunctions ofthestability parameterf.Note that Equations 12-14and2125areonly usedfor thecalculation ofsurfacefluxes,i.e. thefluxesbetweenthe
soil surface and the centre of the lowermost compartment of the boundary
layer. For the remainder of the atmospheric boundary layer, the expressions
expounded in the next subsection, including the 'differential' formulation of
stability, areused(SALSA OptionA).
2.4.2 Boundary layerdevelopment
The atmospheric boundary layeris the lower part of the atmosphere, which
byturbulent mixing responds to thediurnal course offluxesat theearth'ssurface. During daytime, its height usually ranges between a few hundred metres
andafewkilometres,occasionally uptothetropopauseforveryunstablesituations.Thedaytimeboundarylayerdevelopsrapidlyasaresultofintensivemixing triggered by surface heating. At night, turbulence diminishes as one of its
major sources, buoyancy, reverses its effect; astable stratification is then built
upbyradiative cooling ofthesurface. Typically, thenocturnal boundary layer
mayextend toheightsintheorderofafewhundredmetres.
The diurnal development of the boundary layer is the subject of discussion
in this subsection. It involves the equations of motion, of enthalpy and mass
conservation,thegradientexpressionsofthefluxes,andthekineticenergybudget equation. The theory set forth here is used only in the 'complete' SALSA
model (Option A, Figure 1)and maybeofminorimportance to thoseinterested in soil behaviour under given near-surface boundary conditions. The work
byNieuwstadt &Driedonks (1979) on thenocturnal boundary layerwas used
asaguidelineinformulating thissection ofthemodel.
Theequationsofmotion
Following the Reynolds theory, the three orthogonal components of velocity
along theaxesx,y andz respectively areusuallywrittenas
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u= u+w'
v= v+ v'
w = w -f vv'

Equation26
withu' = t>' = vv' = 0

where the barsindicate time averages, and u\ v\ vv' arethe turbulent fluctuationsabout themean;vvistakenalongtheverticalaxis.Thefluidumisconsideredincompressible,exceptwherethebuoyancytermisconcernedanddensity
depends on temperature (a Boussinesque approximation; for a summary of
Boussinesque assumptions see Busch (1973) and Nieuwstadt & van Dop
(1981)).Theequationsofmotionforthemeanhorizontalflowthenexpressthe
totalorbarycentricdifferentials respectivelyas
du du - du - du —du
dt dt
dx
dy
dz
I
II
1 dp,
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a5v asv ^ -
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Qf + X>W
Equation27a
V
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du'v' dv'W

2Q

L ^ a? a?J""^r""^r" ™

Equatlon27b^ u

where vis the kinematic viscosity and Q is the angular frequency of rotation
of the earth;r\ istheunitvector,paralleltotheaxisofrotation,andJ/3,itscomponent along thez axis,equalssin cp atlatitude q>. Theequationforthemean
flow inthevertical(analogoustoEquations27,butincluding a buoyancyterm)
isomittedbecauseitisassumedthatthemeanflowwisnegligiblebycomparisonwithitsfluctuationsw\
IntheEulerianexpressions27,TermIistherateofchangeof the localmean
flow velocity atapoint withfixedcoordinates inspace.TermIIrepresentsacceleration due to advection ofmomentum;III denotes acceleration down the
pressure gradient; IV and V are the viscous stress terms and Reynolds terms
respectively (when multiplied by p, these are the divergencies of thefluxesof
momentum by viscous forces and turbulence, respectively). Finally, the last
term,VI,inEquations27resultsfromtherotationof the earth.
Asmolecularinteractionplaysaveryminorroleinatmosphericmomentum
transfer ascompared with turbulence,TermIVcanvirtually beignored.Further simplification is achieved if the advection terms (II) are omitted. This is
a more serious limitation, because advection may play a significant role, e.g.
in the nocturnal boundary layer when vertical mixing is low (Nieuwstadt &
Driedonks, 1979). Nevertheless, advection is ignored for practical reasons at
themoment.Moreover,horizontaldivergencesoftheturbulentfluxesd{u'v')ldx
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andd(u'v')ldyareconsideredsmallincomparisonwithd{u'W)jdzandd(v'w')/dz,
andareignored.Iftheverticalfluxesofmomentumarethenwrittenas:
xx= pu'W and xy= pv'W

Equation28

theequationsofmotionreduceto
1 dp

du

Tt

=

p dx

dv

1 dp

dt

p dy

Equation29a

dz p
-

d

Ty

AM*

dz p

Equation29b

wheretheCoriolis parameter/is defined byft]= 2Qt]z(s" 1 );forsimplicityof
notation, the bars to indicate mean values will be left out in the following.
GeostrophicwindissubstitutedforthepressuregradientterminEquations29.
For agiven height z, therelations between pressure gradient and geostrophic
wind are given by ug = (—\/fp) (dp/dy) and vg = (l/{p)(dp/dx) (e.g. Busch,
1973).
The difference between geostrophic winds at different levels, called thermal
wind, is a function of the horizontal temperature gradient. Ignoring thermal
wind by replacing the pressure gradient term by geostrophic wind at a prescribed level mayintroduce asignificant errorinthecase ofstrong horizontal
temperaturegradients.Sincetherequiredinputconditionswillseldombeavailable, however, thermal wind is ignored, following Nieuwstadt & Driedonks
(1979).Then,finally,theequations ofmotionforthetwoorthogonal horizontalcomponentsasusedintheSALSAmodelbecome
— =f(v — vS) ———
dt
oz p
-r-= -/(w ~ tO- -r-—
dt
oz p

Equation30a

Equation30b

Conservation ofmassandenthalpy
Omittingtheadvectiontermsandhorizontal turbulentfluxdivergenceasindicated above, the conservation equation for enthalpy in the vertical is written
as(e.g.Businger,1981):
™=dt

—(w9+ W&) + IS,
oz

Equation31

where again 0is the potential temperature and the Stterms represent sources
andsinksofenthalpy.Theseincludechangesinlocal enthalpycausedbyther22

mal conduction, divergence ofnet radiation, dissipation ofkinetic energy, and
changes in mass content, composition or state of a given parcel of air. All these
terms will beignored here. For most terms this means no severe violation of
reality, because they areusually small. Only thechange of state of available
water may constitute an important term. Ifcloud formation occurs, divergence
of net radiation also becomes important. Therefore, the omission of these terms
in Equation 31 limits the validity ofthe model tocases where no condensation
occurs in the atmosphere. The equation now reducesto
dO
=

d( H \
Ec uation32

Tt -TAjcJ

*

Similarly, the equation of mass conservation is expressed for water vapour as
dq
d ,— -—
d /E\
— = ——(wq+ w'q)= - —I —J

Equation33

Fluxes in terms of gradients
The fluxes inthe boundary layer are expressed somewhat differently fromthe
surface fluxes described inSubsection 2.4.1. For momentum, sensible heat and
moisture, the equations read
T

*
p
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Equation36

Kv
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Equation34
Equation35

8q

K

dV

dz

Clearly, combination with Equations 30,31 and32, respectively, yields the
well-known second order equations offlow.Although thisgradient formulation
is a coarse approximation, based on similarity with molecular transfer processes, it is still themost widely used approach, because of its simplicityand
relatively low computing cost (Businger, 1981). The transport coefficients K are
expressed as functions ofe, the available local turbulent kinetic energy:
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KM.H.V = /M.H.V(Ce)

Equation37

where thekinetic energy isinJkg"*.The length scales /M,H,V a r e functions of
the dimensionless gradients cp (Subsection 2.4.1) and are given by
-i

_ <PM.H.V(Q ,
/
,'
+ +—

'M.H.V
M H v=

' - -~

kz

<xu. 'g

Equation38
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wherecp^ = cpH = cpw (Businger, 1975);fortheempirical constantsaandc,the
values4.10~ 4 and0.2,respectively,areused(Nieuwstadt &Driedonks,1979).
Thekineticenergybudget
Thesystemisclosedbytheturbulentkineticenergy(TKE)equation(Tennekes
& Lumley, 1972;Driedonks,1981):
zx du rJ vL dv g H
d r , de v(c e)3/2
T - = —" ^ + - - T - + ~ -77- -f -T-XM—/
ot p oz p oz T pCp oz
oz
lM
I
II
III
IV
V
de

_
.
Equation39

TheTermIisthelocal rateofchangeofTKEperunit ofmass;IIarethemechanicalproductiontermsofTKEresultingfrom vertical windshear;IIIisthe
TKE production by buoyancy, IV represents the divergence of the vertical
TKEflux,and thelast termistheloss ofTKEbydissipation, where theconstant c is identical to that in Equation 37. Driedonks (1981) extensively discussed therelative importance ofeachtermatdifferent locations inthedevelopingboundarylayer.
Boundaryconditions
Thelowerboundaryconditionstotheatmosphere,dictatedbythesurfaceenergybalance,havebeentreatedinSubsection2.4.1,exceptfortheTKEflux.This
term istaken to bezero at thesurface. In thepresent study, theconditionsat
the upper boundary of the system were defined asgiven below, but ofcourse
otherconditionscanbechosen:
u=

Ug

V =

V

T*=

Equation40a

0

Equation40b

= V =0

Equation40c

B =

H= 0

Equation40d

E= 0

Equation40e

dz

Equation40f

It will beclearthat thechoice ofthese boundary conditions prescribesthat
theheight oftheupperboundaryinamodelbechosensafelyabovetheactual
topofthedevelopingboundarylayer.
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2.5 Transport ofheatinthesoil
Theone-dimensionalflowequationforheatinthesoil canbewrittenas

d(CT)

d / , dT\

A

^

+

- V = & ( &> ^

.

At

Equat,on41

where X is the thermal conductivity (W m" l K" *), Cthe volumetric heat capacity(Jm"3 K""x)andthePftermsrepresent theratesofchangeinlocalheat
content bymechanismsotherthanconduction.Theseothermechanismsareassociated withliquid orgasmovement, andsomeofthemarestill poorlyunderstood. Inthecaseofactualmeasurements,thePftermsareoften 'incorporated'
in thefirstterm on the RHS and all heat transport is ascribed to conduction.
Thermal conductivity in theabove equation is then replaced byA*,theapparent thermal conductivity, and the Pf-terms are consequently omitted. The use
of A*in modelling coupled mass-heat flow in soil is not attractive for reasons
explained in Subsection 2.5.2. Hence, the two main heat transfer terms are
maintained separately inthemodel.
Heat transport byconduction will bediscussedfirst(Subsection 2.5.1).Subsequently, the heat associated with a change of state of the soil water will be
treated (Subsection 2.5.2).
2.5.7 Conduction
Naturally, soil thermal conductivity and heat capacity have a strong influence on soil thermal behaviour. Both can be formulated on the basis of soil
composition.
Heat capacity
The soil heat capacity inSALSA isdefined on thebasis ofthecapacities ofthe
different soil components (deVries, 1963):
Cs =/ q C q +/CCC +/ 0 C 0 + 0CW+/ a C a

Equation 42

where/is thevolumefraction and Cthevolumetricheatcapacityofthecomponents clay, quartz, organic matter, water and air, respectively; 6is the volume
fraction ofsoilwater.Watercontent determinesheatcapacity toalargeextent,
sincewaterhasamuchhigherspecific heatcapacity thantheothersoil constituents,asshowninTable4.
Thermal conductivity
Thermalconductivity islessobviously relatedtosoilcomposition thanheatcapacity. Aside from the conductivities of the individual soil particles, the arrangementandshapefactorsoftheparticlesalsoaffect bulkthermalconductiv25

Table4.Thermalpropertiesofsoilcomponents (afterdeVries,1963).
Component

Quartz
Clayminerals
Organicmatter
Water
Air(20°C)

Density

Specific
heat

Thermal
conductivity

Thermal
diffusivity

Mgm~3

Jg-lK~l

Wm-^K-1

lO-Orn^- 1

2.66
2.65
1.30
1.00
1.20 10" 3

0.80
0.90
1.92
4.18
1.01

8.80
2.92
0.25
0.57
0.025

4.18
1.22
0.10
0.14
20.50

ity. Extremes in soil conductivity maydiffer bya factor of 100(Hillel, 1980),
although forarable soils variability issomewhat less andafactor of 10seems
more appropriate to characterize therange of Xvalues occurring inthefield.
Several empirical expressions forX(0)have been proposed, e.g. by Woodside
& Messmer (1961) andNerpin &Chudnovski (1970). Table 5 lists measured
thermal conductivities ofsoil atdifferent water contents asfound intheliterature; most data refer to apparent thermal conductivity X*, thus covering not
only conduction butalso mass-associated heat transfer. Forfieldsoils, X(0)ls
fairly well described byalinear relationship; Table 5can beused for interpolation purposes. Seealso Section 4.5.
In the SALSA model, either tabulated (measured) functions of Xvs 0are
used, orX iscalculated onthebasis ofthe electrical conductivity analogonby
de Vries (1963, 1975). DeVries's model considers soil asacontinuous medium
(gas or liquid), in which soil particles andwater orair,respectively, aredispersed. Conductivity is then calculated asaweighted averageofthe conductivitiesoftheindividual components. For0> 0.05, theliquidis used asthe continuous phase, and theexpression becomes
-j

^qw./q^q ' ^cw/c^'c ' ^owJo^-o ' ^ww"^w » ^aw7a^a

P n n a t i n n A'X

The weighting factorsfcqwfe
, cw,feow,andkawdepend onthe ratio ofspecific thermal conductivity of respectively quartz, clay, organic matter, andairto that
of water (kww = 1).Atvery lowwater contents (0< 0.02), airisviewed as the
continuous phase, and an equivalent expression isused, including an empirical
correction factor:
; = l25. fcqJq^q + KJX
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+ KJ0X0 + KM

+ kJX

Equation44
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withfcaa= 1.

Forcomponent x inmedium y9 kxy isdefined for atemperature gradient inthe
direction ias
kxyi = 1/(1 + (4M y ~ 1)' gx)

Equation 45

wheregXi istheshapefactorfordirection i,determined bytheratioofthemain
axes of the particle. The particles are assumed to be spheroid. If the particle
axes have random directions in the bulk soil, the weight factors are expressed
by
Ky = 3(fc*„., + Kyi. 2+ Kyi.,)

Equation 46

whichforspheroidsresultsin
kxy = § 1/(1 + (XJXy - 1) gx) + i 1/(1 + (XJXy - 1)(1 - 2gx))

Equation 47

with i = l .
De Vries (1975) mentioned an inaccuracy of 5% in the X predictions for soil
by the above equations, increasing to 10%for the range where neither water
nor air areconsidered as the continuous medium (0.02 < 6< 0.05). Anexample of X calculated according to the above model is given for Swifterbant silt
loaminChapter4.
Several authors compared predictions by the 'analogue model' with measureddata ofthermal conductivity, obtained from both laboratory andfieldexperiments.Although someofthemreporteddisagreement (Nagpal &Boersma,
1973;Hadas, 1977b),othersfound good agreement between measured andcalculated values (de Vries, 1963;Cochran et al., 1967;Wieringa et al., 1969;Sepaskhah & Boersma, 1979; Horton, 1982). The air shape factor ga in the De
Vries model is sometimes used to match calculations with data. Kimball et al.
(1976) extensively discussed this airshape factor, indicating its dependence on
temperature and moisture content. Horton (1982) found best agreement when
using the values of the air shape factor given by Kimball et al. When the de
Vries X model is used to simulate soil temperatures, an error interval should
beused to account for uncertainties inga,instead ofoptimizing thefit between
predicted andobservedcourses bymodifyingga.
Thecontinuing discussions on thermal conductivity intheliterature on soils
indicate thedifficulties involved inthemeasurement ofX and inthedetermination of the parameters required for the de Vries model. The actual relevance
of X with respect to soil surface temperature behaviour will be studied in
Chapter6.
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2.5.2 Coupling:heatassociated withchangesin soil water entropy
Soil water may be present in various states or phases, each of which ischaracterized by a corresponding entropy. The condition of local thermodynamic
equilibrium signifies that atanypoint inthemacroscopic sense, thelocal chemical potentials /i,- and the temperatures 7Jare the same for all phases i. Then,
when water passes from one state into another, the change in partial specific
entropy is accompanied by the release or absorption of a certain amount of
heat AH, equal to T(S2 — Sx) where Sl and S2 are the partial specific entropies
(J kg" 1 K" 1 ) corresponding to the initial and final states, respectively. This
follows from theequilibrium condition/ij = /x2 and the relation
»=H-TS

Equation 48

where H is the partial specific enthalpy (J kg" 1 ). Although, in reality, at the
scale of a pore the state of soil water changes gradually in space, i.e. with respect to its position relative to the solid phase, it is considered satifactory to
distinguish only three water phases. Each phase has itscharacteristic transport
coefficient, pressure (p), partial specific entropy (S) and specific volume (V).
These three phases are the 'free' or 'extramatric' liquid phase, the adsorbed or
'matric'phase, and the vapour phase (Kay &Groenevelt, 1974).(See also Subsection 2.6.1).
Heat of wetting
When liquid water is added to dry soil, the temperature changes because the
integral heat of wetting, AHa, is liberated when water molecules are adsorbed
by the soil particles and their state changes from 'free'liquid to 'matric'liquid.
The heat of wetting has also been_called 'heat of transport' (Nielsen et al.,
1972). This is confusing, because AHa is not directly related to the transport
itself but to a local change of state; the term should therefore be avoided; it
doesnot specifically adressthephenomenon involved.Table 6liststheAHavaluesforanumberofsoil materials,asmeasureddirectlyinadsorptionorimmersion experiments. It can be seen that AHa differs over a wide range of values,
depending on the type of clay mineral and the adsorbed cation species. It is
generally acknowledged that upon wetting up to a relative humidity of20%,
the heat of wetting has evolved almost completely. This state is identified by
thepresenceofamonolayer ofwatermoleculesadsorbedontheactivesurfaces.
The actual concern being the relevance of the reported data to the soil energy
balance, it may bestated that the heat ofevaporation ofadsorbed water, down
to a relative humidity of 20%, is equal to that of free water, i.e. 2.4-2.5 106J
kg" x (depending on temperature). Onlyforthelastmolecularlayer,isthisvalue increased by 5-25%as a result of AHa, as can be seen from Table 6. In the
context of the surface energy balance, this amount can be ignored because it
applies to averysmall fraction ofthesoil water. Inaddition, innature thisulti29

Table 6. Integral heat ofadsorption A//a (freeliquid
soilmaterials.
kJ kgdrysoil

(completewetting)
Millvillesiltloam
Millvillesiltloam
Red-brownloam
Illite
Kaolinite
Na-kaolinite
Ca-montmorillonite
Na-montmorillonite

•
•
•

8.2
0.9
6.8*
95.0
28.0

adsorbed liquid) for different

- l
kJkg,*ater
(from drytoh = =0.2)

Source

80
510
380
350
500

Caryetal., 1964
Kijneetal., 1964
Orchiston,1953
Orchiston,1954
Orchiston,1954
East,1950
Kijne, 1969
Kijne,1969

•

791
700

*Calculatedfromoriginaldataassumingspecificsurfaceareaof25m2g 2forkaolinite.

mateamount ofadsorbed waterwill only beremoved underveryextremeconditions. Hence, the heat of adsorption is not accounted for by the SALSA
model. (Note that to derive AHa from vapour adsorption experiments, thelatent heat of vaporization A// v should of course be subtracted from the total
valueofAH).
Heatof vaporization
In analogy to the above, the well-known latent heat of vaporization AHyaccompanies theincrease inentropy when waterevaporates. Incontrast to AHa,
thisparticularchangeinpartial specific enthalpyhasbeenobserved tocontributeconsiderably tosoilheattransport (e.g. Hadas(1977b)andWestcot&Wierenga (1974)forfieldand laboratory experiments, respectively). Condensation
at the soil surface, in addition to conductive transport of heat, may play an
important role in the surface energy balance at night, compensating for radiative cooling and thus maintaining net radiation at a steady minimum level.A
briefexerciseonthistopicwillbepresentedinChapter6toillustratethesignificanceofheat-vapourcouplinginthecontext ofthesurfaceenergybalance.
Asmentioned before, thelatent heatcarriedbythevapourcanbetakeninto
account by using an 'apparent thermal conductivity', X*. As an example, Figure 4 shows its contribution as calculated by the de Vries model (Equations
43 and 44), in which Aacan either signify the true conductivity of air (to yield
X),or theapparent conductivity ofair, i.e. including vapour diffusion (to yield
X*). Since both vapour diffusivity and saturated vapour density are temperature-dependent, thistemperature dependence alsoholdsforA*,whichis,therefore, not an attractive soil characteristic. It must be realized, in addition, that
the curves in Figure 4 represent the case of saturated soil air only. In other
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thermal conductivity
(Wm^K" 1 )
1.6n

OA
05
0 (m3m"3)

Figure4.Thermalconductivityandapparentthermalconductivityascalculatedby the
deVriesmodel(saturatedsoilair).
cases, the effect of vapour movement on heat transfer may even be in the reverse direction. Such happens when vapour diffuses upwards along the
gradient ofrelative humidity towards thewarmsoil surface;thisoccursatvery
shallow depths during daytime in soils with a dry surface. Then, vapourflow
can decrease apparent thermal conductivity, provided condensation takes
place. (Ifnot, thevapour transport hasnodirect effect on heat transport). For
thesetwo reasonsA* hasnot beenusedintheSALSA model.

Heatfluxassociated withwatertransport
I Thebasisofheat transport associated withmasstransport hasbeenmentioned
in the previous paragraphs: the latent heat of phase changes is responsible for
couplingbetweenmassandheatflow.Now, thefluxdensityequationsresulting
from thismechanismmust beformulated.
Theheatfluxthrough soil withsimultaneous watertransport iseasilymisinterpreted.Different definitions arepossible (deGroot &Mazur, 1962)andthis
has given rise to much confusion in soils literature (Nielsen et al., 1972;Chu
et al., 1983;Sposito, 1986). Careful analysis of the thermodynamics involved
in these phenomena of mass-heat coupling shows, however, that there should
be no doubt - at least not on a theoretical level - about the interpretation of
thevariousheatfluxes.Foramoredetailedtreatmentofthetheoryonthebasis
of the entropy production equation the reader is referred to ten Berge &Bolt
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(1988)whoalsodiscusstheOnsagerrelationsformass-heat transfer.
For thedescription of the SALSA model, abriefdiscussion on the heatflux
asemployed inthemodel isconsidered sufficient. The total heatfluxiswritten
as(deGroot &Mazur, 1962;Katchalsky& Curran, 1965):
Jq = TJS + Y, ^W/W,

Equation 49

i

where Js is the total entropy flux (resulting from both conduction and mass
transport)andJW{ arethedifferent massfluxesofwaterinstate/,withchemical
potential /xW/. In Appendix 1it is shown that it is the convergence of this flux
Jqthat isequal to thelocal rateofchange ofvolumetric heat content d(Cl)/dt9
introduced in Equation 41.ThefluxJqthus comprises both atrue conduction
term and some terms related to mass flow, which were lumped into the terms
X/P/in Equation41. Thisequation maynowbewrittenas(seeAppendix 1)
d(CT) -d,
dT
_
L
- ^ = —j£ (- A— + tfwJw - JyAHv- J;A//J

Equation 50

where Jw is the total waterflux(summation all phases), Jv is the vapourflux,
andJ'y, is thefluxofmatricliquid;Hwis theenthalpy ofthe^waterin thereferencestate ('extramatric'). Note that thesign ofA// v and AHaisdetermined by
the direction of the phase transition:from extramatric liquid to vapour (negative) and from extramatric to adsorbed liquid (positive), respectively. The last
RHS term, which results from adsorption, is ignored in SALSA: it is assumed
to be much smaller than the remaining three terms, because of the low values
ofbothAHaandthetransport coefficient formatricwater.
Furthermore, thefraction TdC/dtofthe LHSdifferential iscancelled against
— (Hy,dJJdz + J^dHJdz). ThisimpliesignoringJ^dHJdz, becauseitiseasily
verified that T{dC/dt) is identical with — H^dJJdz. It can be demonstrated
that in the context of the diurnal surface energy balance this simplification is
not severe: even under a temperature gradient of 100 K m - 1 , a waterfluxof
1 mm h _ 1 would give rise to a temperature change in the order of only 0.1
Kh ~ l . With thesesimplifications, theexpression asusedinSALSA may finallybewrittenas
C — = —— (— X— JvAHy)
ot
oz
oz

Equation51

whichimpliesthatinthenumerical schemetheheatcapacity attimetisindeed
usedtoevaluate thetemperature attimet + Af.
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2.6 Transport ofwaterinthesoil
The general flow equation for one-dimensional transport of licjuid water in
thesoil iswrittenas

wherepisthepressurepotential (Pa), K isthehydraulicconductivity (inkg(m
Pa s)~ *), p, is the density of the liquid, g the acceleration by gravity, and 9
thevolumetricwatercontent.Themoisturecharacteristicp(Q)andthehydraulicconductivity function K(0) will betreatedinsubsection 2.6.2,along withthe
so-called 'matricfluxpotential'concept. Thelatterisacombination ofthep(6)
andK(0) functions,whichmaybeusedasasubstitutefortheseinthefirstRHS
termofEquation52.
Since moisture transport near the soil surface is rarely isothermal, attention
must bepaid tothephenomenon ofcoupling between heatandmoisture fluxes
inanalogy to what waswritten about the soil heatflux(Subsection 2.5.2). Variousmodelsthatincludecoupling phenomena havebeenpublished, andsome
aspects have been evaluated quantitatively in simulation studies (e.g. Milly,
1984; Hopmans &Dane, 1985). Nevertheless, a reconciliation of the classical
approaches- mechanistic and thermodynamic- would beuseful for modelling
and is therefore elaborated here. Subsection 2.6.1 summarizes some of the
theoryandconclusions regardingthedrivingforcesforliquidflowunderatemperature gradient. For its counterpart, the transport of heat associated with
watertransport,seeSubsection2.5.2.
Theequivalent ofEquation 52forvapourtransferisexpressedas

pl =

Tt Tz[B'W~~^J

Equatlon53

wherepvisthevapourdensity (kgm~3)and De theeffective vapour diffusivity
(m 2 s _ 1 ). In analogy to the treatment of liquid transfer, some comments will
begivenonthetheoryofcouplingandontherelationpv(0)inSubsection2.6.3;
theeffective diffusivity Dc,includingthevariousenhancement mechanismsthat
havebeenreportedinliterature (Subsection 2.6.4),willalsobetouched upon.
2.6.1 Coupling: non-isothermal transportintheliquidphase; theformulation of

In soils literature, two distinct approaches have traditionally been followed
toanalysecouplingbetweenmassandheattransport:ontheonehandthe'mechanistic' approach of Krischer &Rohnalter (1940), Philip &de Vries (1957)
and later many others, and on the other hand the 'thermodynamic' approach
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(Taylor & Cary, 1964; Cary, 1965; Weeks et al., 1968, Bolt & Groenevelt,
1972). Comparison of the two formulations shows that the effect of temperature on the driving force for liquid flow is smaller than previously thought. In
theSALSAmodelitisthereforeignored.Thejustification fordoingthisisgiven
below.
The mechanistic analysis employs the concepts offluidmechanics and heat
conduction. Using the gradient of the hydrostatic pressure (here, tensiometer
pressurep)astheonlydrivingforce forliquidflow,Philip&deVriesindicated
thatatconstant valueofthevolumetricwatercontent0,atemperaturegradient
should induce liquid flow in the direction of the cold side. This is because of
the effect of temperature on the surface tension y and hence on the Laplace
pressurejumpoverthecurvedmeniscusinpores.
Severalauthorshavepublishedexperimental evidenceofthetemperaturedependenceoftheisothermal moisturecharacteristicp(B). Anextensivetreatment
can befound in Nimmo &Miller (1986). Ingeneral, ahyperbolic relationship
oftheform (dp/dT) = a(0- b)"l + ccanbefittedto thedata (Ritsema, 1985).
The empirical constants a, b and c, as calculated from the original data taken
from literature, are listed in Table 7 to give an impression of the magnitude
of the temperature effect on extramatric liquid pressure. It will be clear that
this relation only summarizes thedata and has no direct physical significance,
asappearsfor0approaching thebvalue.
The thermodynamic approach distinguishes many different water phases on
the basis of the local entropy of soil water, e.g. ice, bulk liquid and vapour.
For thepresent purpose, only theliquid phase isconsidered inmoredetail.At
thescale ofapore then,agradual change inlocal entropy canbefound within
the liquid phase: it decreases as the solid-liquid interface is approached as a
result of the force field extending from the solid surface. Thus, an infinity of
subphases can be defined. For each subphase /, the macroscopic gradient in
chemical potential /iwisexpressed asalinearcombination ofpressureandtemperaturegradientsbytheGibbs-Duhem equation:
Table 7.Constants inempirical (dp/dT)0— 0relationship, Equation89.

Sand
Finesand
Silt
Finesilt
Sandyloam
Siltloam
Siltloam
Siltloam
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^(PaK-1)

b

c(PaK"!)

Source

6.90
0.40
8.40
37.50
13.60
277.20
44.40
104.20

.069
.035
.085
.000
.150
.000
.210
.180

-32
+ 17
+ 240
-97
-46
-1249
-167
-512

Constantz, 1982
Wilkinson & Klute, 1962
Wilkinson&Klute, 1962
Chahal, 1965
Constantz, 1982
Taylor& Stewart, 1960
Haridasan &Jensen, 1972
tenBerge, 1986

-j-1 = — S;- r - + Vt—r-

dz

dz

Equation 54

dz

where Sh Vh and p{ are the partial specific entropy, volume and pressure, respectively. This implies that, when a temperature gradient exists, the pressure
gradients are different for the subphases distinguished. Kay & Groenevelt
(1974) simplified this picture by recognizing only two phases of the liquid
water:the'extramatric'water,i.e. wateroutside theforcefieldemanating from
the solid phase, and water under direct influence of these surface forces. For
brevity, thelatterwill becalled 'matric'water, although itisstressed that both
phases may be present concomitantly within the soil matrix. 'Extramatric'
water is the water as present in a measuring device, such as a psychrometer
or a tensiometer. The measured tensiometer pressure gradient is a gradient in
the pressure p of the 'extramatric' liquid, in equilibrium with the soil water,
i.e. alsoatthesamelocal temperature.
Thecondition oflocal thermodynamic equilibrium impliesthatthechemical
potentials/iW|arethesameforallsubphases,atany(macroscopic) point.Ifthen
the water present in the soil system is satisfactorily typified by some average
value ofthe 'matric'phase pressurep'(# p)andspecific volume V« V, combination of this equilibrium condition with Equation 54 yields the well-known
Clapeyronequation:
IT

V dp- V'dp' = (S- S')dT = A7?a—

Equation 55

where S' is the partial specific entropy of liquid in the 'matric' phase, and S
represents the same variable for the 'extramatric' phase. The positive value of
the heat of wetting AHa = T(S— S') found for most soils (hydrophilic materials) signifies that dp'< dpfor dT> 0. Thus, thermo-osmqsis(dp= 0) isdirected towards the warm side. Some measured values of AHa were listed in
Table6.
Unification ofapproaches;implications formodelling.
Tosumup,themechanisticformulation predicts(intheabsenceofV0)aliquid
flux inthedirection ofthelower temperature because ofamacroscopic surface
tension gradient, whereasthermodynamic theoryprescribesaliquidfluxinthe
direction of the higher temperature according to the Clapeyron equation (in
the absence of Vp!). The actual overall VT-driven flux at constant 6 is found
by summing both effects. Making use of the extensive analysis by Kay &
Groenevelt (1974) and Groenevelt & Kay (1974) and of interface thermodynamicsforthesolid-liquid-gas interfacial region,itmaybeshown thatinaddition to having opposite directions, the magnitude of the two VT-drivenfluxes
islikelytobeofthesameorder.Suchanalysis(tenBerge&Bolt, 1988)involves
the relation between the interfacial tensions of the gas-liquid and liquid-solid
interfaces, and their respective temperature dependences. As a result, the con35

nection between the two approaches sketched abovefinallyappearsas:
(dp)e= (j£\

dT = ^-dT

Equation 56

Combining Equations 55and 56 shows that the assumed average driving force
for flow of 'matric' water, Vp\ must bezero.This conclusion is based upon the
assumption that all soil water is in the matric state, and that Vp'is therefore
theoverall drivingforce. Itcan beshown, however, thatforanyschematicdivision of soil water into two subphases, the driving forces on the respective subphases caused by a temperature gradient cancel each other. The widely accepted Philip and de Vries formulation of thermally induced liquid flow
apparently does not take into account true coupling in the thermodynamic
sense. Such coupling arises, as explained, from the relation between pressure
andentropy differences asdefined by theClapeyron equation. Itmust beadded
that in reality, not only the driving forces, but also the mobilities of water in
the different phases determine the fluxes, and that as a result the flow towards
thecold side will prevail in the situation with V0= 0. Inthe SALSA model this
difference is ignored, thus assuming that the above compensation mechanism
gives enoughjustification for completely ignoring temperature-induced flow of
liquid water.
The remaining driving forces for liquid watermovement are now (dp/30)r V0
and {dp'ld0)TV0 for the two-phase situation. According to theClapeyron equation (Equation 55), the derivatives (dp/d6)T and (dp'/dQ)T must be equal, and
they simply represent theslope ofthe well-known moisture characteristic curve
(Subsection 2.6.2). This slope is used in the SALSA model to calculate water
flowin theliquid phase.
Having eliminated the gradient of temperature as a driving force for movement in the liquid phase, the dependence of (dp/d6)T on temperature still remains. This relationcan hardly beanalysed on atheoretical basis, the moisture
characteristic itself being an empirical characteristic. Empirical results are
therefore invoked here tojustify ignoring this particular temperature effect as
well. Data from different authors, applying to a wide range of soils, 0 values
andtemperatureswereprocessed and theresultsarecombined inFigure 5.This
figureshows for various temperatures the ratio of (dp/30)r to its value at areferencetemperature (20°C).Viewingtheseresults,onemaybetempted toqualify this temperature effect as being relevant. Since Vpis multiplied by the conductivity K in calculating the flux, however, the K{T) relation must also be
inspected inthiscontext. Theconductivity atgiven moisture content isinversely proportional to the temperature-dependent viscosity of the liquid (e.g. Hopmans&Dane, 1985).The ratioofviscosity */(7)toitsvalueat reference temperature T0 is therefore plotted in Figure 5 as well. Both effects now appear to
counteract each other:
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Figure 5. The ratio (—)r/(—)2o°c versus temperature, as calculated from literature
cu

cO

data, applying to a variety of soil water contents. • silt loam, Haridasan &Jensen
(1972); o silt loam, Taylor & Stewart (1960); xfinesand, Wilkinson &Klute(1962);
Asilt, Wilkinson &Klute (1962); A sandy loam, Constantz (1982); + silt loam,this
report;*finesilt,Chahal(1965).
'dp

niT)

Equation 57
dQ

Therefore, the temperature dependence of the moisture characteristic slope
isalso omitted from the SALSA model.
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2.6.2 The moisture characteristic, hydraulic conductivity andmatricfluxpotential
Themoisture characteristic
Therelation between moisture content andpressurepotential isdeterminedby
soiltextureandstructure. Empirical andsemi-empirical modelshavebeenproposed to express the moisture characteristic on the basis of these properties
(e.g. Arya &Paris, 1981;Gupta &Larson, 1979) but amain problem remains
the distribution of total pore space over the fractions related to particle size
classes and those related to structure. In the present model it is therefore preferred to usemeasured relationships, which may be specified in the form ofan
analytical expression. The function proposed by van Genuchten (1980) isemployedinSALSA,becauseitappliestoawiderangeofsoils:
p= - - {E~1/m - l) 1/n

Equation 58

whereS istherelativesaturation according to

_ o-oT
0,-0 T

Equation 59

with9rand0S astheresidual moisturecontent andthemoisturecontent atsaturation,respectively.Theparametersa,n,and9Tcanbedeterminedforagiven
set of p(6) measurements by an optimization procedure. The parameter aappears to be related to soil structure, and nand 9rto texture; m is defined by
m= 1 — l/n. For the present purpose, data from a number of soils covering
a wide range of textures have been analysed. The resulting sets of parameter
values are listed in Table 8. Adistinct advantage of van Genuchten's function
isthatitallows theuseofthetheoretically based K(9) model givenbyMualem
(1976),asproposed byvanGenuchten (1980).
Atverylow watercontents, theabove concept presentssomedifficulties, because it is based on transport in the liquid phase only. Equations 58 and 59
define theresidualwatercontent 0rasthemoisturecontentatwhichaninfinitely high pressure must be exerted to liberate more water from the matrix. At
infinitely low pressure potential, however, no vapour transport could occureither,becausethevapourconcentrationapproacheszero.Consequently, thesoil
could neverdrybeyond 9T. Ofcourse, this paradox arisesbecause liquid continuity and mobility cease at very low 6 values. Therefore, 9r has no physical
meaningintermsofpressureandshould not beusedassuch.
In SALSA, the above set of equations is used down to a pressure potential
of-1.5 MPa, where the relative humidity h is still approximately 100%. For
moisture contents lower than the corresponding 0 1 5 , liquid pressure iscalculated from relative humidity, using the Kelvin equation (Equation 70)andadsorption isotherms for water to soil particles. The liquid pressure is,then only
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ofinterest for9T < 9 < 01#5;at lower 0,hydraulicconductivity isset tozero and
liquid pressure is not arelevant variable.
The vapour adsorption isotherms will bediscussed inSubsection 2.6.3.
Hysteresis
Although SALSA does not include a formulation for hysteresis, some remarks
must be made regarding this phenomenon. A theoretical concept of hysteresis
to be used in the study of diurnal topsoil behaviour should take into account
the hysteresis in both the p(0)T and the p(7)a relations. The former represents
the classic hysteretic behaviour, for which some theoretical models have been
formulated (Poulovassilis, 1962; Mualem, 1973; Mualem & Morel-Seytoux,
1978). Evidence of the latter case, called 'thermal' hysteresis for short, was reported by Moore (1940),Gardner(1955),Taylor&Stewart (1960),and Richter
(1972), and was also found for Swifterbant silt loam in the study discussed in
this report. However, observations are inconsistent. In addition to the wellknown 'pore neck'explanation, both classic and 'thermal' hysteresis are possiblyrelated to wettinganglehysteresisandchangesinsoil structure. Rose(1971)
reported on hysteresis down to very low moisture contents, in the range of
physical adsorption (p « — 1GPa) where significant liquid movement is unlikely; from his observations it can be expected that mechanisms other than
'pore-neck'are involved.
Although it is recognized (Chapter 5) that hysteresis may play a significant
role indiurnal soil waterevaporation cycles (see also Hillel (1976)forasimulationexercise), thephenomenon isnot included intheSALSA model. Hysteresis
is viewed as a refinement at a stage where 'coarser' effects of soil properties on
thesurface energy balance still have to be generalized.
Hydraulic conductivity
For the description of moisture flow in simulation models, the K(9) relation
can be introduced in different ways. One possibility is to use a tabulated function,obtained bydirectmeasurement. Careshould betakenthat theK(9) curve
used is realistic at its drier end, because in the present context evaporation
ratherthan infiltration cases arestudied.
In the SALSA model, the K(9) function can either be specified as a table of
measured data, or be calculated on the basis of the model by Mualem (1976),
using Equations 58and 59 to express themoisture characteristic. The resulting
equation for the hydraulic conductivity reads:
K = KS~

1/2

(1 - (1 - El,m)m)2

Equation 60

where Ks istheconductivity at saturation andS and maredefined asfor Equations 58and 59.Thisimpliesthat K iszerofor9^ 9r The K valuesattheinterfaces of two neighbouring compartments in the model are averaged by using
thesquare root from the product ofthe two K values (Vauclin et.al., 1979).
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Temperature also affects thehydraulic conductivity, because theviscosity t\
(Pa s) is temperature dependent (see Figure 5).The K(J)e function is usually
expressedsatisfactorily bytherelation
Ke(T) = Ke(T0)^

Equation61

whereT0isa referencetemperature(Philip&deVries, 1957;Haridasan&Jensen, 1972; Rahi &Jensen, 1975;Saha &Tripathy, 1979; Hopmans &Dane,
1986). Constanz (1982) reported a stronger temperature influence than predictedbythisrelation.AsshowninFigure5 andexplainedinSubsection2.6.1,
the r\(T) relation appears to counteract theeffect of temperature on theslope
(dp/dd)T.Althoughthiscompensationisonlyaroughapproximation,andconsiderablescatterandinconsistency occurinthereporteddataofbothK(T) and
j(T)= (dp/d9)T,itseemedwarrantedtoexcludebothfunctionsfromthesimulationmodel.
Matricfluxpotential
AccordingtoDarcy'slaw,thefluxdensityequationforflowintheverticalcontainsthesumofa'matric'component andagravitycomponent:
Jw = — K-^-+ p{gK
oz

Equation62

Thefluxby the matric term can be written as the gradient of afluxpotential
09 called 'matricfluxpotential'(Raats, 1970).Thismatricfluxpotential isdefined as
a.

0= -

K(p)dp= -

D(0) dd

Equation63

J
0

Because the transport coefficient K is incorporated into 0, the latter is nota
common potential in the sense that its gradient should represent a force per
unit mass or per unit volume. The associated gradient vectorfieldis the flux
field thatresultsfrommatricforces.Thetransformation involved isalsocalled
theKirchhofftransform.Klute(1952)introducedtheconceptintosoilphysics.
It has since been used in mainly analytical solutions of the flow equation
for multidimensional systems, in combination with an exponential K(p)relation (e.g. Philip, 1971; Warrick, 1974; Raats, 1977). As the integral in the
aboveequationconvergesforrealisticK(p)functions(Raats&Gardner,1971),
the 0(p) and also 0(6) curves all show the same characteristic shape (see
Chapter4).
Innumericalsimulation,theuseofthematricfluxpotentialhassomeadvantagesovertheK — pformulation(Shaykewich&Stroosnijder, 1977).Themajor
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gain is that averaging of transport coefficients, aproblem encountered innumericalsolutionsoftheflowequation(e.g.seeVauclinetal., 1979),isavoided.
This is especially advantageous to the simulation of the evaporation process
and ofinfiltration into drysoil, wherevery largepotential gradients occur.In
such cases it is difficult to choose a representative average K value; thismay
result in significant errors in the calculatedflux.Moreover, the 0(0) curveis
moreeasilyinterpretedintermsoffluxesthanacombination ofK(0)and p(0).
An additional advantage is that 0(0) can be measured directly over a wide
rangeof0byarelativelyeasyprocedure,asproposedbytenBergeetal.(1987).
Adrawback isthatthematricfluxpotentialconceptappliesbesttohomogeneous soils, although its use for inhomogeneous soils is possible (Penning de
Vrieset al., 1989).Italso losesitsphysical significance ifhysteresis in the p(0)
functionoccurs,andifthedrivingforceforliquidmovementisaffected bytemperature or by the temperature gradient; this, however, is assumed not to be
thecase(seeSubsection2.6.1).
In SALSA, either the 0(0) or the K(0)~p(Q) option can be chosen. In the
formercase,0(0) canbegivenintabulatedform,orcanbespecified byananalyticalfunction, involvingtwoempiricalconstants:
0(g\ =
v;

— Ax
x+ B

Equation64

wherexisdefined asx = 1 — 0/0s. ThescaleparameterAdeterminesthemaximumstationaryfluxA/(\ -f B)thatcanbeattainedthroughasoilslabofthicknessunity, and the'saturationconstant'Bisrelatedtotheshapeofthecurve.
Table8liststhesecoefficients foranumberofsoils. Equation64approximates
verywellthe0 curveforalmosteverysoilgiveninthetable.
Scalelength
Ascale parameter has been introduced in SALSA, to allow for easy changes
inhydraulicscale,simultaneouslyaffecting moisturecharacteristic,conductivityandmatricfluxpotential.ThesubjectofscalingwillbetreatedinChapter4.
2.6.3 Coupling: non-isothermal transport inthevapour phase; theformulation
ofpv(0,T)
Vapour transport in the soil plays an important role in the surface energy
balance whenevaporation takes place below thesurface, butgenerally alsoat
night,whencondensationmayoccurinthetopsoil.
ThissubsectionexpoundshowthedrivingforceforvapourtransferinEquation53- i.e.thegradientofvapourdensitypv(0,T)- isformulated.Again,local
thermodynamic equilibrium isassumed betweenwaterphasesinthesoil.This
isprobablyrealistic,exceptforextremelyhighinfiltration ratesintocoarsesoils
(Milly, 1982). Furthermore, the total gas pressure ofsoil airisassumed tobe
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atmospheric, although some caution must betaken onthis point (Subsection
2.6.4).
The density gradient ofwater vapour can bewritten as(Philip &deVries,
1957):
dPy
dz

fdPvx _. , , _ ,
\BTje dz

„

Equation65

with respectively theso-called 'thermal' and'isothermal' terms onthe RHS;
these terms will bediscussed below inthat order.
Vapour density versus temperature
Inanalogy to Equation 55theClapeyron equation fortheliquid vapour system
(Kay &Groenevelt, 1974)states
AT

Vdp- Vdp= (S-S)dT

= AHV—

Equation66

where ft andp arethepressure in thevapour andinthe'extramatric' liquid
phases, respectively, and K, Kand S,Sare the specific volume (m 3 kg" l ) and
partial specific entropy (Jk g " l K~*)forboth phases respectively; AHVis the
latent heat ofvaporization (J kg"*).
For thermo-osmosis (inthis context thetransport ofvapour resulting from
a temperature gradient under thecondition dp= 0), combining the universal
gas law with Equation 66 yields
J

d

P=

WT^T—
dT
2

/

Equation67

RT
Since itispreferred, however, touse the moisture content 0as the independent
variable instead of p, a formulation is sought forthesituation where V0 = 0
and V7V0.The driving force Vpisthen not obtained exactly byEquation67,
because the gradient ofthe extramatric pressure, Vp,isnot necessarily zero for
this case (see Subsection 2.6.1). The term V(dp/dT)asencountered when defining Vpfrom Equation 67,however, is twoorders ofmagnitude smaller than
V(dp/dT). The former can therefore bevirtually ignored, andEquation 67 remains a valid approximation, forAQ = 0 also. Thus, incontrast totheliquid
case, where Vp and Vp' hadthesame order ofmagnitude butopposite directions,itisfound herethat thetwogradients VpandVpareofthesame direction
but ofdifferent order ofmagnitude, atconstant 0.
Furthermore, differentiation ofthe gaslawwith respect to temperatureresultsinthe relation
dPy M dp pM
~df==Rf'df'RfI

EqUatl0n 68
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wherepvisthevapourdensity (kgm~3 ), Risthegasconstant (Jmol~* K~*)
and M the specific molar mass of water (kg m o l - 1 ) . So, the transformation
ofdp/dTinlo 3pv/djTinvolvesasecond termon theRHS ofEquation 68,which
isnegligible undernaturalfieldconditions;itrepresentsonlyapproximately 5%
ofthefirstterm.Thismayexplain theabsence ofthelattertermintheanalysis
byJury&Letey(1979).Now,combining Equations 67and68(withthesimplifications mentioned),givestheexpression usedbyJury&Letey(1979):
dpv
dT

»^

- AHJM2
nr3
R22T>

- AH*pM
T>22nrh
R
T

Equation 69

(whereAHV isexpressedinJkg~ * andAH*inJmol~M).
!
The 'mechanistic' formulation (Philip &de Vries, 1957) uses thefirstternTin
Equation69toformulate thedrivingforceas(dpJdTjVT. Alternatively,thelast
terminthisequation isemployed incombination withVT(e.g.Cary, 1963).
Usually, (in SALSA, too) the derivative (dpjdl)0 iscalculated as h(dpyJdT),
where his the relative humidity and pvs is the saturated vapour density. This
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Figure 6. Adsorption isotherms for water on Millville silt loam at two temperatures.
AfterCaryetal. (1964).
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implies assuming that the termpvs(d/i/37) is negligible, as Philip and de Vries
did. This is in accordance with results found by Cary et al. (1964) and Kijne
&Taylor (1964), who showed that at constant gravimetric water content the
relativehumidityhchanged byonly 1-5% ofitsaveragevalue,for temperatures
rangingfrom 15to 35°C(Figure 6).However,fewexperimental dataareavailable to verify the general validity of this behaviour for soil materials. In
SALSA,pvs(7)isreadfromtabulateddata.
Vapourdensity versuswatercontent
At soil water pressures below — 1.5 MPa, common at the soil surface, thedecrease of relative humidity has a marked effect on vapour density in the soil
atmosphere. Vapour fluxes may then be governed by the gradient in relative
humidity, and the second term in Equation 65 becomes important. Without
thisterm,soils withadrysurfacewould notlosewaterduringdaytime,atleast
not by diffusion; the temperature gradient would then dictate downward vapour diffusion.
The derivative dpJdOcan be replaced by ps%{dhjdO). In modelling, the relativehumidity h(0) isusuallycalculated bycombining the Kelvinequation
h= exp (——)

Equation 70

with a given moisture characteristic (\J/ is the moisture potential in J k g - 1 ) .
Here it is preferred not to do so, because thep(0)or ij/(0) curve is often based
exclusively onmeasurements athighervaluesfor0andhencemust beextrapolated to the range of interest, where the curves are extremely steep. Instead, it
ismoreappropriate toemploy adsorption isotherms ofwaterto clayminerals,
combined withanestimateoftheclaycontent ofthesoil.Someoftheseadsorption isotherms are depicted in Figure 7, showing the characteristic sigmoidal
shape found for soil materials (Thomas, 1928; Orchiston, 1954; Rose, 1971;
Scotter, 1976).
The clay content of soil materials largely determines the gravimetric water
content atgiven relativehumidity, asiswell knownfrommoisturecharacteristics. At low relative humidity (h< 0.8), the thickness of the waterlayer on the
surface ofclay plateletsdoes not differ muchfrom oneclaymineral toanother,
althoughthespeciesofadsorbedcationspresentmayhaveaconsiderable influence(Table9).Ingeneral, amonolayer ofwatermoleculesisthought tobeadsorbed at h= 0.2, and twice the amount of water at h= 0.6 (Quirk, 1955;
Orchiston, 1954; Vershininetal., 1966).Thelargedifferences inspecific surface
area of the various clay minerals, however, are reflected in the different isotherms. As is well known, the specific surface area of the different clays varies
over about two orders of magnitude, in the following order: 5-50 m2g~ 1 for
kaolinite, 50-200m 2 g~ x forillite,and200-800m 2 g" l formontmorillonite.
For application in the SALSA model, theexact shape of the isotherm isnot
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Figure 7. Adsorption isotherms for water on different clay minerals. After Orchiston
(1954).
relevant,and thecurvesaresimplified toasetoflinearsegments,characterized
by a single parameter, A. This parameter represents the gravimetric moisture
content (mass of liquid per mass of clay) at h= 0.8. The corresponding volumetricwatercontent isthencalculated on thebasisofthemassofclay perunit
volumeofbulksoil,andishereindicated by930 (— 30MPa beingthepressure
equivalent ofarelativehumidityh= 0.8).ThevaluesofAfordifferent soilmaterialsarelistedinTable9,alongwiththemoisturecontent ath= 0.2.
Asliquidpressuredropsbelow — 1.5 MPa('wilting point',h« 0.99) relative
humidity starts departing from unity and hence this point, indicated by 9lt5,
is another mark to characterize the adsorption isotherm. So, finally, SALSA
calculates h(9) bytheequations
Opi0.8
fcPc A
h= 0.8 + 0.2

9-0
#1.5 -
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for0< 9< 0

30

Equation 71

for 930<9<

0U5

Equation 72

30

#30

Table9.Characteristicsofadsorption isotherms:gravimetricwatercontentat relative
humiditieshof0.2and0.8.

Loamysand
Millvillesiltloam
Ca+ + sat.chernozem
Illite
Li-kaolinite
Montmorillonite
Ca-montmorillonite
Na-montmorillonite

/1= 1.0

/i=0.2

h= 0.S

V^Swater

V^gwater

^odry soil/

Kgdry soil)

0.010
0.010
0.049
0.050
0.003
0.130
0.120
0.040

0.025
0.024
0.092
0.080
0.008
0.300

for oim5 < 0

Source

Scotter, 1976
Caryetal., 1964
Vershininetal., 1966
Orchiston, 1954
Jurinak, 1963
Orchiston,1954.
Kijne, 1969
Kijne, 1969

Equation73

where p, isthespecific density ofthe liquid and/ c pc themass ofclay per unit
ofbulk soil volume.
By definition, isotherms arevalid fora specified temperature. Thewisdom
of using agiven isotherm over a range oftemperatures to calculate h(6) may
therefore bequestioned. Nevertheless, asmentioned before, experimental evidencesuggests that(dh/dT)eisnegligibleand thatitisjustifiable touseonesingleisotherm.
2.6.4 The transport coefficient ofwatervapour insoil; enhancement effects
Diffusion enhancement
Thetransportofwatervapourinsoilisstill subject toextensive discussionand
themechanismsinvolvedarenotyetfully understood. Originally,watervapour
wasviewedasan inert gas,thediffusion ofwhichisdetermined bytheconcentration gradient andDa, thediffusivity ofvapour infree air(Krischer & Rohnalter, 1940):
Jy= - Dav,a/a

dp,
dz

Equation74

where a,/a, andvarecorrection factors fortortuosity, airfilled pore space and
massflow,respectively. Manyexperiments,however,haveshownthattheactual water vapour flux considerably exceeds theestimates made onthebasisof
molecular diffusion andthe density gradient, determined bythebulk temperature gradient. This discrepancy is referred to as 'enhancement' of vapour
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transfer. Several explanations have been proposed. After distinguishing betweena'thermal'andan'isothermal'componentofthedensitygradient(Equation65), Philip&deVries(1957)suggested thatenhancement iscausedinthe
thermal termbytwoeffects. Oneistheinteractionbetweenvapourandliquid:
transport is increased by condensation on the 'warm'end of so-called 'liquid
islands',accompanied byevaporationatthe'cool'end.Theothereffect would
becaused by thedifference between thelocal temperature gradient in thegas
phase and the bulk soil temperature gradient. These authors formulated the
thermalvapourfluxby
Jy = - {ifa +f (a)(1) HD^\^-

Equation75

Theterminmajorbracketswasdesignated asthe'thermalvapour diffusivity'.
Inthe above equation,j{a) is afunction to account for liquid continuity, and
f is acorrection function for the local temperature gradient. Bothyfa) and f
dohaveaprecisedefinition, butitisnotrelevanttocitetheequationshere.
Cary(1963),ontheotherhand,usedaphenomenological coefficient /?toaccountforalllocalinteractions,withoutanattempttoexplaintheenhancement
phenomenoninfurtherdetail.Hewrotethevapourfluxas
MpAH*
dT
V
y P * D2rr3
—
R2T3 ~dz

J

=

D

Equation 76

(forthederivationandtheuseofsymbolsseeSubsection2.6.3).
So Pissimply the ratio ofthe measured vapourfluxto thefluxcalculated for
molecular diffusion through free, saturated air under the same (macroscopic)
temperature gradient. It not only accounts for the enhancement effects mentioned,butitalsoincludesthecorrectionsforporespaceandpathlength.
The combination of Equations 69, 75 and 76 shows that Cary's /?correspondstotheterm(fz +j[a)0)v£ inEquation 75;so/?canbecombineddirectly
withDa(3pv/37)VTtoexpressthevapourfluxdensity.
On the basis ofthisconclusion, Jury&Letey (1979) analysed experimental
datafromanumberofsources.Theyshowed that thePhilipanddeVriesformulationusuallyunderestimatesenhancementinthevapourphase.The coefficientpnearlyalwaysappearstobegreaterthanunity,whereasthecorresponding term in the mechanistic formulation is reduced to values below one.The
values measured for /?seem to be fairly independent of moisture content, as
appearsfromTable 10.Several modelsfortheP(0) relationship havebeendeveloped (Jury &Letey, 1979;Cary, 1979;Cass et al., 1984) but there is little
agreement between them.InSALSA,/?istaken to beaconstant, independent
offl.
Theabovediscussionappliesto'thermal'vapourtransferonly.Onthebasis
of experiments, Rose (1963a), however, suggested that the 'liquid island'enhancement mechanism isvalidforisothermal diffusion aswell. Inviewofthis,
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Table 10.Reportedvaluesforthevapourdiffusion enhancementfactor p.
Soil

0(-)

T(°C)

Valentinesand
Ragosiltloam
Portneufsiltloam.
Columbialoam
Millvilleloam
Pachappaloam
Portneufsilt loam
Sand

0.02-0.33
0.07-0.36

26-41
3-41

•

•

> 0.192
0.16-0.17
0.13-0.18
0.00-0.35
0.01-0.19

6-35
15-35
21-24
32.5
3.5

/*(-)

Source

1.06-1.53
0.75-1.08
0.90-3.80
0.72-2.37
2.34-3.39
1.79-2.05
0.40-2.10
0.40-3.50

Hanksetal., 1967
Hanksetal., 1967
Nielsenetal.,1972
Cary,1965
Cary&Taylor,1962a,b
Weeksetal., 1968
Cassetal., 1984
Cassetal., 1984

(Most data in this table werecollected and transformed byJury &Letey (1979)and
Nielsenetal.(1972))
itseemswarranted tocombineCary's/?with thefull densitygradientinformulating thevapourfluxbydiffusion, asisdoneintheSALSAmodel:
Jv= - fiDJiT)

dpy(0,T)
dz

Equation 77

Vapourfluxenhancement bymasstransfer
Thus far, the theory discussed has been restricted to diffusion. However, two
otherenhancement mechanismsmayalsoactinfieldsituations. Hadas(1977a,
b)used theterm 'masstransferenhancement'toindicate theircombined effect.
Thesupposed mechanisms areforced convection ofsoil airbypressure fluctuationsatthesurface,andfreeorthermalconvection underreversed temperature
gradientsduringnight-time.
Forced convective transfer was studied by Fukuda (1955), Scotter &Raats
(1969),Kimball&Lemon(1971),and Farrelletal.(1966).Thelatterexpressed
the increase ofeffective vapour diffusivity as afunction of soil airvelocity and
frequency of pressure fluctuations. The reported enhancement factors range
from 1 forsoil materials with particles smallerthan 1 mm,to 2-4for 5mmaggregates, and upto afactor 100forcoarse mulches (10mmaggregates).These
numberscould wellberelevant to tilledsoil.
Variousauthorshavediscussedfreeconvective transport (e.g. Hadas, 1977a;
Menenti, 1984).Theformerascribedenhancement factors ofabout2.5,derived
bycomparingday-andnight-timevaluesofA* (seeSection2.5),tothisprocess.
Forlaboratoryexperiments,Hadas(1969)reportedfactorsupto 5forthecombined effect of pressure and temperaturefluctuations.Menenti extensively elaborated upon stability of soil air, making use of the critical Rayleigh number
Racr for different idealized cases. As Menenti showed, free convection is supposed to start start at different values of the Rayleigh number, depending on
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themodel chosen.Adifficulty encountered intheusualformulation ofstability
isthechoice ofafixedgradient and corresponding characteristic length. Given
the nature of nocturnal soil cooling, it would seem advisable to use, instead,
theexpressionsforlocalstabilityinsemi-infinite media,subject tosurfacecooling(Rudraiah etal., 1980and 1982).Thiswasnotdoneinthepresentstudy.
No detailed verifications of enhancement effects forfieldsoils are available,
because of the complexity of the required measurements, but the subject certainly merits more attention. Effective vapour diffusivity is one of the major
factors affecting evaporation and surface temperature. At the same time, it is
oneoftheparametersthatmaybestronglyinfluenced bysoilmanagement.The
extensiveandcontroversial discussioninliteratureregardingtheeffect oftillage
and mulches on the surface energy balance, and particularly on soil evaporation, is partly caused by the poor understanding of the processes mentioned
above.
In the present model, mass enhancement is not formulated separately and
must be effectuated by modifying the factor /?, which then becomes a 'mixed'
coefficient accounting for both diffusion enhancement and convective mass
transfer.
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3 TheSALSAalgorithm

3.1 Generalstructure
As described in this monograph, SALSA has a modular structure. This
makesiteasyfor theusertoamendtheprogramaccording to hispersonalinterests, and provides the reader with a clear picture of the different stepsinvolved in solving the transport equations governing the soil-atmosphere system. The main module is written in CSMP (IBM, 1975). All subroutines are
writteninstandard FORTRAN. TheflowdiagramsgiveninAppendix 2 illustratethestructureofthealgorithm.
Themainmodule, called SALSA, provides theframe for thecalling ofsubroutines andfor runcontrol. Italso integrates theratesofchangeofthemain
state variables. Anexplicit numerical scheme is used to solve the seven main
differential equations(Equations29a,29b,32,33,39,41,and52).Thesubroutinesreducethesesecondorderpartialdifferential equations,foreachtimestep,
to ordinary first order equations. This results in seven main rate equations,
whicharesolved bythe'variabletimestepRunge-Kutta'fourth orderscheme,
orbythe Milnefifthorderpredictor-corrector method;thelattermethod also
employsavariabletimestep.
Thesubroutines canbedivided intothreemaingroups:thosedescribingatmosphere processes, those for soil water transport, and a third groupforthe
thermalregimeofthesoil.Aseparatesubroutinesolvesthesurfaceenergybalanceequation.Furthermore,thereareroutinesforopeningandclosingof files,
readinginputdata,andpreparingoutput.
System parameters, functions and option switches are read from the input
file RUNCON.DAT, physical constantsaredefined inDATAstatements,and
wheather data areentered from the inputfileWEATHER.DAT. Examplesof
theseinputfilesarelistedinAppendix5.
Initialization
After the reading of input values and option switches, the state variablesare
initialized byan'INITIAL'call from themain program to thecorresponding
rate calculating routines. These calls arecharacterized by aswitch that isentered as an input argument to the rate calculating routines. Set to a value of
1, the switch indicates initialization. For 'DYNAMIC calls, the value of 2is
employed.Auxiliaryvariablesthatdonotchangeduringonerunarecalculated
by'initial'calls.Theinitial phasealsosetsupagridtodiscretizespace,insoil
andatmosphere.
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Dynamiccalculations
TheDYNAMICsection startswithreadingthedynamicboundary conditions
from the input file WEATHER.DAT. These boundary conditions are global
radiation ornetradiationinthecaseofOptionA; inadditiontothese,Option
Brequires wind speed, air temperature and humidity data at specified screen
height. (Thetwooptions weredefined inSection 2.1.) Forthecasessimulated
inthismonograph,inputswereavailableathalfhourintervals,butotherintervalsare,ofcourse,possible.Thelowerboundaryconditions to thesoil profile
areimplied inthefluxsubroutines:zeroheatfluxandfreedrainageatthebottomofthesoil profile.Thefluxroutinefortheatmosphericboundarylayerassignszerovaluestoallthefluxesattheupperboundaryofthesystem.
Theratecalculations aresubsequently performed bythecallingoftheratecalculating routines;theratesreturnedarethenintegrated bythemainprogram.
3.2 Nomenclature
To make it easier to read the program listings included in this monograph
(Appendix 3), some of the general rules followed when designating names to
subroutinesandvariableswillbegivenbelow.Abriefdescriptionofallsubroutines in alphabetic order, with references to the expressions given in Chapter
2,canbefoundinSection3.4.
Soilsubroutines
The names of subroutines that refer exclusively to the soil begin with S. The
next twocharacters indicate whether themodule describes soil water(WA)or
soilheat(HE)processes.
Thesoilwatermodules(SWA)arefurthersubdividedaccordingtotheaspect
oftransport thatisdescribed:thefourthcharacterindicateswhetherliquid(L)
orvapour(V)isinvolved. Fortheroutinesdealingwithliquid(SWAL),afurtherdistinction ismade:SWALK for routines that areused in optionswhere
a 'hydraulicconductivity formulation' ischosen, SWALM forcalculationsinvolvingmatricfluxpotential.Thesixthlettershowswhetheratableisused(T)
or anexpression that calculates (C) the relevant transport coefficient (or flux
potential).AnFforthefifthcharacterindicatesfluxcalculations.Thelastcharacter then refers to the 'transport coefficient': either matricfluxpotential (M)
orhydraulicconductivity(K).
The soil heat modules (SHE) are named in a similar way. A distinction is
madebetweenconduction(SHEC)andlatent(i.e.associatedwithvapour)heat
movement (SHEV).A furtherCreferstothermalconductivity:CCforcalculation based upon an expression, CT for reading from an input table. HCfor
thelast twocharacters implies heatcapacity calculations. Again, thefluxroutinescanberecognizedbyhavinganFforthefifthcharacterintheirname.
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Atmospheresubroutines
Thenames ofall modules that deal withatmospheric processes begin withA.
The second character is Afor routines that are used in simulations with the
full SALSA model (option A), and Bfor simulations where the development
oftheatmospheric boundary layerisnot takeninto account (option B).Contrary to thesoil routines, innaming theatmosphere routines nodistinctionis
made between heat, water, momentum and kinetic energy transports. Thisis
reflected inthecharactersALLforpositions 3-5insubroutinenames.Thelast
letter thenindicates whetherfluxes(F) ortransport coefficients (K)arecalculated.
Variables
Appendix 4 lists all the variables included in the SALSA algorithm. Manyof
thevariable namesareeitherderived from thestandard name(e.g. BOLZfor
theStefan-Bolzmannconstant)orfromthenameofthesymbolthatisgenerally
used toindicate that particularvariable (e.g. RHOCPfortheheatcapacityof
airunderconstantpressure).
ThemainstatevariablesareWandTforsoilwatercontentandtemperature,
U and Vforwindspeed,TPand Qforpotential temperature andspecifichumidity in the atmosphere, and TKE for turbulent kinetic energy. Most other
variable names are composed of one of these main state variable namesand
some additional characters. These can be FLX or FL forfluxes,I for initial
conditions,VAPorLIQforvapourorliquid,etc.
Space and time derivatives of state variables are written as D..DZZ and
D..DT,respectively.Namesofvariablesdenotingadivergenceoffluxstartwith
DIV. Option switches can be recognized by their two initial characters SW.
FromthelistofvariablesinAppendix4thereaderwillbeabletoidentifymore
groupsofnameswithcommoncomponents.
3.3 Structureofthe'DYNAMICsection
ThecalculationsintheDYNAMICsectionstartwithsolvingthesurfaceenergybalanceequationbyENBAL.Thisprovidesthesoilandatmospherewith
surfacetemperatureasthegoverningconditionattheinterfacebetweenthetwo
subsystems. Then, atmospheric processes are treated by the subroutine
AAALL, using separate routines for the calculation of transport coefficients,
fluxes, the production rates of turbulence, and for the indentification of the
ratesofchangeofthefivemainstatevariablesintheatmosphere.AsanalternativetoAAALL,theroutineABALLisusedintheabridgedversionofSALSA,
i.e.optionB.
ThemoduleSWAcoordinates thesoilwaterregimecalculations. Itiscalled
upbySALSAafterAAALL.SWAcallsupanumberofsubroutines,depending
onhowcertainoption switchesareset. Inall options, routines areinvoked to
calculate thevapourstateprofile andvapourfluxinthesoil, respectively.The
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matriccomponent of liquidflowis subsequently determined by two routines
fortheconductivity-pressure optionor,ifthematricfluxpotential formulation
ischosen,byonedifferent routine.Thegravitytermisthencalculatedoptionally by the SWALGR subroutine. Total soil liquidfluxesareassessed by a flux
routine according to thechosen option, and theratesofchange ofvolumetric
soilwatercontentarefinallyfound bySWADDTaftersummingtheliquidand
vapour fluxes.
Calculations on thesoil thermal regimeareorderedbytheSHEroutine.In
analogytothesoilwaterregime,twotransportmechanismsaretreatedseparately, in this case heat transport resulting from conduction, and latent heat
transport. Auxiliarystate variablessuchasheatcapacity andthermalconductivityaretreatedindividuallybyseparateroutines.Thetwoheatfluxesarethen
calculated, andfinallythe rate ofchange ofsoil temperature isestablished by
SHEDDTasthedivergenceofthetotalheatflux.
Output is prepared by OUTPUT. This routine performs some additional
calculations associated with output preparation, suchasintegration overtime
of output variables (e.g. surfacefluxesof heat, moisture and radiation) that,
inanexperimentalset-up,aremeasuredastime-integratedvariables.
3.4 Optionswitches
All options within SALSA arechosen bysetting theappropriate parameter
to the value 0 or 1.The names of these switch parameters all start withSW.
AmainswitchisSWBLD,whichallowsachoice tobemadebetweenrunning
the full model option A(SWBLD= 1)or the model without boundary layer
development (option B). If this abridged version is chosen, all processes described in Subsection 2.4.2 are excluded. This means that all subroutines
namedAA....arenotusedinthesimulation.
SWNET is a switch related to the surface energy balance. It is to begiven
a value of 1 ifnet radiation is used asaninput to themodel. In that case,all
processes described inSection 2.3 ofthisreportareexcluded.Thisoptionwill
bemostly ofinterest incaseswhereoneprefers tofocus onsoil transportprocesses, thus avoiding uncertainties arising from the radiative behaviour ofthe
sky and surface. It must be borne in mind that net radiation is a site-specific
variable,whichismuchdependentonsoilprocesses.Thislimitstheapplication
of SALSA with option SWNET= 1to simulations of experiments that have
actuallybeenconducted,andwherenetradiationhasbeenmeasuredaccuratelyalongwiththesoilvariablesofinterest.
The remaining switches are related to soil processes. SWMFLP indicates
whetherornotsoil watertransport isdescribedintermsofthematricfluxpotential concept. Ifso (SWMFLP = 1),then onecanchoose between usingan
input table for matric flux potential as a function of moisture content
(SWMTB = 1)orusing anexpression for this relation (see Equation 64).For
SWMFLP = 0, a K-p option iseffectuated, using hydraulic conductivity and
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soil water pressure instead of the flux potential. In the latter case, it must be
specified whether the hydraulic conductivity-moisture content relation is presented as an input table (SWKTB = 1) or as the van Genuchten-Mualem expression (Equation 60). For both options SWMFLP = 0 and SWMFLP = 1,
the effect of gravity can be included or excluded by setting the SWGRAV
switch to 1 or0, respectively.
Soil thermal conductivity must be specified as an input table if SWCHTB
is set to 1,and is calculated according to the de Vriesformulation (Equations
43-47)ifSWCHTB = 0.
3.5 SALSAsubroutines
Below, all subroutines are described briefly in alphabetical order. For the
rulesofnomenclature, seeSection 3.2.Forallsubroutines that makedirectuse
ofexpressions presented in the previous chapter, reference is made to therelevantequation numbers.ThesubroutinesarelistedinAppendix3.
Atmosphere routines
AAALL calculates the regimes of heat, moisture, momentum and turbulent
kinetic energy in the atmosphere. All processes are treated by calling up four
subroutines: AAALK, AAALF, AATKEP, and AADDT. AAALL is only a
structure for calling up these routines, and contains no mathematical expressions. Itisactivated onlyifSWBLD = 1.
AAALLF calculatesfluxesin the atmosphere. Itexpresses Equations 12-14,
fortheexchange betweensurface andatmosphere, and Equations 34-36forthe
transfer ofmomentum, heat, andmoisture within theboundary layer. Inaddition, the kinetic energyfluxiscalculated in accordance with term IV in Equation 39.Inthesamewayasintheequations quoted here,thefluxesarewritten
as 'fluxes of state variables', rather than fluxes of energy and mass. This is
achievedthroughdividingbytheassociatedcapacity,i.e.densityorheatcapacity. The 'temperature flux' being a generally accepted concept, 'velocity' and
'humidity'fluxesaredefined inanalogy. Itwill beclearthat thereasonforthis
choiceisthenon-uniform densityprofile oftheatmosphere.
AAALLK expresses the transport coefficients in the atmosphere. This routineisonly requiredforSALSA option A.Transport coefficients arecalculated
atcompartmentinterfaces.StabilityisexpressedaccordingtoEquation 15,and
the dimensionless gradients according to Equation 18.With the help ofthese,
AAALLK expresses Equation 38tofindthelengthscales,whichareintroduced
into Equation 37 tofinallyobtain the transport coefficients for heat, moisture
andmomentum. Exchangecoefficients atthesurface areidentified on thebasis
of Equations 21 and 22.The Paulson stability corrections arereadfrom tables
established according to Equations23-25.
AADDTfirstdeterminesthefluxdivergencestoassesssubsequently therates
ofchange ofthefivemainstate variablesintheatmosphere:wind speed intwo
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directions, specific humidity, potential temperature and kinetic energy. The
simplifiedequationsofmotion(Equations30a,30b)areeffectuated, andEquations 32and 33are used for heat and moisture. The rate ofchange ofkinetic
energy isbased on theproduction rates assupplied by theroutineAATKEP,
andonthedivergenceoftheenergyflux,accordingtoEquation39.
AATKEPfirstcalculateswindshear.Subsequently,itexpresses- atthecompartmentcentres- theproductionratesofturbulentkineticenergyarisingfrom
friction,buoyancyanddissipationaccordingtoEquation39.
ABALLisonlyinvokedinSALSAoptionB.ForoptionA,statementscorrespondingtothoseinABALLareincludedintheAAALLKmodule.InABALL
thesurfaceexchangecoefficients givenbyEquations21and22aredetermined.
Forthis,thestability nearthesurfacemustbeidentified. Thisisdonebyusing
Equations 12, 13 and 15. Subsequently, the Paulson stability corrections as
giveninEquations23-24areused,withthehelpofthePSIMTBand PSIHTB
tables.
ADISCR discretizes the atmosphere with the help of given compartment
sizes (TCMM) to yield heights at thecentres of compartments, and distances
between these centres. AINI calculates anauxiliary static variable, to beused
inatmospherecalculations:thesecond termon the RHSofEquation 38.This
istheonlynon-dynamicvariableusedinthedescriptionoftheatmospherethat
isnotenteredasasystemparameter.
Input/output routines
ThesubroutineCLOSESclosestheoutputfiles.ThesubroutineOPENSopens
theinputandoutputfiles.OUTPUT preparestheoutput variablesandwrites
output tospecified datafiles.Additional calculationsaretheintegration ofdynamic variables overtimeintervals,corresponding to intervals overwhichexperimental observations wererecorded.Thisonly appliesto variables thatare
alsointegrated overtimeduringmeasurement inanexperimental set-up.After
writing, the integrals are reset to zero. Bowen ratio and wind speed are also
calculatedbyOUTPUT.
Soilroutines
SDISCR calculates the distances between soil compartment centres from the
inputtableTCM,whichcontainsthecompartmentsizes.
SHEtreatsthesoilthermalregime.TheSHEroutinecontainsnoexpressions
otherthantheformulation oftotalsoilheatfluxfromthecomponentsconduction and latent heat flux. It serves as a frame for calling up of the modules
SHECHC,SHECCC,SHECCT,SHECCA,SHECF,SHEVF,andSHEDDT.
SHECCAcalculatesaveragethermalconductivities atthesoilcompartment
interfaces from the individual conductivities at the adjoining compartment
centres.
In SHECCC, soil thermal conductivity is calculated as a function of soil
composition, according to thedeVriesformulation expressedinEquations43
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and44.This routine is only used when theswitch SWCHTB is set to zero.A
numberofvariablesinthedeVriesformulation arenon-dynamic(andarecalculated bytheroutineSHEINI),butallvariablesthatdependonsoilmoisture
contentareupdatedateachtimestep.SHECCCdistinguishesbetweenthedomainswhereairorwater,respectively,areviewedasthecontinuousphase,and
interpolates linearly in theintermediate domain;fixed boundaries of0.02and
0.05volume% areassignedtothelatterdomain.
SHECCT reads data on the thermal conductivity of the soil from a table
(CHTB) at actual values of soil moisture content. SHECCT is only activated
iftheSWCHTBswitchissetto1.
SHECFdeterminesthesoilheatconductionfluxesaccordingtothefluxdensityequationimpliedinEquation41,omittingthesecond RHSterm.ThissecondtermisincludedbySHEVF.
Subroutine SHECHC expresses the deVries soil heat capacity in Equation
42onthebasisofsoilcomposition.
SHEDDT determines the divergence of the total soil heatflux(conduction
pluslatent heat transfer) and the rateofchange ofsoil temperatureaccording
toanapproximationtoEquation41.ThesecondtermontheRHSofthisequationistakenintoaccount implicitly:itisthedivergenceofthelatentheat flux.
The soil heat capacity as resulting from the previous timestep and given by
SHECHC is used. Accordingly, the LHS of Equation 41 is approximated by
ignoring the rate of change in soil heat capacity during the actual timestep.
Fortheensuinginaccuracy,seealsotheendofSubsection2.5.2.
SHEINI determines non-dynamic auxiliary variables that play aroleinthe
heat budget calculations. This routine is only invoked if the option
SWCHTB= 0is chosen, i.e. the de Vriesexpression of thermal conductivity.
Forsoils with ahomogeneous composition ofthesolid phase with depth,the
course of bulk density can be used to assess fractions ofall solid constituents
atdifferent depths.SHEINI calculatestheweightfactorskaccordingtoEquation47andthermalconductivity at2% and5% moisturecontent forinterpolation,onthebasisofEquations43and44.
SHEVFexpresses thelatent heatfluxinthesoil inaccordance withthesecondRHStermofEquation 51,usingthesoilvapourfluxasgivenbySWAVF.
Since the heat of evaporation at the surface has not been involved explicitly
in theenergy balance equation, the vapourfluxcrossing thesoil surfacemust
be treated as a loss (or gain) of heat, stored in the uppermost compartment
ofthesoil.
TheSWAroutineprovidestheframeforcalculationsregardingthesoilwater
regime.Itoffersachoicefromseveraloptions:formulation oftheflowequation
in terms of matricfluxpotential or, alternatively, in terms of water pressure
and conductivity, and the inclusion or omission of gravity. Also, choices can
bemadebetweencalculationoruseofinputtablesforconductivityandmatrix
fluxpotential relations, as a function of water content. First, potentials and
transport coefficients arecalculated;subsequently,fluxesofvapourandliquid
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aredeterminedthroughvarioussubroutinecalls.SWAcontainsnoexpressions
otherthantheformulation ofthetotalwaterfluxesatcompartmentinterfaces.
SWADDT determines therate ofchange ofsoil watercontent for eachsoil
compartment.Total waterfluxesatallcompartmentinterfaces areinputs,and
areusedtoassessthefluxdivergencesasimpliedinEquations52and 53.
SWAINI performs non-dynamic actions to initialize soil water variables:it
assigns values of thesystem parameters to all soil compartments andassesses
afewauxiliaryvariables.Themoisturecontentat — 1.5MPaiscalculatedaccordingtoEquations58and59.
SWALFK calculates thematriccomponent oftheliquidsoilwaterfluxwith
thehelpoftheconductivity-pressure formulation, asgiveninthefirsttermon
theRHSofEquation62.Subsequently,itaddsthegravitycomponent todeterminethetotal liquidflux.SWALFK isonlyinvoked ifSWMFLP equalszero.
SWALFM determines thesameterm,butthistimeonthebasisofmatric flux
potential,thusreplacingthedifferential K dpinEquation62bythefinitedifference in matric flux potential between two adjacent compartments. Like
SWALFK,itaddsoptionally thegravitycomponent ofthe flux.
SWALGR determines the gravity component of the liquid flux if
SWGRAV=1. This serves as input to either of the flux routines. For
SWGRAV = 0,itassignsthevalueofzerotothegravitycomponent.
InSWALKAtheK valuesatcompartmentinterfacesareaveragedbytaking
the geometric mean of the individual K values that prevail in the contiguous
compartments. The use of matricfluxpotential (i.e. SWMFLP.= 1)restricts
theaveragingproceduretoonlythegravitycomponent ofthe flow.
Forallsoilcompartments,SWALKCdeterminesthehydraulicconductivity
asafunction ofmoisture content, using Equation 60.No temperaturecorrectionisapplied,asexplained inSubsection 2.6.2. Forwatercontents belowthe
residualwatercontent,liquidcontinuityisassumedtobeabsent,whichreduces
hydraulic conductivity to zero. SWALKC is only activated if SWMFLP = 0,
orSWGRAV = 1 combinedwithSWKTB = 0.
AsanalternativetoSWALKC,conductivitymaybereadfromaninputtable
bySWALKTiftheSWKTBswitchissetto1.
Whentheoption SWMFLP = 1 ischosen incombination withSWMTB =
= 0, then the matricfluxpotential is calculated by SWALMC at the actual
moisturecontentswiththehelpofEquation64.Alternatively,atabulatedfunctionisusedinSWALMTwhenSWMTB= 1.
SWALPR calculates soil water pressure from relative moisture content for
thehighervaluesofmoisturecontent (greaterthanthevaluecorrespondingto
— 1.5 MPa), andfrom relative humidity of thesoil airfor thelowermoisture
contents. The latter is done on the basis of Equation 70, whereas at higher
moisture contents the Equations 58-59 are employed. Soil water pressure at
moisturecontentsbelow — 1.5 MPamayberelevantifresidualmoisturecontentislowerthan01#5,andliquidtransportmaythereforeoccurbeyond01#5.
SWAVDdetermines theeffective vapourdiffusivity inthesoil asafunction
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of temperature and the enhancement coefficient BCARY. Diffusivity is assumedtobeindependent ofsoilwatercontent.Thetheoreticaljustification for
thiscontroversialassumptionisgiveninSubsection2.6.4.
SWAVF calculates thefluxofsoil water vapour according to Equation77.
TheroutineSWAVSformulatesthevapourstateprofile (density).Itfirstreads
saturatedvapourdensityatthegoverningtemperaturefromaninputtable,and
subsequently usesEquations71-73toassessrelativehumidityandabsolutevapourdensity,takingintoaccounttheparameterAderivedfromadsorptionisotherms(seeSubsection2.6.3).
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4 Fieldexperiments

4.1 Introduction
Fewdetailedfieldexperimentshavebeencarriedouttostudythediurnaland
spatial course of moisture content and temperature in bare topsoils. The most
extensive set of data available is that obtained by Jackson and his colleagues
attheUSDA WaterConservation LaboratoryinPhoenix,Arizona.Thisgroup
collected data on soil moisture and temperature at small intervals oftime and
depth, along with meteorological data, for several weeks inspring 1971(Jackson, 1973).
For the present study, two similarfieldexperiments were conducted under
different climatological and soil conditions, in order to obtain different independent data sets to beusedfor model validation trials.In 1982anexperiment
was conducted in Oostelijk Flevoland, The Netherlands; a second experiment
took place one year later in the USA with the group of van Bavel at Texas
A&M University. The 1982 experiment yielded two data sets, because the
weather varied markedly during the measurement period, allowing the results
to bedivided into two distinct series. Including thedata obtained byJackson,
fourdifferent datasetsfromdetailed baresoilenergybalanceexperimentswere
therefore available for model validation. In this monograph, only the Dutch
sets Flevo-1 and Flevo-2 will be discussed in detail. For a more elaborate description offielddata collection, including theTexas and Arizona sets, see ten
Berge(1986).
Thischapterdiscussestheexperimental set-up,thetypeofmeasurements,the
calculation proceduresandtheresultsoftheFlevolandfieldexperiments.Some
of the results will, however, be given in Chapter 5. As the measurements will
be used in the next chapter to compare model predictions with actual system
behaviour,theexperimentsaredescribedhereintermsofinitialconditions,system parameters and functions, boundary conditions, and 'output variables'.
The latter are the soil state variables, and the surfacefluxesof heat and moisture.Theyarecalled 'outputvariables'becausetheyaretobepredictedbysimulation.Theirmeasured valuesaretherefore not discussed herebutwill bepresented inChapter 5,along withsimulation results. However, the measurement
and calculation procedures and theerrors involved are treated in thischapter,
forallvariables.
Theinitial conditions aretheprofiles ofthesoil statevariables. Attheupper
boundary of the system, incoming or net radiation and rainfall or irrigation
determine thefluxboundary conditions. Air temperature, humidity and wind
speedatagivenheightabovethesoilsurfacearethestateboundaryconditions.
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The lower boundary conditions to the system areset by thefluxesofheat and
moisture at a given depth below thesoil surface. System parameters andfunctions express the radiative, thermal and hydraulic properties of the soil, and
a soil-atmosphere exchange coefficient. Detailed specifications of equipment,
measuring depths and heights, frequencies etc. can be found in ten Berge
(1986).
In the experiments, soil behaviour was the principal phenomenon studied.
The atmospheric variables at screen height orlower weremeasured asboundary conditions. The data are not suitable for checking models that include
mixed layer development in the lower atmosphere- such as SALSA optionA
- because ofthe limited sizeoftheexperimentalfield,and thelack ofmeasurementsatelevations highabove thesurface.
4.2 Variability anderrors
As model predictions are to be compared with observations, the uncertainties, both in measurements and in predictions, must be known. Comparisons
betweenmodel performance andrealitythatdonotspecify errors,haveasomewhat limited significance at best. Before discussing the results of the measurements,someattention will therefore bepaidtoerroranalysis.Theterm'uncertainty'asusedherereferstothepossibledeviation ofameasuredvalueatsome
point inthefieldfrom theactual valueataparticularlocation forwhichaprediction is made. Clearly then, spatial variability may play an important role
and must bestudied whenmodel predictions areto becompared withfieldobservations.
In this monograph, variance resulting from measurement errors is used as
a measure ofuncertainty. Chapter 5shows how both thevariance inpredicted
'output variables', resultingfrom errorsinmodel input, and inmeasured 'outputvariables',canbeusedtovalidate themodel.Therefore,Chapter4includes
a briefdiscussion on errorsinmeasured input and output, i.e. errorsinsystem
parameters, boundary conditions and driving variables, and errors influxes
andsoil statevariables,respectively.
Errorsinmeasurement arecaused bycalibration errors,byviolation ofcertain assumptions underlying theexperimental method, and byinertia ofapparatus. Instantaneous valuesofboundary layervariables areespecially sensitive
to problems ofinertia. Inthepresent experiments, all meteorological variables
were integrated over half-hour or one-hour intervals, and it was assumed that
the time-averaged values were representative for these intervals. Calibration
errors were either known or estimated. Uncertainties arising from erroneous
model assumptions are often more difficult to deal with. An example is the
measurement of thermal conductivity by means of the 'probe method' in the
field.In that case, the contact resistance at the probe surface and inhomogeneity ofthesurrounding soil conflict with the assumptions underlying themethod. The measurements of hydraulic conductivity and matric flux potential
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curvesarealsosusceptibletothistypeoferror.Insuchcases,varianceresulting
frommeasurementerrorswasestimatedfromacomparisonbetweenresultsobtained bydifferent methods, orit wasassumed that measurement errorswere
smallinrelationtomeasuredfieldvariability.
Spatial variability gives rise to aparticular type of variance. Since soil and
atmosphere arelaterally inhomogeneous, uncertainty is not only the resultof
measurement errors, but also of the spatial dependence of the variable under
consideration. For the boundary layer variables and radiation terms, thisdependencewasnotmeasuredandthesimplifying assumptionoflateralhomogeneitywasmade.Insoilphysicsandrelatedfields,ontheotherhand,thisproblem of spatial variability has rapidly gained more attention during the last
decade,andseveraltechniquesarenowavailabletoaccountforfieldvariability
of soil properties. For reviews see Nielsen et al. (1983), Nielsen &Bouma,
(1985) and Philip (1980).Two of these techniques, applied in this report,will
be discussed briefly below. They are 'semivariance analysis' and the 'scaling'
approach.
Semivarianceanalysis
Spatialvariabilityanalysispriortodetailedstudyofdynamic(i.e.time-dependent)soil behaviourcanbeuseful forselecting sampling plots andforassessing
variabilitywithintheseplots.SemivariancedatawereusedtodothisintheFlevolandfieldexperiments. Let Z(x) be a regionalized variable, i.e. a variable
whichdescribesapropertyinspace(here,alongatransect).Thesemivariance
forthisvariableisthendefinedas
y(h) = % var(Z(x)- Z(x+ kAx))

Equation78

where Z(x) denotes the variable in location x along the transect, and Z(x-f
kAx) denotes thevariableinlocationx + kAx,atkstepsAxfromx alongthe
transect (Journel &Huijbregts, 1978). The semivariance at level k is halfthe
populationvarianceofdifferences (Z(x)— Z(x+ kAx)), Itisanindicatorofthe
spatial structure ofthevariableZ(x). Itcanbeshown thaty(k) isequal tothe
varianceofZ(x)inthecaseofsecond orderstationarity, i.e.whenboththeexpectation andthevarianceexist anddo not depend on thelocation x. Inthat
caseonemaywrite
2var(Z(x) - Z(x+ kAx)) = i(var Z(x)+ varZ(x+ fcAx)
- 2cov(Z(x),Z(x + fcAx))) Equation79
or
y(k) = C(0)- C(fc)

Equation80
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where C(0) = var(Z(x)) and C(k) = cov(Z(x),Z(x 4-fcAx)),the so-called covariance function.
The semivariance isestimated as
KQ =\,J

M"t* (ZM - z^ + kAx»2

Equation 81

Z(W — K) i= i

where JV is the total number of observations along the transect and z(x{) is an
observation on the variable Z(x) at location x{. One would expect that y(0) be
equal to zero. In practice, however, we have to deal with the nugget effect: as
a result ofsampling and measurement errors,spatial variability withintheminimum sampling distance Ax,^0 y(k) isoften greater thanzero.Thesemivariogramthen shows ajump aroundzero.
The inputs collected on a small test plot of size (Ax)2 to feed a dynamic
model such as SALSA are therefore also afflicted with this nugget effect (see
Chapter 5). Semivariance analysis quantifies the variance at this level. So, a
preliminary semivariance study not only provides information that is useful for
identifying suitable study locations within afield(e.g. extremes, or'representative' sites), but also allows estimating the error in variables measured on these
study plots. Both these aspects were employed in designing the field experiments.
Scaling of hydraulicsoil properties
The concept of scaling was developed in microhydrology to relate transport
phenomena in media that have identical pore geometries,except for amultiplication factor called 'scale length'. Assuming this similitude of media is valid,
the pressure potential of water in a particular medium at given water content
is derived from that of a reference medium at the same water content, and the
scale length involved. For some well defined problems, solutions of the water
flow equation can then be scaled by dimension analysis. A detailed discussion
wasgiven by Miller (1980).
Scaling on the basis of the similitude hypothesis has also been applied to express the field heterogeneity of soil hydraulic properties and of soil water profilesduring infiltration. Philip (1967) introduced the term 'scale heterogeneity'
to confine field heterogeneity to that specific class of variability that can be
eliminated by scaling. A clear picture of the scaling technique applied to the
fieldheterogeneity problem wasgiven byWarrick &Nielsen (1980).Ingeneral,
scaling is effectuated by assigning a factor arto a particular point r such that
thelocal hydraulicpropertiesmaybetranslatedintoascaledvaluebymultiplying by ar. So one finds that p sc = ar pr, where pr is the observed pressure for
a given water content, and psc is a field averaged pressure at that particular
watercontent. It can be shown that for similarmedia thescaled hydraulicconductivitymust beexpressed asKsc = a~2 Kr (e.g.Warrick &Amoozegar-Fard,
1979). It then follows directly that the Kirchhoff transformation - which will
beused laterin this report- defined as
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0

0=-

K(p)dp

Equation 82

p

in ascaled form should bewritten as &sc = a~* &r. (See also Subsection 2.6.2)
In describing lateral field heterogeneity, it is assumed that ar is a site-specific
constant, valid forall values ofwater content and for all depths.
Rao et al. (1983) discussed the validity of the assumptions underlying the
scaling technique inanextensive evaluation oftheapproach tofieldvariability.
They concluded that in their data sets three basic requirements were not met:
(1) saturated water contents were not the same for all sites, (2) the values of
the scaling factor, derived from different measured hydraulic properties, were
not the same, and (3) the values of the scaling factor were not depth-independent. On theotherhand,Warrick etal. (1977)and Simmons etal. (1979)stated
that theydid not find this disagreement.
In this study, the scaling factors for hydraulic conductivity and for moisture
retention curves areassumed to beequal. Inaddition, a type of 'geometry scaling' has been introduced by using 0/0s(the moisture content relative to saturation) inthe scaling procedure, instead of0itself.
Scaled solutions would beattractive because theyenable theresult ofasingle
simulation run to be translated directly into solutions for similar media. It is
noted, however, that even if soil materials at different locations differed only
by a scale length parameter, in the present case probably no advantage could
be taken from fully scaled solutions of the transport equations. This should be
so for two reasons. First, thenaturally imposed boundary conditions arevariable in time. This is caused by the diurnal courses of atmospheric evaporative
demand and of the diurnal soil heat wave, and by the irregularity of rainfall.
Because time is also scaled in the process, the frequency at which boundary
conditions change in a given location would be prescribed by the local scale
length. Inreality, however, thewholefieldsharesone common set of boundary
conditions.
The second reason is that scaling of the complete flow equation for water is
rendered impossible by the presence of thermodynamic coupling (relevant to
evaporation).
Nevertheless, scaling remains an effective tool for data compression. The
frequency distribution of the scaling factor as derived from measured moisture
retention curves is used here both to represent field data, and to calculate the
variances in model output associated with scale variance. This is simply done
by incorporating the scale factor in the water flow equation, which is then
solved numerically.
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Figure 8. Design oftheexperimentalfieldat the Ir.A.P. Minderhoudhoevefarm,Swifterbant, Oostelijk Flevoland.Thetwo transectswith 50samplingsiteseachareindicated.Numbersrefertoplotsfordetailed (time-series)observations.

4.3 Locationandgeneralconditions
The site of the measurements was located in the Oostelijk Flevoland polder
attheIr.A.P.MinderhoudhoeveexperimentalfarmofWageningenAgricultural University. Figure 8 shows the layout of the experimental field. Slight
changesinsoil texturewereobserved within thefield,so that itcould besubdivided into areas of different hydraulic and thermal behaviour. The soils were
designated Swifterbant silt loam and Swifterbant loam respectively, although
their textural differences barely met the formal requirements for this distinction. The courses of two texture fractions along one of the transects over the
field areshowninFigure9.Figure 10givesthecorresponding semivariograms.
The soil surface was levelled by rolling the moist soil in spring, directly after
superficial tillage.
Soil state variables were measured at various sites. Sites 3 and 4 (Figure 8)
were situated on loam soil, and 1and 2 on silt loam; each site was actually
a plot measuring 4 m x 4 m. These sites werelocated on the basis ofa spatial
variability study of moisture retention and texture data along the transects
shown in Figure 8(ten Bergeet al., 1983). As the minimum sampling distance
along these transects was also 4 m, the semivariograms can be used to deter66
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mine the residual variance C(0)-C(fc) of the observations within thefour plots
(withk= 1),resultingfrom measurement errorsandwithin-plot spatialdependence (seeprevious section). Although, strictly speaking, this isonly correct in
theidealized caseofisotropy andsecond orderstationarity, itdoesyieldauseful estimate of thevariance. Timeseries ofsoil variables arediscussed for plots
1(silt loam) and 4 (loam) only, because these plots represent theextremes occurringintheexperimental field.
The campaign covered the period from 28 May to 28 June, 1982.The first
two weeks of this period were characterized by high evaporation, following a
period of rain. During the second half of the experiment, low radiation, high
humidity and scattered rain predominated. For this reason, the two different
sequences Flevo-1 and Flevo-2havebeendistinguished asseparatedatasets.
4.4 Boundaryconditions
Radiation
Onecanchoose which radiationfluxisused asthedriving variable inSALSA.
Ifglobalandskyradiationareusedtodeterminetheenergyfluxboundarycondition, net radiation is viewed as an 'output' variable. This was done in the
present case (see also Chapter 5). If, on the other hand, net radiation is used,
it must be realized that this term is influenced by the system one wishes to
model.Theradiation termsmeasured aretreated briefly below.
Global radiation,reflected shortwave radiationandnetradiationweremeasured as integrated values over half-hour periods. Daily totals of global radiation ranged between 21.5 and 23.5 MJm~ 2 d~* fordata set Flevo-1,andbetween 14.5and 16.5MJm~ 2 d~ * forthesecond period,Flevo-2.
Net longwave sky radiation (1 — p\)R\d can be estimated by using the relation
Rn = (1 - a)Rg]oh + (1 - px)Rld + Re

Equation 83

where px is the surface reflectivity for longwave radiation and the subscripts n,
glob, Idand e refer to net, global, longwave downward and emitted radiation
terms, respectively. The latter term is calculated as Re = — saT*, where the
surface temperature Ts is in Kelvin, a is the Stefan-Bolzmann constant, ande
the surface emissivity. In the present case, however, longwave radiation was
calculated from Equation 6,andreflectivity wasestimated (Section4.5).
Both for measured net radiation and global radiation the variance resulting
from measurement errors was estimated by a coefficient of variation of 5%in
the recorded signals. Figures 11and 12depict the measured courses of global
radiation for the twoexperiments. Measured net radiation will bepresentedin
Chapter 5 as an output variable, along with predictions, and is therefore not
givenhere.
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Figure 11. Measuredglobal radiation,Flevo-1.
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Figure 12.Measuredglobal radiation,Flevo-2.
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Figure 13. Atmosphericboundaryconditions,measuredat0.5mheight,Flevo-1
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Water
During the experiments, rain fell in the second period (Flevo-2) only; a total
of33.4mmwasmeasured.
Atmosphericstatevariables
Air temperature, vapour pressure and wind speed at 0.5 m height weremeasured as boundary conditions (Figures 13and 14).The masts for profile measurements were moved in accordance with the prevailing wind direction to obtain a maximum fetch (ranging from 74 to 300 m length) over the bare soil
surface. It was assumed that these measurements represented the field as a
whole, in spite of soil heterogeneity. The standard deviations in the measurement errors of dry and wet bulb temperatures were 0.1 K. This corresponds
to an absolute error of 15Pa for the vapour pressure.Thecoefficient ofvariationinthewindspeeddataamounted to 4%.
Atthelowerendofthesoilprofile (0.5mdepth),soil temperatureandwater
potential were monitored and appeared nearly constant. Temperature showed
a slight trend of 1K week" l for both sets Flevo-1 and Flevo-2, as a result of
seasonal warming.
4.5 System parametersandfunctions
Themeasured system parameters mostly express soil properties as functions
ofvolumetricwatercontent. Thesepropertiesarethesurfacecharacteristicsalbedo and emissivity, the transport coefficients hydraulic and thermal conductivity, and thecapacitiesforwater(moisture characteristic) and heat.Theonly
parameter not directly related to soil physical properties is the roughness
length,aboundary layerproperty.
Roughnesslength
Roughness length z0 over the smoothly rolled field was derived directly from
wind profile measurements. Although wind and temperature profiles were
measured continuously during aone-month period, only few timesweresuitable for the determination of z0. Requirements for reliable determinations are
a near-neutral stability, a wind speed high enough for accurate anemometer
performance, and no rain in the preceding days, because moisture affects anemometer calibration. Moreover, wind direction should allow for long enough
'fetch'. Only observations corresponding to anabsolute value oflessthan 0.02
for the Richardson number Ri were used to derive z0; Ri is defined as
(g/T)(dT]dz)l(du/dz)2.Combination ofthelog-linearwindprofile equationwith
the assumption cpH = (pM for the dimensionless gradients of temperature and
windspeed(Equations 16and 17)givestheexpression (Thorn,1975):
Equation 84
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where dis the displacement height, generally taken to bezero for unvegetated
surfaces. Equation 84isassumed tobevalidforstableandmoderately unstable
situations (Ri\ < 0.1). The values ofu^ and z0 weredetermined from the wind
profiles (three heights) byanon-linear optimization procedure. This yielded z0
values ranging between 0.02 and 0.15 mm for most days, although values up
to0.9mmwereoccasionally determined.
Albedo
Baresoilalbedowasmeasuredinsituasafunction ofmoisturecontent. Double
solarimeters wereused,andtopsoil moisturecontent wasdetermined bygravimetricallysamplingthetop5mmlayer.Thedatawereconverted tovolumetric
watercontents byusingbulkdensityvaluesmeasuredforthisthintoplayer.
To avoid theeffects ofhigh incidence angles, data pertaining to earlymorning and late evening hours (global radiation < 100 W m~ 2 ) were omitted.
Albedoappeared tobefairlywelldescribed bytherelations
a(0)= awet

for

6—0
a(0)= awet + - ^
(adTy- awct)

for

Ocrit

9> 0crit
0 < 0„5crit

Equation 85
Equation 86

Linear regression on Swifterbant silt loam data yielded values of0.13and 0.31
for awet and adry, respectively, and a value of 0.26 for 0crit (Figure 15). The
standard deviation in the residuals amounted to 0.020. Spatial dependence of
a(6)wasnotmeasured.
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Figure 15.Insitu measured albedo versus volumetric moisture content.(0-5 mm)for
Swifterbantsiltloam.
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Longwave reflectivity
Longwave reflectivity could not be derived from the data measured in Flevoland.Itsvaluewasassumed torangebetween0.05 and0.15,these valuesbeing
identified from the Arizona data set mentioned earlier. In contrast to albedo,
a relation with surface moisture content was not evident from those data. An
averagevalueof0.10 wasusedforlongwave reflectivity, withastandarddeviationof0.05 fortheerror.
Emissivity
Emissivity ofSwifterbant silt loam,asafunction ofmoisturecontent, isshown
in Figure 16. Measurements were taken on core samples by the Fuchs & Tanner (1966) reflection method under stratus cloud cover. Measurements were
conducted on the roof of the 'Dreijenborch' building in Wageningen, which
provides a free horizon. Only under these conditions was the distribution of
radianceinthe8-14jimwavelengthintervalovertheskyhemispherefairlyeven
and within the range of the measurement instrument. Although the data suggest a step increase of the emissivity as the moisture content increases (which
could beexplained physically onthebasisofthesoilwaterenergystate),asimplelineare(9) relationshipwasadopted because ofthelargescatterobserved:
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Figure 16.Emissivity(18-14/an)measuredoncoresamplesofSwifterbant siltloamby
theFuchs-Tannermethod.
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£(9) = £dry+ «- (ewet- «dry)

Equation 87

with £dry= 0.90 andewcl= 0.94. The scatteris partly caused byinaccuraciesin
the non-destructive determination of 0, which involved averaging weight
changes over0.1 10" 3 m3 coresamples.Theresultsobtained byanalternative
method, using measured gravimetric moisture contents of the top 5 mm soil
layer instead, were no better, however. The accuracy in emissivity at a given
0 valuewastaken tobe0.01.
Thermalsoil properties
Thedampingdepth ofthediurnal temperature waveinhomogeneous soilprofilescan be inferred from the attenuation of the temperature amplitude and
from the phase shift, both with respect to depth (de Vries, 1963). For a review
of these and related methods, see Horton (1982). Damping depth and phase
shift are obtained for the different wave numbers by Fourier analysis;thermal
conductivity can then be calculated, using an estimated value of the soil heat
capacity. During thefieldexperiments, however,soilmoisturedistributionwas
such that thermal properties were not constant with depth. Moreover, bulk
density p increased with depth: using amplitude attenuation of thefirstharmonics of the temperature wave, a layer of increased thermal diffusivity was
indeedfound at0.2-0.3mdepth.
Twootherfieldmethodswereemployed instead:directmeasurement byheat
probes,and theso-called 'nullalignment'method.Theresultsofbothmethods
were compared with predictions, made by the de Vries thermal conductivity
model. However, since significant changes inmoisture content occurred inthe
top few centimetres only, field measurements only yielded the A(z) function,
rather than the A(0,z)or A(0,p)relation needed for dynamic simulation. Additional laboratory measurements were therefore performed to obtain X{Q) for
topsoil coresamples.
Themeasurement ofAbyheatprobesinsertedinthesoilhasbeenextensively
discussed bydeVries(1952),andlaterbyseveral otherauthors;the theoretical
aspects are not repeated here. The probes were installed at various depths to
measure insitu thermal conductivity. Figure 17shows the results for different
depths. Some scatter is observed, possibly because of the problem of contact
resistance, also discussed byNagpal &Boersma (1973)and byvan Haneghem
(1981).
The results obtained by the 'null alignment' method proposed by Kimball
&Jackson (1975)arealsodepicted inFigure 17.Thiscalorimetricmethodemploys T(z)profilesatdifferent times,andinfersheatfluxesbynumericalintegration,makinguseofapoint withazerotemperaturegradient asreference level.
Figure 17alsoshowsthermalconductivityaspredictedbythedeVriesmodel
onthebasisofbulk density, textureandmoisturecontent. Sincebothmeasurement procedures mentioned above yield apparent instead of true thermal con74
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Figure 17.ProfilesofapparentthermalconductivityA*, obtainedbydifferentmethods,
forSwifterbantsiltloam.
ductivity, the vapour term was included in the de Vries model in order to obtainestimatesthatcanbecomparedwiththemeasured results(seealso Section
2.5). This vapour contribution to thermal conductivity was calculated for a
temperature of 20° C, approximately theaverage profile temperature. Asindicated in the previous chapter, the choice of the air shape factor ga (Equation
45) reduces the predictive value of this conductivity model. For the curve as
given in Figure 17, an air shape factor of 0.05 was used; higher values ofga
gave even higher estimates of A.Figure 18compares measured and predicted
A(0)curvesforSwifterbant siltloam.
Itcanbeconcludedfrom Figure 17thatforSwifterbant siltloamtheconductivity model does not well predict A as measured by the probe method nor by
the 'null alignment' method, whereas the results of these two methods agree
fairlywell.
Thethermalconductivity ofthetop5cmsoillayerwasmeasuredinthelaboratory on anumberof undisturbed coresamples.The'contact method'forthe
determination of A in the surface region (Stigter, 1969) was used. The method
is based on the existence of a constant interface temperature when contact is
madebetween twosemi-infinite, homogeneous bodies,eachwithagiveninitial
temperature. Likethefieldmethods discussed above, themethod yieldsapparent thermal conductivity, provided that the heat capacity of the soil isknown.
TheresultsareshowninFigure 18.Onlyforthehigherwatercontentsdothese
measured data agree with the de Vries predictions. The observed data can be
approximated by a straight line. A linear behaviour is frequently encountered
for aggregatedfieldsoils, incontrast to the typical curves for packed granular
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Figure 18.ApparentthermalconductivityofSwifterbant siltloam(0-5cm) determined
oncoresamplesbythecontactmethod.
materials(e.g. Figure4).Seealso Kimball &Jackson(1975).
Two problems arise when the k(0)function, to be used in the context of a
simulation model, must be defined from the measured data as available here:
(1)whereasbulkdensitywasvariable,moisturecontent hardlyvariedatdepths
where field measurements of k* were made, and (2) true conductivity is used
in simulation (for reasons explained in Subsection 2.5.2), while apparent thermal conductivity was actually measured. To overcome these, two simplificationspresent themselves:(1)k(6) curvesforthedifferent bulk densities (depths)
arecalculated from the laboratory-measured curve by multiplication by afactor p/p* (where p* is the reference bulk density), and (2) the vapour diffusion
term(estimated at0.05-0.10 Wm~ *K~ l ) issubtractedfrom themeasuredapparent thermal conductivity. Thelatterinvolves anincreaseinuncertainty,because ofthechoice ofanaverage temperature and theunknown roleofvapour
transferenhancement (Subsection2.6.4).Thefunction A(0,p)resultingfromapplication of the above procedure to the Swifterbant data is given in Figure 19.
Thisrelationwasusedinvalidation runswiththesimulation model.The coefficient of variation that quantifies the error in this k function is estimated to
amount to 20%,based on the scatter infieldand laboratory measurements. In
subsequent chapters, the extent to which such an inaccuracy in k affects predictedsoilbehaviourwithrespecttothesurfaceenergybalanceandtosoiltemperatureswillbeassessed.
Heat capacity profiles were calculated by Equation 42 from bulk density,
moisture content and texture. The bulk density profile for the experimental
field is given in Figure 20. The standard deviation of the errorin bulk density
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was60kgm 3 , andwasderivedbysemivarianceanalysisat the4mlag'level.
Based on thiserrorvalue, theerrorin thecalculated heat capacity wasatleast
'O.

Themoisture characteristic
Moisture characteristics oftheSwifterbant soilsweredetermined aspartofthe
spatial variability study. At 100 locations, core samples were taken from two
depthintervals:the0-5 cmand 5-10cmlayers.Thesamplesweregrouped into
a loam class and asilt loam class, and intermediate samples wereleft out. For
each of the two groups, average curves were determined byfirstaveraging at givenfixedpressure potentials- thecorresponding measured moisture contents.Subsequently,vanGenuchten'sexpressionforthemoisturecharacteristic
(Equation 58) was fitted to these averaged data. Figure 21 shows the results
for the two soils. The parameters a and nare 4.04 10~ 4 P a - 1 and 1.161 for
the silt loam as obtained by curvefitting,and 4.67 10~ 3 Pa" 1 and 1.093 for
the loam, respectively. (Here, the parameter a is not dimensionless, unlike the
scalingfactora).Seealso Figure9.
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Variability of the moisture characteristic, as explained in Section 4.2, was
takeninto account byscaling. Aprerequisiteforscaling isthatcurveshavesimilarshapes,thatis,thelog(p)— 9curvesshould beparallel.Sincethiswasclearly notthecase forthetwoSwifterbant soils, field heterogeneity could not be
classified aspure 'scale heterogeneity' (Philip, 1967). Distinguished firston the
basis oftexture, theloam andsilt loam data were therefore scaled separately.
The scaled pressure p sc was taken tobeafunction ofs= 0/0s, andwas determined by fittingthecurve given byEquation 58,with S replaced bys, to the
whole set of data points pertaining to each texture class. Subsequently, one
scaling factor ar wasdetermined for each sample, by minimizing thesum of
squares
N

SSQ = £ OgP.c(*)- lg «rPr(s))2

Equation 88

i= 1

This optimization criterion is preferred tothealternative where pressuresare
used instead oftheir logarithms, because itreduces theweight ofthe pointsat
low 0values; these points would determine thescaling factor almost entirely.
ScalingbymeansofEquation 88reduced thevariance(1/(N-1))£ (pSc(s)"Pr(s))2
by two ordersofmagnitude for both soils. Unsealed and scaled water pressures
asafunction ofrelative saturation aredepicted inFigures 22-25 for both soils.
The scale factors show log-normal distributions (Figures 26-29). Logarvariances amounted to0.095 (silt loam) and 0.140 (loam) for the two Swifterbant
soils. (Strictly speaking, these values represent the entire population variances
for thetwo groups. Therefore they overestimate tosome extent thevariability
at the 4mlevel, inwhich, asexplained before, oneisinterested forvalidation
purposes. However, itwas difficult todoasemivariance analysis ontheadata
in order toobtain theresidual variance atthe 4mlevel, because theobservations were grouped into thetwotexture classes 'silt loam' and 'loam'forscaling;asaconsequence, the transects hadtobedivided into smallersectionsrepresenting patches ofloam orsilt loam).
A special feature ofthe moisture characteristic, itstemperature dependence,
deserves mention. Soil water pressures measured atvarious depths inthe field
exhibited amarked diurnal course. Pressure potential increased (becoming less
negative) during daytime, and recovered during the night. To investigate
whether this course could be explained fully by only taking the temperature
fluctuations into account, theeffect of temperature onp(6)wasexamined in
the laboratory. Measurements were done on confined samples at constant 0,
using pencil-type tensiometers and pressure transducers.The results are shown
in Figure 30for various water contents. These data can besummarized by the
expression
~ \ =a(6-b)-1 +c

Equation89
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Figures22-25.ActualandscaledmoisturecharacteristicsforSwifterbant siltloamand
Swifterbantloam.

where the constants a, b and c have the values 104.2 Pa K" 1 , 0.18 and 5.1
Pa K~ 1 (Ritsema, 1985).InSection 2.6 itisdemonstrated that atemperatureinduced pressure gradient should not be usedas thedrivingforce forflow,and
so theabove expression isnot foruseinfluxcalculations. Nevertheless, therelation can be used to verify whether the pressurefluctuationsobserved in the
fieldmay have been caused by temperature variations only. (See Figure 44,
Chapter 5.)
Hydraulicconductivity andmatricfluxpotential
K{6) curves (Figure 21) were calculated for the two soils according to the van
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Genuchten-Mualem model (Equation 60). The parameter n, used in that
model, was derived from the average moisture characteristics of silt loam or
loam, obtained asdescribed before. K-valuesmeasured atp= —1.0 kPawere
usedasareference.
According to the scaling concept for similar media, hydraulic conductivity
at a given location ris related to the average value Xsc by theequation Kr =
a
r ^SC»where armay be derived from the scaling of moisture characteristics.
This relation was used, and since the scaling factor shows alog-normal distribution,theestimated variability ofK isbased uponthevarianceoflogar.
In addition, matric flux potential curves (Section 2.6.2) were measured to
characterize the hydraulic properties of the Swifterbant soils. The matricflux
potential 0(6) isusually calculated frommeasuredp(0)and K(0) curvesbynumericalintegration (Equation 82).Asanalternative, inthisstudyanewsteady
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Figure30.Temperature-dependenceofsoilliquidpressureatvariousmoisturecontents,
obtainedfromlaboratorymeasurementsonundisturbedcoresamplesofSwifterbantsilt
loam(seealsoTable7).

state method was developed to allow direct measurement of the 0(6) function
(ten Berge, 1986;for an improved procedure see ten Berge et al., 1987). This
function can then beused asasubstitutefortheseparate K(0) andp(6)curves.
The results of the measurements areshown in Figure 31. The numerically calculated curves are given in the same figure; they were obtained by integration
(Equation 82)of the vanGenuchten-Mualem K(0) function, used incombination with measured p(6) curves. Both these curves were shown in Figure 21.
The difference between the two Swifterbant soils expressed in Figure 31 is
themainexplanation oflocaldifferences insurfacetemperaturebehaviour,observedfrom thermal imageryeachspringat the Ir.A.P. Minderhoudhoeve experimental farm.Variability inthe <P(0) function isexpressed bythevariability
of the hydraulic scaling factor a, discussed above;the scaling relation used for
matricfluxpotential is<Pr= a r # sc .
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Figure 31.Measured matricfluxpotential curves for both Swifterbant soils. Solid lines
were obtained byconsidering all core samples asasingle soil volume. Broken linesare
theresult ofnumerical integration ofK(p)curves.

4.6 Validationvariables:soilstatevariablesandsurface fluxes
The soil state variables measured were moisture content, temperature, and
soilwatertension.These'output'variablesarenotonlyusedformodelvalidation,butalsotoinitializesimulationruns.
The other variables that are to be predicted by simulation and were also
measured in thefield,are thefluxesof heat and moisture at the soil surface.
Observed and simulated time series ofall these 'output'variables will bepresented inChapter 5.Here,only abriefdescription ofmeasurement conditions
inthefieldisgiven.
Soilmoisture
Soilstatevariablesweremonitoredwithinsmallsamplingplotsatvariouslocations in thefield.Only the data from two plots (plots 1and 4, Figure 8)are
usedinthisreport.Theotherplotsgavesimilarresults.
Soilmoisturecontentwasdeterminedbygravimetricsamplingoffourdepth
intervalsofincreasingthickness,downto55mm.Allsampleswerecomposites
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of five subsamples. A razor blade device was used to section these top centimetresintothinlayers.Toconvertgravimetricmoisturecontents to volumetric
moisture contents 0, a dry bulk density of 1150 kg m~ 3 was used for the silt
loam, and one of 1050 kg m~ 3 for the loam. These averages are based on a
total of 100transect samples. Throughout the experiment, significant changes
in moisture content occurred only in the top 35 mm. Below this (35-55 mm),
changes were less than 2% by volume, and 0 averaged 0.33 for silt loam and
0.31forloam,asdetermined bygravimetricsampling.
Errors in volumetric moisture content are caused by within-plot variability
of gravimetric moisture content and of bulk density. The standard deviation
oftheerroringravimetricmoisturecontent was0.005-0.02 (massfraction);the
standard deviation of the error in bulk density was 50 kg m~ 3 . Both values
were obtained from semivariograms at the 4 mlag level. Based on these data,
an accuracy of 0.025 m3 m~ 3 may be estimated for the measured volumetric
watercontents,asanaverageforalldepths.
It is well known that spatial variability of moisture content is dependent on
theaveragelevel ofmoisture content itself, butextensive sampling to studythe
spatial variability could only be done on a few occasions; hence the temporal
behaviourofspatial variability islittleknown.
Soilwatertensionwasmeasuredatvariousdepths.Tensionreadingsshowed
a marked diurnal course. In the next chapter these fluctuations will be related
to those ofsoil temperature.
Soil temperature
Soil temperature profiles were measured down to 0.5 m depth. Errors related
tomeasurement equipment were0.1 K, butagain thetotal errorwaslargerbecause ofspatial variability. Similar to soil watercontent, thespatial variability
of soil temperature depends on drying stage, depth and time of day. Semivariance analyses of noon soil temperatures at 10mm depth under fair weather
conditionsyieldedstandarddeviationsof0.2-0.4Katthe4mlaglevel.Avalue
of0.4 Kwill beusedinmodel validation,foralldepthsanddryingstages.
Surfaceradiation temperature
Themeasured surfaceradiation temperature Tsrasusedinthisreportisdefined
by
1 4 fxm

°TfT=

{E(X) H{A,TS) + R'(X)}dk

Equation 90

J
A= 8

where W{l9Ts) is the blackbody emittance at temperature T s , and R\X) thereflectance by sky radiation. This radiation temperature was measured by
ground-based IR thermometers. The accuracy of the detector was 0.25 K in
the relevant temperature range. The error in radiation temperature caused by
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within-plot spatial dependence was derived from semivariance analysis; its
standard deviation ranged from 0.5 to 1.0 K, depending on the weather and
field conditions. Combined with the instrument error, astandard deviation of
1.03Kresultedfortheoverallerror.
Truesurface temperaturemaydeviatefrom radiation temperaturebyseveral
K because of ambient radiation in combination with soil emissivity values
below unity. Sky radiation temperature canonly bemeasured accurately ifvarious precautions aretaken (e.g.Jacobs, 1982);thisvariablewasnot measured
regularly in the experiments discussed here. As the surface radiation temperature is to be predicted by the SALSA model for a comparison with measured
data,avalueofskyradiationtemperatureshould beassumed inthesimulation
forconvertingtheactualsurfacetemperature- whichisobtainedfromtheenergybalance equation- into radiation temperature;thisis done in themodel by
addingreflected ambient radiation tocalculated emittance. Forthis,skyradiation temperatures were assumed to vary over a40 K range;this increases the
variance inpredicted surface radiation temperature, resultingfrom uncertainty
ininput, by2.25 K2 (Subsection 5.1.1).
All surface energy fluxes were derived from the measured data. Thefluxes
of interest are the net radiation, the sensible and latent heatfluxesabove the
surface, and thesoil heatflux.Net radiation hasalready beendiscussed inSection4.4,alongwith theotherradiation terms.Theremainingfluxeswillbediscussedbelow.
Soil heat flux
The surface soil heat flux was determined by a calorimetric method, i.e. by
using the temporal development of soil temperature profiles in the layer between the surface and achosen reference depth. Anestimated value of the flux
at reference depth is added to the rate at which the heat content of that layer
(perunitsoil surface)changes,toobtain thesurfaceheatflux.Theheatcontent
iscalculated bynumerical integration of the product of temperature andvolumetric heat capacity over depth. The reference depth should be chosen such
thattheheatfluxatthatdepthissmallincomparisontotherateofheatstorage
intheoverlyinglayer.
The reference depth was chosen at 0.30 m below the surface. The heatflux
at 0.30 mwascalculated from thelocal temperature gradient andanestimated
valueoftheapparent thermalconductivity (Section4.5).Note that,otherthan
by the use offluxplates, this calorimetric method does not take into account
thatparticularfraction ofthesurfacesoil heatfluxthatisspent on evaporation
within the topsoil (i.e. below the surface). This is convenient and correct, becausetheprocedure used toassesstheevaporation term(Bowen ratiomethod)
alreadytakesintoaccount thissubsurface evaporative heatloss.
The errors involved, both in estimating the heatfluxat the reference depth
andincalculatingtherateofheatstorageabovethisdepth,wereapproximately
10%.Asthetwotermsweresummedtoyieldthesurfacesoilheatflux,theerror
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inthisfluxwasalsoestimated tobe 10% ofthenominalvalue.
Latent heat flux
ThelatentheatfluxwasdeterminedbytheBowenratiomethod,usingthecombinedequations
H+ LE= -Rn-G

Equation91

and
P E,— = y-

Equation 92

where /?is the Bowen ratio and y the psychrometer constant. Measurements
of wet and dry bulb temperature gradients were performed with sensors that
were independent of those used to assess the absolute levels of these variables.
In this manner, relatively accuratefiguresfor /?could be obtained. Measurements were taken at 0.2 mand 0.5 mabove ground level, and were integrated
over half-hour periods. The temperature differences between these elevations
were measured with an accuracy of 0.0025 K (both for wet and dry bulbtemperature). Formost daytime conditions (d7/dz > 0.04 K m " 1 ; de/dz > 10Pa
m~ l ) thiscorresponded toamaximum errorof 10% inthe Bowen ratio.Combined with errors in net radiation and soil heatflux,this resulted in a relative
errorintheevaporation termthatrangedbetween 10and20% duringdaytime.
Inaddition to theabove method, total dailyevaporation wasdetermined on
several days by using microlysimeters (Boast & Robertson, 1982). This was
done inorderto compare evaporative losses from thetwo different soils (loam
and silt loam).The silt loam consistently showed ahigherdaily total evaporation thantheloam,thedifference rangingfrom 15to40%.Forpredicted differencesinevaporation rate,seeChapter5.
Sensibleheat flux
Thesensible heatfluxwasdetermined along with thelatent heatfluxbyapplication of Equations 91 and 92. Like for latent heat, the error was calculated
asafunction oftime,with thehelpoftheabove mentioned values.Itappeared
to be 10to 20% duringdaytime. Thisfigureincreased at low net radiation,but
in those cases the absolute error was usually below 5 W m~ 2 . The same was
trueforthelatent heat flux.
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5 Validation

In this chapter an attempt will be made to validate the SALSA model. The
results oftheexperiments discussed in theprevious chapterarethebasisofthe
experimental validation presented in Section 5.1. In the comparison of the
theory with these sets of experimental data only the abridged version of the
model (option B, Figure 2) will be used, because thedata available areintrinsically too limited to be used to predict boundary layer development. Hence,
theupperboundaryconditions tothesystem(at0.5m)arethemeasuredvalues
of air temperature, humidity and wind speed over the experimental field, and
themeasured courseofglobal radiation.
Aqualitative validation ofthecompletemodel,i.e.includingboundarylayer
development, isdiscussed in Section 5.2,whereanumberofgeneral boundary
layercharacteristics areinspected.
5.1 Experimental validation
The experimental results of thefieldstudies will becompared to model predictions. Attention will be focused on the measured and simulated courses of
surfacefluxes(Rn, G,H,LE)andonthedevelopmentsinsurfaceradiationtemperature, topsoil moisture content, and soil temperature (the latter two at various depths). These variables were designated 'output variables' to indicate
that they areto bepredicted bysimulation;since themeasured values ofthese
'output variables' are presented in this chapter for validation purposes, they
were not discussed in the previous chapter along with the other experimental
results.
Inthevalidationofmodelsbyfieldobservations,itisnecessarytotakeerrors
intoaccount.Theseresultfrominaccuratemeasurementandspatial variability.
This applies both to the fluxes and state variables actually measured, and to
their predicted values. Errors in the latter result from errors in the system parametersandboundary conditions usedasinputstothemodel.
5.7.7 Inputandoutputvarianceresultingfrommeasurement errors
For a model with moutput variables and ninput variables, the variance of
an output variable Zj =J{xh i= \,n) can be expressed as a function of (1) the
varianceofthemeasurementerrorintheinputvariablesxh and(2)thesensitivity ofthe prediction Zjto changes ininput. Thusfor thecase of non-correlated
input variablesxh thevariance inoutput Zjiswrittenas(e.g. Hahn&Shapiro,
1967)
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var(z7) = £ (—^J var(x,)

Equation 93

where thederivative dzj/dxt is thesensitivity ofZjto changesinx,. Itis assumed
here that the measurement errors in x, are symmetrically distributed about the
mean, so the third moment of Xjis zero. With differentials replaced by finite
differences, theerror variance isapproximated by
» / A z A v2 a r x
var(zj) £ £ A
( /)
i= i yAxtJ

Equation 94

The model outputs Zjare output variables such as soil surface temperature, latent heat flux, etc. The inputs are soil properties such as thermal conductivity
at given moisture content; orboundary conditions, such asglobal radiation.
The sensitivity (Azy/Ax,) was assessed by running the simulation model for
two values ofx{. the mean value of xt, and the mean plus one standard deviation cr(Xf). Using one standard deviation in determining the sensitivity of Zjto
xf may seem arbitrary, but it gives a sufficiently accurate estimate of sensitivity
for the present purpose. It implies that n+ 1model runs be made in order to
determine var(zy). It is assumed that the sensitivity as defined here is constant
oversmallAxt intervals,and thattheerrorinxfisdistributed normally;furthermore, interactions between the effects (Azj/Axf) of the various xt are ignored.
Various authors have applied the above procedure in a hydrological context
(e.g. Coleman & DeCoursey (1976), who compared different evapotranspiration formulas). It can be expected that the variance as calculated by Equation
94 depends on the state of the system, which has a dynamic character. Hence,
in validating a model the temporal behaviour of the variance must be accounted for.
Now, if for each output variable a measured course z/t) and a predicted
course z/t) are available, along with the associated variances for both time series, one mayevaluate thepredictions by using q,defined as
~ Zj(t)
x /[var(z/0) + var(z;(0)]

q(t) = - 7

ij{t)

Equation 95

In Subsections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 the course of this quotient, which is similar to
the Student t parameter, will be inspected as an indicator of model validity,
for the two data sets. Predictions will be considered acceptable in this context
ifthe value ofgranges between —2and + 2.
One data set covers a time span of five days, the other six days. For these
intervals, the observed behaviour of the following variables will be compared
with theirpredicted courses:
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net radiation
soil heatflux(z = 0)
latent heat flux
sensibleheat flux
surfaceradiation temperature
soil temperature (threedepths)
volumetricsoil moisturecontent (fourdepthintervals).

Table 11 summarizes the standard deviations of the error, or the relative
error, of the measured input variables as used in the simulation runs. It also
includes the nominal values of the system parameters which, by definition, do
notvaryintime.Formoredetails,seeChapter4.Theuncertaintyinthepredic-

Table 11. Inputs for validation runs:reference value,andstandard deviation oferror
(a)orcoefficient ofvariation(CV).
Variable

global radiation
air temperature
vapour pressure
wind speed
initial soil temperature
initial soil moisture content
cloud cover
a (Equation 7)
b (Equation 7)
n(Equation 8)
sky rad. temperature
roughness length
albedo
soil emissivity
longwave reflectivity
thermal conductivity
heat capacity
hydraulic scale a

P

Flevo 1 and2
Referencevalue
•
*
*
*

f(depth)
f(depth)
f(time)
0.70
0.04hPa-°' 5
0.10
273K
0.08mm
f(moisturecontent)*
f(moisturecontent)*
0.10
f(moisturecontent,
bulkdensity)*
f(moisturecontent,
bulkdensity)*
1.0**
1.0***
2.0

aorCV(%)
5%
0.1K
15 Pa
4%
0.4 K
0.025
20%
0.05

0.02hPa-° 5
0.05
20K
0.06mm
0.02
0.01
0.05
20%
6%

-0.51/+1.04
-0.58/ + 1.37
1.0

*seeChapter4;**siltloam;***loam
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Table 12.Standarddeviations oftheerrorinmeasuredandpredictedoutputvariables.

netradiation
soil heat flux
sensibleheat flux
latent heat flux
surfacerad.temperature
soil temperature(0.03 m)
soil temperature(0.11 m)
soil temperature(0.20 m)
volumetric moisture
content at0-5mm
volumetric moisture
content at 5-15 mm
volumetric moisture
content at 15-35mm
volumetricmoisture
content at35-55mm

Flevo-1
measured

predicted

Flevo-2
measured

predicted

O-20*
0-20*
0-25*
0-35*
1.0
0.4
0.4
0.4

20-80
10-40
5-80
10-100
2-6
1.5-2.5
0.5-1.8
0.5-1.5

0-20
0-15
0-15
0-35
1.0
0.4
0.4
0.4

20-40
5-25
5-15
5-35
2.0-3.0
1.0-2.0
0.5-1.5
0.5-1.5

Wm"2
Wm-2
Wm"2
Wm-2
K
K
K
K

0.025

0.05-0.15

0.025

0.01-0.05

—

0.025

0.05-0.15

0.025

0.01-0.04

—

0.025

0.02-0.03

0.025

0.02

—

0.025

0.02-0.03

0.025

0.02

—

Units

*5, 10,20and20% ofmeasured valuesofRni G,//, LEyrespectively.

tions, caused byinput errors, isexpressed as thevariance according to Equation94.Thecorresponding standarddeviations oftheerror,ortherelativeerrors,arelistedinTable 12.Whererangesareindicatedinsteadofsinglevalues,
theerrordepends on the state of the sytem, i.e. on time.Table 12shows also
theerrorinthemeasuredseriesof'output'variables.Employingthesenumbers
and following the procedure described above, the course of q{t)may now be
calculatedforeach'output'variable.
The resulting q(t)series will be shown for each 'output' variable. To avoid
division through very small numbers, - the night-timefluxesand their variancesareverysmall- aqvalueofzeroisassignedincaseswherethedifference
\zj(t) — Zj(t)\ is below a critical level c. Where a non-zero value of c hasbeen
used,thiscriticalvalueisindicatedinthecorresponding figure.
5.1.2 Flevo-1
TheFlevo-1 setrepresentssomedaysoffinelatespringweatherintheNetherlands (see Section 4.4). The initial condition of the soil was homogeneously
wetafterheavyshowers,andthestrongdryingconditions brought abouthigh
initialevaporationrates.Subsequentdryingofthetopsoildramatically affected
theBowenratio,renderingthisseriesofdataaninterestingcaseformodelvali90

dation. Moreover, the occurrence of two soil types within a single trialfield
offers an extra opportunity to test model performance. The data used for the
silt loam case were taken from plot 1; the loam data used here refer to plot
4 (Figure 8). The model option switches for the Flevo-1 analysis were set as
follows:
SWBLD
SWMFLP
SWMTB
SWGRAV
SWCHTB
SWRNET

0 (no boundary layersimulation)
1(useofmatricfluxpotential)
1(matricfluxpotential specified inatable)
0(gravity nottakeninto account inwaterflowequation)
1(soil thermalconductivity specified inatable)
0(net radiation not usedasboundary condition)

All results of one particular simulation run are depicted in the Figures 32-35
(surface energy fluxes) and 38-45 (state variables), along with the time series
of actual observations. The inputs for this run were as listed in Table 11. The
corresponding q(t) series are shown in Figures 37 (fluxes) and 46 (state variables).
Some remarks mustfirstbemade regarding the two soil types distinguished
intheexperimentalfield.Soil inhomogeneity complicates model validation. In
termsofsystemparameters,thetwosoilsareassumedtodiffer onlyinhydraulicproperties and- slightly- intopsoil bulk density (Chapter4).Ofthesurface
fluxes,net radiation and the soil heatfluxwere observed at the silt loam plot
in particular. In the measurement of sensible and latent heatfluxes,however,
the use of the Bowen ratio method introduces the complication that the fluxes
net radiation (Wm~2)
Flevo set1
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Julian day number

Figure32.Measured(—) andsimulated(—)netradiation, Flevo-1.
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Figure33.Measured(—) andsimulated(—)soilheatflux,Flevo-1.
sensible heat flux (Wm"2)
100

Flevo set 1

Julianday number
Figure34.Measured(—) andsimulated(—and•••)sensibleheatflux,Flevo-1.
obtained represent some 'field averaged' values; they cannot be ascribed to a
particular soil type or location within the heterogeneous field, whereas model
predictions arelinked to anexplicitly defined soil type.Therefore, inthesimulation effort, the model was run for the two soil types present. Identical sets
ofboundaryconditions (windspeed,global radiation,airtemperature,andhumidity)wereused.
The sensible andlatent heatfluxesthussimulated aredepicted in Figures 34
and 35, along with the observations. From the above, it may be expected for
each of these fluxes that the observed course should run somewhere between
thetwosimulated curves,corresponding tothetwodistinguished soiltypes.
Incontrast, the developments in topsoil moisture content, soil temperature,
and radiation temperature are, of course, more site-specific. Moisture content
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latent heat flux (Wm~2)
100n

Flevo set 1

-600
Figure 35. Measured (

)and simulated (— and

160
Julian day number
) latent heat flux, Flevo-1.

and radiation temperature wereobserved separately for theloam andsilt loam
plots.Theresults,therefore, arealsopresented separately(Figures38-43).
Continuous records of soil temperature are only available for the silt loam
plot(Figure45).Occasional measurementsrevealed,however,negligible differencesbetween temperatures inthetwosoilsatdepthsbelow 30mm.
Evaluation offluxpredictions
To prevent confusion, it is recalled thatfluxesare assigned a positive value if
directedtowardsthesurface,andarenegativewhendirectedawayfromthesurface. Ofthesurfacefluxes,netradiation(Figure 32)isdescribedfairly well.For
daytime conditions, this is not unexpected, because global radiation (a measuredboundary condition tothemodel)constitutesamajorfraction ofnetradiation. At night, however, when net radiation is determined solely by surface
emittance and sky radiation, predictions are also good. For the sky emissivity
parameters aand b(Equation 7)constant values wereused, whereas in reality
these values may vary over a considerable range (Table 11). For the Flevo-1
data set, this uncertainty accounted for upto 75% of thevariance in thenighttime predictions of net radiation. Adeviation in net radiation as observed for
the night of Julian dates 159/160 may be explained by variations in a and fc.
Theqvaluesfornetradiation(Figure37)rangebetween — 1 and + 1 throughout theexperimental period;thisisacceptable.
The soil heatfluxat the surface is also described reasonably well, although
the peaks in both curves (Figure 33) do not always match. This causes q to
fluctuate more thaninthecaseofothersurfaceenergyfluxes.Theaccuracyattained in the field registration of peaks and dips in the surface soil heatflux
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(by integration of temperature profiles) waslimited by thespacing oftemperaturesensorsjust below thesurface. Also,incontrast withmost othervariables,
soil temperatures were registered in terms of momentary half-hour values, i.e.
without integration.Thesearetheprobablecausesoftheobserved discrepancy
between themeasurements andthesimulationresults.
To illustrate that the validation isconceptually sound, it is recalled how the
'calorimetric'surface soil heatfluxG,which is thefluxplotted in Figure 33for
both themeasuredandsimulated courses,iscalculated bythemodel. First,the
conduction flux at the surface is obtained by multiplication of the linearized
temperature gradient (between the surface and thecentre of thefirstsoil compartment) with the local soil thermal conductivity. Then, that part of thesurface heatfluxwhich is associated with soil heating or cooling (hence the term
'calorimetric') isobtained bysubtracting thecalculated surface latent heat flux
from this conduction flux at the surface. (So, in SALSA the conductionflux
converges in the centre of those soil compartments where net evaporation occurs:theheat requiredforevaporation is'carried'bytrueconduction from the
surface downward into thesoil, ashappens also inreality;at night, thereverse
should occur). Thefield-measured'calorimetric' soil heat flux, on the other
hand,isdirectlyderivedfrommeasured temperature profiles andbulk soilheat
capacity, by integration overdepth, asexplained in Section 4.6. The predicted
'calorimetric'fluxisthereforefullyindependent ofthemeasuredflux,butrepresentsthesamevariable.
The latent and sensible heatfluxes,as determined in thefieldby the Bowen
ratiomethod,fitwell betweenthesimulated coursesdepicted inFigures34and
35 for the two respective soils. The model considerably underestimates thelatent heatfluxduring thefirstday only. The decrease in daily maximum latent
heat flux, observed during the four days after the 'wet' start, is steeper than
thecorresponding decrease in thepredicted values,forboth soils. (Theinverse
applies,though somewhat mitigated,to thesensibleheatflux).Thismaybebecausevapourtransferwithinthetopsoil wasoverestimated;orbecausehysteresis was ignored in the soil hydraulic properties: only using desorption curves
implies that the night-time moisture redistribution (surface wetting; see also
Figures 40 and 41) is overestimated. A value of 2.0 for the phenomenological
coefficient /? (Equation 77) was used in SALSA to calculate vapour transport,
but other values have been reported, as mentioned in Subsection 2.6.4. In the
fieldexperiments, no measures were taken to enable a separate assessment of
vapourandliquid transport inthetopsoil;therefore ftcould not bedetermined
independently.
Theq(t)seriesshowninFigure37forthelatent andsensibleheatfluxesrefer
to the 'silt loam' simulation. The predictions for the ioam' case, when comparedwithfieldobservations,gavebetterqfiguresondays 159-160,butpoorer
results on thefirsttwodays.Withqrangingmostly between — 1.5 and + 1.5,
thediscrepancy betweenpredictionandobservation isconsidered acceptable.
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Figure 36. Measured (—) and simulated (— and •••)development of the Bowen ratio,
Flevo-1.
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Figure37.Valuesofqforthesurfacefluxes, Flevo-1. Forexplanation seetext.
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Evaluation ofstatevariable predictions
Forthesiltloam,surfaceradiationtemperature(Figure38)ispredictedreasonably well. The slight nocturnal overestimation may be associated with theexcessive night-time surface wetting, discussed above. However, sky radiation
temperature also has a marked effect on surface radiation temperature during
thenight; uncertainty in theformer accounted for acontribution ofupto 45%
to the variance of the predicted value (calculated according to Equation 94).
Forthe last nightofthesequence,overestimation ofnetradiation isassociated
with an erroneous surface temperature prediction. In view of the expected errors (Table 12), the deviations as normalized in the parameter q (Figure 46)
should not beinterpreted asdisturbing.
Acomparison between loam and silt loam radiation temperatures (Figures
38and 39)shows theimpact ofthedifferent surfacedryingbehaviour. Asmentioned earlier (Section 4.5), this difference between the soils results from the
difference in matric flux potential curves. The model, however, overestimates
to some extent the radiation temperature for the loam plot, during daytime as
wellasduringnight-time.
surface radiation temperature (°C)
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16-
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Figure 38. Measured (—) and simulated (loam,Flevo-1.
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Figure39.Measured(—) andsimulated(—) surfaceradiationtemperatureforloam,
Flevo-1.
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Topsoil moisturecontents (Figures40-43) only changed slightly atdepthsof
15-35mmand35-55mm,inbothsoils;thesimulation resultsareinaccordance
with this observation. The gradual decrease in daytime moisture content over
the four-day period is predicted correctly for the various layers in both soils
(note the faster drying for the loam surface layers). The amplitude for the 0-5
mm layers, however, is grossly overestimated in the silt loam case. As stated
before, thecauseofthisdeviation mightbeignoringhysteresis,oranerroneous
value of the vapour transport coefficient. For the loam case, where the same
value for the vapour transfer coefficient was used in simulation, no such discrepancy is observed. Moisture content in the 5-15 mm layer is consistently
slightly overestimated for the silt loam. The diurnal amplitudes at this depth
are predicted accurately for both soils. The values of q as depicted in Figure
46 mostly rangefrom —1.5 to 1.5. Themajor sources ofvariance in predicted
valuesofmoisturecontentforthetoptwolayers(Table 12)weretheuncertainties in the sky emissivity parameters (accounting for upto 30% of the variance
inpredicted values), in thehydraulic scale parameter a(upto40%),and inthe
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Figure40. Soil moisture contents at two depths, silt loam. Symbols represent observations,brokenlinessimulation results,Flevo-1.
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Figure42.Soilmoisturecontentsattwodepths,loam,Flevo-1.
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Figure43.Soilmoisturecontentsattwodepths,loam, Flevo-1.
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initial moisture content (up to 80%).For the layers 15-35 and 35-55 mm, the
latterfactoraloneaccounted foralmost allthevariance.
Soil water pressure, as measured in the field by a total of 28 tensiometers
equipped with mercury manometers, clearly showed a diurnal periodicity, the
suction decreasing during the day and rising at night. Since one would rather
expect the suction to increase duringdaytime (because ofevaporative drying),
this behaviourcalled foraseriesofmoredetailed measurements underlaboratoryconditions, to ascertain theeffect of temperature on thep(0)relationship.
The results of these measurements wereshown intheprevious chapter (Figure
30)andwerecondensed in Equation 89.Figure44isgivenheretomerelyillustrate the behaviour oftopsoil watersuction underfieldconditions, ratherthan
to verify model predictions (SALSA ignores the effect of temperature on p(0),
as explained before). The broken line in Figure 44 represents the development
ofsoilwatersuction,ascalculatedfrom Equation 89.Inapplyingthisequation,
field-measured soil temperatures and water contents (both at the depth of the
corresponding tensiometer cup,0.04 m)werecombined withlaboratory-meassoil water suction (kPa)
50-i
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Figure44.Soilwatersuctionasmeasuredbytensiometry inthefield(—) at4cmdepth
onsiltloam.Thebrokenlineshowsthecourse,calculatedonthebasisof field-measured
temperature andmoisturecontent values,combined withthelaboratory-measured p(7)
relationship(Equation 89)(undisturbed coresamples).
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Figure45.Measured( )andsimulated(—)soiltemperaturesatthreedepths,Flevo-1

ured parameters a, b and c (undisturbed core samples of the same soil were
used). Itisconcludedfrom Figure44thattheobserveddiurnalpatternintensiometerpressuremaybeascribedfully totemperaturefluctuations,withouttakingmoisturemigration intoaccount.
Soil temperatures (Figure 45) appear to be predicted well at night, but not
satisfactorily duringdaytime. Overestimationoccursatdepthsof0.11 and 0.20
m. At 0.03 mdepth, daytime temperatures areeither over- or underestimated.
On day 156, this discrepancy is associated with an overestimation of the soil
heatflux,attheexpenseofthelatent heatloss.Forthisparticularday,qvalues
for thesoil temperature areunacceptably high (Figure 46).The reason for this
behaviourcanonlybespeculated,atthisstage.
5.1.3 Flevo-2
TheweatherwasverychangeableduringtheFlevo-2experiment (seeSection
4.4). Overafive-dayperiod,cloudyandrainydaysalternated withdaysexhibitingintermittentsunshine.Asaresult,surfaceenergyfluxesandsoilconditions
show strongly fluctuating patterns; a specific feature for this data set is the
course of the surface soil heat flux, which shifted frequently during daytime
fromnegative topositive andviceversa.
Tables 11 and 12again list the input and output variables, along with the
associated error intervals. The following options were used in running the
model forthe Flevo-2case:
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Figure 46. Values of q for the soil state variables, Flevo-1.

SWBLD
SWMFLP
SWKTB
SWGRAV
SWCHTB
SWRNET

0(noboundarylayersimulation)
0(hydrologyformulated intermsofK —p)
0(hydraulicconductivityfunctionspecified invanGenuchten
parameters)
1 (gravitytermincludedinwaterflowequation)
1(thermalconductivityspecified intable)
0(netradiationisnotusedasboundarycondition)

Theoccurrence ofrainduringseveraldays prescribes that thegravity termbe
takenintoaccount.Inthesimulationrun,themeasuredtotalof33mmprecipitation was distributed uniformly over the 41-hour time span during which it
was registered, resulting in an averagefluxof 0.81 mmh" 1 . Apart from the
above, the treatment of this data set was identical to the procedure described
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inthepreviouscase. Because ofthepredominantly moist conditions, verylittle
difference wasfound between the behaviour ofloam and silt loam soils;therefore only theresultsforthesiltloamarepresented.
Figures47-50showthesurfacefluxesasmeasuredandsimulated,andFigure
51depicts thecorrespondingcoursesof the evaluation variableq.Thedevelopmentsinthesoil statevariablescanbeseenfrom Figures52-55,whereasFigure
56gives the q(t) series as calculated for the various output variables. It isemphasized that all results shown and discussed are the output of one particular
simulation run, with all inputs specified according to Table 11, i.e. within the
limitsgiveninthattable.
Evaluation offluxpredictions
The net radiation for this data set is predicted very well, with the exception of
day numbers 176-177 (Figure 47); this discordance is associated with an increase in soil albedo which occurred because of surface drying, but which was
not effectuated inthesimulation because surfacedryingwasnot predictedcorrectly. The latter will be discussed below. Note that the night-time values are
alsodescribed accurately.
For the soil heat flux, the same applies as was stated for the Flevo-1 data
set. Fluctuations in surface temperature and soil heatfluxon the scale of one
houraremorepronounced inthe Flevo-2case.Therefore, q(t)reachesextreme
peak values. Some overestimation seems to occur during the first half of the
day,whereasduringthesecond half,thesoil heatfluxisunderestimated.
Finally,acomparisonwiththeFlevo-1 dataclearlyshowstheexpected relation
betweensoil heatfluxandnetradiationduringnight-timeasaninterestingfeanet radiation ( Wm )
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Figure 47. Measured ( — ) and simulated (—) net radiation, Flevo-2.
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Figure48. Measured(—) andsimulated (—) soil heatflux,Flevo-2.
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Figure49. Measured(—) andsimulated(—)sensibleheatflux,Flevo-2.
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Figure50.Measured(—) andsimulated(—)latent heatflux,Flevo-2.
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Figure 51. Values of q for the surface fluxes, Flevo-2.

ture,radiationbeingmaintainedbysoilcooling.
Thelatentandsensibleheatfluxes(Figures49and50)arepredictedaccurately,again with theexception ofday 177.Asstated earlier, thewet conditions
prevented differences in topsoil behaviour, associated with texture, from becoming evident. The courses of q(t)for the sensible and latent heatfluxesare
consideredacceptable,althoughasmallphaseshiftseemstooccur.
Evaluationofstatevariablepredictions
Predicted radiation temperature closely follows the measured curve (Figure
52), although thefluctuationsat the half-hour scale are slightly smaller. The
deviation observed for the night 175-176 might have the same causes asdiscussed for the Flevo-1 data set. It isnot clear why radiation temperaturewas
overestimated onday 176.Anunderestimationcausedbytooslowsurfacedryingwouldbeexpected,asobservedforday177.
Themoisturecontentsinthetop 15 mm(Figure 53)weregenerallyoverestimated. Rain occurred on days 173-175, during which no measurements of
moisture content were made. The hydraulic soil properties as measured and
used for this simulation runwere taken from the top 5cm layer. Within this
layer,however,changesofsoilpropertieswithdepthmaycausethepredictions
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Figure 52. Measured (-—)andsimulated (—)surface radiation temperature, siltloam,
Flevo-2. Fortheloam,almost identical coursesweremeasuredandsimulated.
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Figure 53.Soil moisture content attwodepths, silt loam, Flevo-2. Symbols represent
observations, broken lines simulation results. Theloam soil showed similar developmentsforthisdataset.
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Figure 54.Soil moisturecontent attwodepths,silt loam, Flevo-2.Theloam soil showed
similar developments for thisdata set.
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Figure55.Measured ( — ) andsimulated (—) soil temperaturesatthreedepths,Flevo-2.
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Figure56.Valuesofqforthesoil statevariables, Flevo-2.

ofmoisturecontent at 15-55mmtobeafewpercentabove orbelow theactual
value.Suchdeviationshaveastrongeffect onthesurface-dryingprocess,which
apparently was not simulated correctly after the rain had ceased. Even when
the uncertainties in all the measurements are taken into account, it must be
noted that the simulated results differ from the observations, as can be seen
from Figure 56.Itmustbeconcluded thatforsituationswhererainandsurface
dryingareintermittent,agooddescriptionofthemovementofwater:inthetopsoil requires extremely detailed soil information. For operational purposes,
suchinformation willrarelybeavailable.
The soil temperatures were described satisfactorily, with q remaining close
tozeroforalldepthstakenintoconsideration (Figures 55and56).
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5.2 Evaluationofsimulated boundarylayerdevelopment
Since no suitable data sets were available for a validation of the complete
SALSA model (option A), the performance of the 'atmosphere component'of
the model could only be tested to alimited extent. Some features of predicted
developments will therefore merely be discussed qualitatively. It may be recalled that the equations expressing the atmospheric transport processes and
theproduction ratesofkineticenergyareidentical tothoseusedbyNieuwstadt
& Driedonks (1979) in their boundary layer model (with the exception of the
surface exchange coefficients). Thelattermodel wasvalidated withexperimental data for the case of nocturnal boundary layer development, so the atmospheric component of SALSA has been validated to some extent at least, althoughforadifferent context (i.e.not includingsoil processes).
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Figure 57. Surface fluxes as simulated by SALSA, Option A. For the combination of
systemparametervalueschosen here,seetext.
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All theresults presented in thissection weregenerated by onesingle simulation run, unless mentioned otherwise. Conditions for this run were a geostrophic wind speed of 10ms~~*,a very smooth surface (z0= 0.1 mm)andan
initialpotential temperatureof20°Cthroughout theatmosphere. Initialconditions of wind speed and specific humidity were obtained by 'idling' for 48 h
atconstant surface temperature andsurface humidityconditions. Initialconditionsforthesoilstatevariablesweretakenfromday 156,Flevo-1 set.Soilpropertieswerealso takenfrom thatdataset (siltloam).
Simulation then started at the end of the afternoon (16.00 h) and proceeded
to cover aperiod of48 h. For global radiation, themeasured data ofday 159,
Flevo-1 set,wereused(Figure 11).Theatmosphere wasdivided into 11layers,
doubling in thickness from thesurface upward, with a thickness of 3mfor the
first compartment.
Figure 57 depicts the terms of the surface energy balance, and Figure 58
shows thesimulated conditions atscreenheight.Theresultsarefeasible ifcompared qualitatively with the observations presented in Section 4.5. Calculated
temperature (°C)
vapour pressure (mbar)
32n

simulated conditions at screen height
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Figure58.Atmosphericconditionsat 1.5mabovethesurfaceassimulatedbySALSA,
OptionA.
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Figure 59. Profiles ofthesensible heatfluxintheloweratmosphere, assimulatedby
SALSAOptionAfordifferenttimesoftheday.
dewpoint temperature was added here as an extra check on the behaviour of
simulated conditions at 1.5 m. Predicted developments in this comparatively
conservative quantity areinterpreted asreasonable.
Figure 59 shows the sensible heat flux in the lower atmosphere at various
timesoftheday.Inthemixedlayer,fluxesshould beapproximately linearwith
height;thisappearstobethecase,exceptforthelower 15m.Belowthatheight,
the heat flux divergence predicted at noon, as seen from the graph, accounts
for a maximum rise in air temperature of about 1K h ' 1 , which is viewed as
a realistic value for this time of the day. The normalized flux of momentum,
Tx/p(see Equation 34), is presented in a similar way in Figure 60,and amore
orlesslinearrelation,asisgenerallyexpected,isfound forthiscasetoo.
Thedevelopment ofthepotential temperatureprofile isdemonstratedinFigure 61.Thisfigureillustrates the appearance of the nocturnal temperature inversion, which subsequently disappears in the morning hours. The difference
in boundary layer height between day and night can also be seen from this
graph.Theincreaseinmaximum temperature at Stevenson screenheight- observed on thethird dayascompared with thesecond day- isattributed to the
dryingofthesoilsurface.Thecorrespondingdevelopmentsinspecific humidity
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Figure 60. Profiles ofthe normalized flux ofmomentum indirection x, assimulated by
SALSA OptionAfordifferent timesoftheday.
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Figure61.Development ofpotential temperatureintheloweratmosphere,assimulated
bySALSA OptionA.
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Figure 62. Development of specific humidity in the lower atmosphere, as simulated by
SALSA OptionA.
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Figure63.Development ofturbulent kineticenergy,assimulated bySALSA
OptionA.
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are shown in Figure 62. The profiles of turbulent kinetic energy for the same
simulation runareshown inFigure63.
The courses of turbulent kinetic energy production terms at different fixed
heights are depicted in Figures 64-67. It can be observed that the sum of the
various terms is relatively close to zero during most of the time at all four
heights,which isinaccordance withgeneralexperience.
In amore detailed study ofmodel sensitivity, theeffects ofsoil processes on
conditionsintheloweratmosphere,andviceversa,willbediscussedinthenext
chapter.
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6 Sensitivityanalysis

The term 'sensitivity analysis' has been used in the literature on modelling
to indicate a wide range of activities related to the study of model or system
behaviour. This chapterwill focus on aspects ofsystem sensitivity that maybe
relevant to the interpretation of thermal infrared imagery. A number of processes and parameter effects will be treated in detail, but the analysis is by no
means complete or exhaustive. It is merely an illustration of how simulation
models can elucidate system dynamics, in this particular case reflected in the
courseofsurfacetemperature thatisofinterest toremotesensing.
First,abriefintroduction, inSection 6.1,willdiscusssomeofthe'sensitivity
indicators' that may be used in sensitivity analysis. The remainder of the
chapter is devoted to various aspects related to sensitivity. Section 6.2 is included to demonstrate the relevance of mutual dependence of soil and atmosphere in studying surface behaviour. In terms of sensitivity analysis, the case
treated in Section 6.2 is intended to reveal how sensitive the modelled surface
processes are to including feedback from the atmosphere. In previous studies
ofsurface behaviour thisfeedback hasbeenignored.
The effects of changes in system parameters on surface temperature and
evaporation ratewillbestudiedinSection 6.4.Theseeffects haveadirectbearing on thermal remote sensing. Asystematic analysis along the lines described
inSection 6.4, however,firstrequiressomesimplification ofthemodel inorder
to eliminate a number of interactions that mask the main effects sought for.
For this purpose, the process of topsoil drying mustfirstbe studied (Section
6.3). The development of drying stages in relation to soil properties, and the
concept of'dryingfront'arecentral tothissection.
6.1 Indicatorsofsensitivity
Several functions can beused to express thesensitivity ofsystems.Themost
common expressions for the local sensitivity of some output variable y(t) to
changes in a system parameter p are the absolute sensitivity dy(t)/dp and the
relative sensitivity dlny(t)/dlnp (e.g. Horowitz, 1963;Himmelblau & Bischoff,
1968;France&Thornley, 1984;McCuen, 1973).Coleman&DeCoursey(1976)
advocated the use of the form dlny(t)/dln(p— p0) to reduce the effect of the
choice ofthereference level p0 fortherelevant parameter.
Two basically different ways may be followed to derive these functions for
a given system. Inthestudy ofbiological systems, the 'parameter perturbation
method' is widely applied to approximate the differential ofinterest as a finite
difference quotient: changes in output variables areregistered asaresponse to
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perturbationsinsystemparameters.
A more systematic approach was developed in thefieldof systems control
engineering.Themethod,yieldingthetimecoursesofthedifferentialsdy(t)/dp,
was described by Tomovic &Vukobratovic (1972) in their extensive treatise
on'generalsensitivity theory'. Forasystemwithn statevariables,thesolution
of thesensitivity functions of one state variable to oneparameter requiresthe
formulation andsolutionofnextradifferential equations,includingtheformulation of n2+ npartial differentials. These sensitivity equations are added to
thesystemmodelitselfandsolved alongwiththeequationsdescribingthesystem dynamics. Unfortunately, this method appears to be unpractical in the
present case, but it is mentioned because of its general validity and elegance
(seealsotenBerge,1986).
Theparameterperturbationmethod
Alesselaboratemethodofsensitivityanalysisistoperturbparameterstoascertainsensitivitytothem.Usually,thefinitedifference formoftheabsolutesensitivity, Ay(t)/Ap, is calculated as an indicator. In Section 6.4, the particular
choice of the sensitivity indicator will be discussed further. The pertubation
methodmaystillcallforextensivecalculationwhenappliedtosystemsthatinvolvealargenumberofparameters.Inadetailedexampleofsensitivityanalysis, Steinhorst et al. (1978) demonstrated how anexcessive numberofsimulation runs can be reduced by the use of 'macro-parameters'. In their
terminology, amacro-parameter representsagroupofsystem parametersthat
areperturbed simultaneously. Ahigh valueforagiven macro-parameter then
implieshighvaluesforallsystemparameterscontained inthatmacro-parameter. Ifthesystem appears to beinsensitive to acertain macro-parameter, then
sensitivity to theindividual parameters needsnofurther study.Theaboveauthors varied the macro-parameters in different combinations according to a
fractional, factorial design, and subsequently evaluated the main andinteraction effects by doing an analysis of variance of the output variables. For selectedmacro-parameters, theindividual parameterswerethenstudiedinmore
detail. For this approach to be valid, negative interaction must be absent
amongparametersgroupedintoonemacro-parameter.
IntheSALSAmodel,most processesofinterest- andhencetheparameters
involved- interact to some extent andmoreover, the model is not verylarge,
so that the useofmacro-parameters isnot warranted. Aperturbation scheme
thatallowsforanalysisofpossibleinteractionphenomena,however,isvaluable
andwillbeemployedinstudyingthesensitivityofsurfacefluxesandconditions
asdiscussedinSection6.4.
6.2 Therelevanceofboundarylayerdevelopmenttosurfaceprocesses
The real-world mutual dependence of soil and atmosphere conditions calls
for amodel formulation inwhichatmosphere conditions develop on thebasis
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ofthecomputedsurfacefluxes.Below,thevalidity(insensitivitystudies)ofthe
generallyacceptedalternativewhereboundaryconditionsmeasuredatStevenson screen height are imposed on the soil subsystem, will be questioned. The
coursesofstatevariablesclosetothesurfacecanthemselvesbeexpectedtodependonsoilparametervalues.
Thecontrast betweensimulation resultsfromoptionsAandB,respectively,
oftheSALSAmodelcanbedemonstrated toshow theimportanceofthefeedback mentioned. The problem then arises that for the latter case a series of
boundary conditions must be generated, to allow for a fair comparison. To
overcome this difficulty, the complete version of SALSA (option A) wasrun
fortwocontrastingsetsofsoilparameters,whichresultedintwodifferent time
seriesofsimulatedconditionsatscreenheight.Theseconditionsareairtemperature,humidity,andwindspeed,'registered'atone-hourintervalsforaperiod
offourdays. Subsequently, thecourses ofthesevariables, obtained assimulationoutputfortheonesoil type,wereimposed asboundaryconditionsforthe
other soil - and vice versa - in a simulation run with SALSA option B. So,
fourrunsweremadeintotal.Thesoilsusedinthis'cross-combination'differed
onlyintheirhydraulicproperties(moisturecharacteristic,hydraulicconductivity curve,andmatricfluxpotential curve).Thecorresponding parametersare
giveninTable 13.Otherparametervalues,initialconditions,parametervalues,
geostrophic wind andglobal radiation wereidentical in allfour runs.Then,if
the effect of soil conditions on surfacefluxesvia screenheight conditions (i.e.
feedback via the atmosphere) is negligible, the two runs (differing only in
screen-height conditions) for agiven soil will result inidentical courses ofthe
surfacefluxesandstatevariables.
Two contrasting soils were selected from the variety ofsoils listed inTable
8 :Mont Cenissilt loam (Vachaud, 1966),and Sable S2(Stroosnijder, 1982).
Theinitial soil waterpressureforboth caseswastakentobe-5kPa, torepresentfieldconditionsshortlyafterthoroughwetting.Freedrainagewasallowed
atthelowerboundary ofthesytem. Fortheboundary conditions geostrophic
Table13.HydraulicpropertiesofMontCenissiltloamandSableS2.
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wind speed and global radiation, the same data as mentioned in Section 5.4
wereused.
Simulated drying of the topsoil appears to proceed very differently for the
twosoils.WhereastheMontCenissiltloamisabletoreplenishthedryingsurface layerswithsubsoil waterforseveraldays, theSableS2soil rapidlydevelopsadrysurface layerundertheimposed conditions. Ifthesurfacefluxesand
atmosphere conditons at Stevenson screen height are examined, it becomes
clear how these are related to soil properties. Figure 68 shows the predicted
behaviour ofairtemperature,humidity,andwindspeedasdeveloped overthe
two soils. The increase in daily maximum vapour pressure over the courseof
severaldaysislesspronouncedforSableS2thanforMontCenissiltloam,becausethelattermaintainsahigherevaporation rate.Thereverseistrue,asexpected,forairtemperature,whichrisesmorerapidlyinthecaseofSable S2.
ThesurfacefluxesofsensibleandlatentheatassimulatedfortheMontCenis
soilbySALSAoptionAaredepictedinFigure69.Thesamefigurealsoshows
thefluxesthatresultwhenatStevensonscreenheighttheconditions,'generated' over Sable S2soil, areimposed on the Mont Cenis silt loam system.The
low vapourpressureandhighairtemperature acquired overtheSable S2surface, induceanincreased evaporation rateandasuppressed sensible heat flux
when combined with the moist Mont Cenis soil surface. This happens to the
extentthat,duringthelastdayofthesimulatedperiod,thedirectionofthesensible heatfluxis reversed to supply heat from the 'warm' atmosphere to the
surface, cooled by excessive evaporation. Discrepancies become more pronounced as time proceeds. A slight phase shift can be observed between the
time seriesas obtained by the two model versions. This is because conditions
atscreenheight,generatedatgiveninstants(e.g. 16.00h)bythe'optionA'simulations,weremaintained attheirfixedvaluesduringonehour(16.00-17.00h)
inthesimulationswiththeabridged(OptionB)model.
Results analogous to those shown in Figure 69wereobtained for theSable
S2 soil, where the reverse effect could be observed when this sandy soil was
confronted withthemostair'generated'overthesiltloam.Thecontrastinthat
case was less pronounced, however, since soil conditions rather than atmosphericconditionswerelimitingevaporation.
The graphs presented clearly expose the relevance of soil behaviour to
changesinairproperties,andviceversa.Thisexample servestoillustratethat
foranaccuratesimulation,especiallyofsurfacedryingofbaresoils,atmospheric boundary conditions that are in accordance with the development stageof
thedryingprocessmustbeused.
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Figure 68. Simulated atmospheric conditions at 1.5 mabove thesurface for asilt loam
andasandsoil;initial soil waterpressurewas — 5kPainbothcases.
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Figure 69.Surface fluxes ofsensibleandlatent heat,simulated forasilt loam underdifferent boundary conditions.Thedifference betweensolid andbrokenlinesindicatesthe
relevanceofmutualsoil-atmosphere feedback onfluxprediction.Seetext.
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6.3 Soildrying
Thesoil moisturecontent profile, asdevelopingfrom agiveninitial stateas
a function of hydraulic properties and meteorological conditions, dominates
thesurfaceenergybalanceinacomplicated manner.Alltransport coefficients,
capacitiesandradiativepropertiesarerelatedtosoil moisturecontent.The results of simulations with a model that describes the entire process of surface
dryingitself,therefore,canhardlybegeneralizedintermsofsensitivitytobasic
soil parameters, other than those which directly affect moisture flow. Moreover, it often takes several days for moisture profiles to develop, whereas the
characteristic pattern insurfacefluxesand state variables isbased on24-hour
cycles. For these reasons, the drying process has been separated into distinct
stages,twoofwhichmaybeapproximatedasstationary.
Thethreestagesofdrying
Three classic schematized stages ofdrying (Fisher, 1923)are used here.Stage
Iisdefined byevaporation atthesoil surface, wherewatersupplyisnotlimiting.Saturationdeficit oftheatmosphere,radiation,andsome'exchangeresistance'largelydeterminetheevaporationrate,whichcouldbereferredtoas'potential evaporation' (although soil properties affect this flux too, as will be
shown).Thesecond stage, known asthe'falling rate'stage, represents atransient case, characterized by the development of the dry surface layer and an
evaporation ratedecreasing in time. Bydefinition, Stage IIcannot betreated
asasteadystatesituation. InStageIIIofthedryingprocess,waterevaporates
from below a dry surface layer and is transported to the surface by diffusion
inthevapourphase.
This schematic separation ofstages was originally based on laboratory observations, and has not been studied extensively under field circumstances.
Nevertheless, the concept has been supported by observations of Idso et al.
(1974) for afieldsituation. The Flevo data for Swifterbant loam (cf. Chapter
5)arealsoinaccordancewiththisseparationofstages.
The limitations of the above simplification willfirstbe viewed on the basis
ofSALSAsimulationsofStageII,takingintoaccountfullsoil-water-heatinteractions. The present section therefore deals with the development of thedry
surface layer (theevolution of Stages I, IIand III),in relation to thephysical
propertiesofthesoilundergivenmeteorological conditions.Anunderstanding
of surface drying provides a useful background for interpreting the results of
a simplified sensitivity analysis (Section 6.4). To study the Stage II development, no apriori assumptions weremade on the movement ofliquid, vapour
and heat in the soil, other than those outlined in Chapter 2. Interactions betweenthedifferent soil phaseswereincluded, anddevelopments intheatmosphericboundarylayerwerealsosimulated.
Theaspectsthatmeritdiscussionarethedefinitionandbehaviourofthedrying front, and the role of the latent soil heatflux.Such aspects are not only
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ofrelevancetothevalidityoftheStageIIIconcept,theyalsohaveawidersignificance - forexample, fordry-farming practices. Stage IIcanbeviewed asthe
non-ideal Stage III situation, where interactions between soil water and dry
surface layer are still relevant. Therefore, an analysis of Stage II allows fora
refinement oftheconclusionsarrivedatinSection6.4.
Themajorphysical soil characteristics that affect surface dryingarethehydraulicconductivitycurveandthemoisturecharacteristic.AsdiscussedinSubsection 2.6.2, these two curvescan becombined into thematricfluxpotential
curve0(6), whichcanconveniently beapproximatedformostsoilsbyasimple
expression (Equation 64).Theparameters AandBinthisexpression (seealso
Table 8) play a key role in the development of drying fronts. To investigate
theirinfluence, the process ofevaporation underfree drainage conditions will
be studied below. (Some examples of measured 0(6) curves can be found in
tenBergeetal., 1987).
Thedryingoftopsoil underagivenevaporativedemandlargelydependson
thesoil'sabilitytosupplywatertotheevaporatingsurface,apropertythatcan
beexpressedintheparametersAandB,mentionedabove.Underthecondition
offree-drainage, however, the choice ofa reference level for determination of
theseparametersisproblematic. Inthepreceedingchapters,AandBweretakento relatetosaturation asastartingpoint ofthe 0(6) curve.To rendersuch
parameters useful to thedescription ofthedryingphenomenon intheabsence
ofawater table, it seems more appropriate to use the 'field capacity'concept
inadefinition ofthereferencelevel.Thisbecomesclearifonerealizes thatthe
extremely high A values found for some sandy soils (Table 8) are caused by
high K values pertaining only to the6rangeclose to saturation. Ifthesehigh
water contents occur only during a brief period upon wetting- that is when
moisture content atfieldcapacity lies far below this range- then the section
of the 0(6) curve that corresponds to this high degree of saturation plays no
rolein thesurface dryingprocess. Inotherwords,instudying theeffects ofA
and Bbysensitivity analysis, it isinconvenient to take into account agravity
term that should be amended simultaneously with changes in A or B. So the
problemcomesdowntodefining asuitablemoisturecontent 0refwheregravity
can beignored. This moisture content then servesasareference to thevalues
A' and£', thusreplacing6Sinthedefinition oftheindependent variablex.The
superscripted 'prime'notationinA' andB' servestoindicatethischangeinreferencelevel.
The reference moisture content 0ref could be designated as 'field capacity',
following one of the accepted definitions. Here,fieldcapacity will be defined
as the volumetric watercontent that corresponds to a hydraulic conductivity
of 1 mmd _ 1 . Then, the values found for A'range between 0.5 10~ 5 and 3.0
10"5 kgm~* s~ l forthesoilslistedinTable 8.Ascompared with theAvalues, this implies a strong decrease of the absolute value, obviously, and also
ofthevariationinthisparameteramongsoils.Theconstant B'variesbetween
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0.05 and 0.5 for the different soils, which is somewhat higher than the range
forBindicatedinTable8.
Using these fourextremes for A' and B'infour different combinations, four
one-week simulation runsweremade,inallcasesstartingfrom aninitialmoisturecontent of0.30 over thewhole profile. The remaining conditions andsystemparameterswerechosen asdescribed inSection 5.2. Small steps wereused
whendiscretizing thesoil, toallowforarelativelyaccuratemoistureprofiledescription. From the top downward, compartments of 3 x 2, 3 x 3, 3 x 4 and
3 x 5 mm were used for the upper 12layers. The effects of changes in A' and
B'on the development ofthedry surface layer arediscussed below. Figures 70
and 71 show thesimulated courses oflatent heatfluxandsurface temperature,
respectively.Thesecharacterize thespecific situationselaborated uponbelow.
The main questions to bediscussed are:(1) how pronounced is thedeveloping drying front as afunction of A' and B'and (2) to what extent do theseparameters affect the rate at which the dry surface layer arises and grows. The
drying front phenomenon was studied earlier, for example by van Keulen &
Hillel (1974), who based their analysis on the shape of the water diffusivity
function. Menenti (1984) also discussed the phenomenon and included atheoretical analysisofpreferential evaporation siteswithinaporesystem.Thepresent analysis will focus only on the role of the two macroscopic parametersA'
and B\ It may be recalled that vapour diffusivity within the soil is considered
to be independent of moisture content here. While no general consensus has
latent heat flux (Wrrf2)
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Figure70.Latentheatflux,simulatedforaone-week dryingsequence,fordifferentcombinationsofsoil hydraulicparametersA'andB'.
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Figure 71.Surface temperature,simulated foraone-week dryingsequence,for different
combinations ofsoil hydraulicparametersA'andB'.

yet been reached on this topic (Chapter 2), the issue of surface drying would
be obscured by adopting any more refined relation to describe vapour diffusivityinsoil.
Daytime:definition andshapeofthedryingfront
Variousthresholdscanbeusedtodefine thedryingfront. Inviewofthescheme
tobefollowed inthenextsection,whichemploysthreedistinctstagesofdrying,
a suitable definition seems to be the depth at which the vapour flux equals a
certain fraction of the surface vapourflux.Bylocating thedepths corresponding to different values for this fraction, a qualitative measure of the existence
of such a drying front becomes available. An example is given in Figure 72,
which describes surface drying for two soils. There are three conclusions: (1)
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Figure72.Depthatwhichthevapourfluxequalsselectedfractionsofthesurfacevapour
flux;thecoursesforonly twoofthesoilsmentioned inFigures70and71aredepicted:
A' = 5.10"6 kgm ~ h ~ \ B' = 0.05 (solid) and 0.5 (dotted). (The remaining twosoils
- withA'= 5.10 5 kgm 1s - developed nodrysurface layer).Only daytimedata
(09.00-17.00h)areplotted.

duringeachday, the'evaporationzone'movesdownward overaconsiderable
distance, (2)the'evaporationzone'isdiffuse, and(3)asB'increases,thefront
becomeslesspronounced. Withreference tothesensitivity analysisofthesimplified model (next section),itmustnow benoted that these threeeffects tend
to decrease the impact that the thickness of the dry layer has on the output
variablesforStageIIIsimulation.So,inreality,thesensitivitytothatthickness
willbelessthansimulatedfortheidealizedStageIIIcase(Section6.4).
The moisture content profiles, as developed after one week'of drying, are
shown in Figure 73.This diagram also shows that a lower B'value createsa
more pronounced drying front, not only in terms ofJv/Jv(0) as appearsfrom
Figure72,butalsointermsofthe0~z profile.
Aninteresting feature is the relation with surface temperature. Comparison
with Figure 71 reveals that the soil with the lowest A' and B'values reaches
the highest surface temperatures during daytime, is the most effective inpre126
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Figure 73. Simulated moisture content profiles after one week of drying for different
combinations ofsoil hydraulicparametersA'andB'.

serving soil moisture (Figure 70), and accordingly shows the highest moisture
content below the dry top layer. This highlights a general misconception encountered frequently in remote sensing literature: it is often assumed that the
warmer spots on daytime thermal imagery indicate lower soil moisture contents. In fact they represent lower evaporation rates. The results shown here
indicate that the reverse is true where soils differing by A' and B'values are
present withinthesameregion,i.e. subject tothesameboundaryconditions.
Othercriteriathatcanbeusedtodefine adryingfront aremaximum vapour
flux divergence, ormaximum liquidfluxconvergence. Also,thezerofluxplane
for soil water vapour may serve as a valid criterion: below this plane, vapour
moves downward during daytime, whereas from this depth upward it moves
towards the surface. It is then assumed that molecular diffusion is thegoverningtransport processforsoil watervapour. Acomparison between thesecriteriais given by ten Berge (1986) on the basis ofSALSA simulations. It appears
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that assoon assurface drying hascommenced, the threecriteria do not yield
very different courses for the depth of drying front, which behaves largely as
depicted in Figure 72.Thesamesourcedemonstrates that theparameterA' is
by far the most important in determining the rate of dry layer development,
andconsequently oftherateatwhichevaporationdecreasesintime.
Night-time:vapourcondensation
InthesensitivityanalysisfordryingStageIII(Section6.4),interactionbetween
watervapouranddrysoilwillbeomitted.Ithasalreadybeenshownthatduring Stage II, the dry top layer is rewetted at night. This process tends todecrease the sensitivity of output variables - e.g. surface temperature - to the
thickness of the dry top layer during daytime. Part of this redistribution of
moistureresultsfromvapourmovement. InviewoftheStageIIIassumptions,
itmay bequestioned how realisticaninert toplayer iswith respect tothermal
behaviour at night. A brief analysis based on SALSA simulations is given
below.
Thefast-drying soil, for which Figures 70and 71 haveshown somecharacteristic developments, is used here as an example to illustrate the night-time
processofinterest. Figure74givesasimulated impression oftheenergy fluxes
involved as drying proceeds. Sixty to seventy per cent of net radiation (Rn
about — 70Wm~2) appears to becountered bythesoil heatfluxat thesurface. (As explained in Subsection 5.1.2, this surface conductionfluxincludes
the effect of condensation: it is enhanced when vapour from subsoil condensates in the top soil compartment and releases the heat of condensation, thereby raising temperature.) In this example, the remainder of net radiation is
countered by downward atmospheric transport of sensible and/or latent heat
towardsthesurface.Thesurfaceconductiontermsuppliesheatfromtheuppermost soil compartment (2mm)totheradiatingsurface. Itisinteresting tofollowtheheatfluxesatsomedepthbelowthesurface. Forthis,adepthof9 mm
was chosen; this depth lies well within the range over which the drying front
passesduringdaytime.Thesimulatedconductionfluxandnetlatentheat flux,
both at 9 mm, are also depicted in Figure 74. Net latent heatfluxis defined
hereasthetotalamountofheatevolvedfromcondensationinthe0-9mmlayer
per unit of time and surface, i.e. the latent heatflux(vapourfluxtimes heat
ofvaporization)atz = 9mmminusitsvalueatthesurface.
Itcanbeobserved that thecooling ofthe0-9 mmlayerplaysno significant
roleduring the majorpart ofthenight:the sumofthe two termsat 9mmalmost equals the surface conductionflux:the subsoil provides all the heatrequiredtomaintainRn9apartfromtheatmosphericfluxes.Thedistributionover
the two terms at 9 mm, however, changes drastically in time as the toplayer
driesout. Duringthefirstfournights,conduction isthegoverningmechanism
of heat supply. In the nights following, conduction becomes less dominant(A
decreases because of surface drying) and the contribution of distillation increases.
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Figure 74. Energy fluxes in the top 9 mm of soil during drying; A'= 0.5 10" 5 kg
m *s andB'= 0.05. OnlythetimeintervalswhereRn < 0areshown.

Thecourse ofearlyevening netlatent heatfluxshows anincreaseduringthe
dryingsequence:inthefirsthalfoftheweek,netwaterlossresultingfromevaporation from the 0-9 mm layer remains positive for a few hours after Rn has
become negative; this is compensated for by positive (upward) conduction at
z = 9 mm. In the second half of the week, net condensation starts as soon as
one hourafter Rn has turned negative.This sudden change isexplained onthe
basis of soil relative humidity, which drops below 100%during the afternoon.
The role of relative humidity becomes apparent in the fifth and following
nights,wheredistillationintothedrytoplayerdeliversenoughheatfortheconduction term at 9 mm to be negative (downward!) during the early evening
hours;thiswereimpossible hadvapourdiffusion beengoverned bythetemperature gradient only. The decrease of the net latent heat flux after some hours
isassociated with relative humidity approaching thevalue of 100%; thisoccurs
rapidly (steep decrease infifthnight) aslong as only athin soil layer hasdried
outdown tolow valuesofrelativehumidity.
For the example shown here, it can be concluded that condensation in the
top layercompensates for upto 25%ofnet radiation, andfor upto 40%ofthe
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conduction termatz = 0, that is,40% of the total heat supplied by thesoil to
thesurface.Suchacontributionisnotnegligible.Inviewofthesensitivitystudy
discussedinSection 6.4itcantherefore bestatedthatinreality,thesensitivity
ofoutput variables- atnight- to thethermal soil propertieswill belessthan
indicatedinthatsection.
6.4 Sensitivity of certain variables to majorsoil parameters;Drying StagesI
andIII
Thequestionariseswhichindicatorofsensitivity ismost suitable toprovide
a basisfor thermal infrared imagery interpretation. Limiting thediscussion to
absolute sensitivity asdefined inSection 6.1,achoice could bemadebetween
anapproximationofthedifferential sensitivitydy/dp,andtheintegralsensitivityAy/Ap. Althoughbothindicatorshavetheiradvantagesinspecificcases,they
share the disadvantage that division by dp and Ap,respectively, introducesa
dependence on thescalechosen toexpressp,andthusprecludesadirectcomparison between the effects of different parameters. Moreover, the sensitivity
itself becomes interesting mainly if combined with a certain interval Ap. It is
assumedthatoneisprimarilyinterestedintherangeofvaluesthatsomeoutput
variable might attain, because ofpossiblefieldvariations inspecified parameters.Attentionisthereforefocused hereonthequantityAy,whichcorresponds
toamaximumrangeAp,ratherthanontruesensitivity.ThechoiceofApinevitablyintroducessomebias,butthegainisadirectpictureoftherelativeimportanceofparameters.
Thekeyparametersgoverningthesurfaceenergybalanceundergivenmeteorological conditions arealbedo, emissivity, thermal conductivity and heatcapacity of the soil, and roughness length. The effects of these parameters will
bestudiedforStagesIandIII.Theprocedureinvolvedusesasimplifiedversion
oftheSALSAmodel,whichexcludessoil-waterinteraction.
In the sensitivity trials to be discussed, the following working definition of
thestageswillbeapplied. StageIistreatedasasteadystate,evaporation takingplace at thesurface, thedrivingforce beingonly thelinearized gradientof
vapour density between the evaporation site and screen height. In Stage III,
theevaporating 'surface'issituatedatafixeddepthbelowthesoilsurface,and
thewatertransport isconsidered tobeentirelyinthevapourphaseabovethis
depth, the driving force again being the linearized vapour density gradient.
Compared with Stage I, the 'resistance'to vapour transport is now increased
byadiffusion termtoaccount fortransport inthesoil. Forboth Stages Iand
III,allinteractionsbetweenwatervapourandsoilmaterialinthedrylayer(including liquid water) areomitted. Aside from theabove, themodel employed
isthecompleteSALSAmodel,i.e.includingatmosphericdevelopments.Again,
theradiation data for day 156,Flevo-1 data set, areused todefine theenergy
flux boundary condition at the surface, and a geostrophic wind of 10m s _ 1
isassumedinthefollowingexamples.
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The two cases I and III are treated separately. Two values are assigned to
all system parameters considered, based on the extremes to beexpected under
field conditions. Acomplete two-level factorial design is used to define thedifferent combinations of high/low parameter values. For n parameters, this resultsin2" combinations.
Thesimplified modelwasrunforallcombinations,andtheoutputwastreated by analysis of variance (ANOVA) for each point in time (one-hour intervals). ANOVA yields the main effects of parameters, and the interactions of
various ordersbetweenparameters.
AnalysisofStageI
For the 'wet soil'situation, the parameters to bevaried arealbedo, emissivity,
roughnesslength(z0),thermalconductivity A, andheatcapacity(C).Asthelatter(thermal)soilpropertiesusuallyvarysimultaneously, theywerelumpedinto
a single parameter, thermal inertia, defined as P = y/kC. The frequent use of
the thermal inertia concept in remote sensing literature is another reason for
using this particular parameter here. With the resulting four independent parameters, 16simulationrunsweremade,eachforaperiodof48hours,ofwhich
only thelast 24hourswereanalysed, to reduce theeffects ofinitial conditions.
Table 14lists thevalueschosen for theparameters involved, based uponmoist
soil conditions.
The output variables for which sensitivity was investigated are surface temperature, latent heat flux, and temperature and saturation deficit of the airat
a height of 1.5 m height above the surface. Surface temperature was selected,
because itisthevariable ofmaininterest inthermal remote sensing, andlatent
heatfluxwaschosen because ofitsrelevance toagronomy.Theothertwovariables wereinspected in orderto reveal theeffect ofsoil conditions on thestate
Table 14.Parametervaluesusedinsensitivityanalysis.

albedo
emissivity
thermalcond.topsoil
thermalcond.subsoil
heatcapacitytopsoil
heatcapacitysubsoil
thermalinertiatopsoil
thermalinertiasubsoil
thicknesstoplayer
vapourdiffusivity
roughnesslength

Units

StageIII

StageI
0.08
0.94
0.60
0.60
1.70106
1.70106
1000
1000

0.14
0.98
2.30
2.30
3.00106
3.00106
2630
2630

—

—

—

—

0.50

50

0.14
0.92
0.20
0.60
3.00105
1.70106
250
1000
0.009
0.2210" 4
0.50

0.38
0.92
0.40
2.30
6.00105
3.00106
500
2630
0.04
1.10 10~ 4
50

—
—

Wm^K-1
Wm^K-1
Jm^K"1
Jm^K"1
Jm^K-'s"0-5
Jm-^K-'s-0-5
m
m2 s _ 1
mm
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of theloweratmosphere. For25hourly values and4output variables,atotal
of 100ANOVAswerecarriedout.
Figures 75-78 show the main effects of parameter changes as they vary in
time.These graphs merit some explanation. The information ofinterest isexclusivelyinthewidthandshadingoftheindividualbands.Thecurvesdelineating these bands have no intrinsic meaning, because they result from addition
oftheindividualeffectsofparametervariations.Also,thepositionofaparticular band with respect to the vertical axis has no meaning: the total width of
the entire band, obtained for each point in time by summation of individual
bands,iscentredaroundthemeancourseofthecorrespondingoutputvariable.
Theorderinwhichthebandshavebeenplacedonthegraphsisarbitrary;only
the width of the bands is relevant. The meancurve itself isnot depictedhere,
inordertofocus attention on sensitivity ratherthanon absolute values.Individual band widths, measured in the units of the ordinate, directly show the
absolute changeintheoutput variable induced bychanging theindicatedfactorovertherangementionedinTable 14.Theshadingofeachbanddetermines
whether the factor effect is positive or negative, as indicated in the figures.
Bands narrower than 0.15 K, 0.15 K, 0.5 hPa, and lOWm" 2 were omitted
from thefiguresforsurface temperature,screentemperature,saturation deficit
andlatentheatflux,respectively.
Ifoneisinterested intheactual valuesoftheoutput variables foraselected
combinationofparametervalues,thesecanbederivedfromthefigures.Insuch
factorial designs,therealizationofadependent variable- intheabsenceofinteraction among parameters - is expressed as the mean M plus half thesum
ofeffects ofallparameters'present'(i.e.athighvalue),minushalfthesummed
effects of parameters 'absent'( i.e. at low value).Thus,for acase with factors
(parameters) a,b,and c'present'andd, e,and/'absent', the value of thedependentvariable,notedas(abc),wouldbecalculatedas
(abc) = M+ K/t + £ + C - D - £ - F )

Equation96

Thecapital lettersinthisexpression refertotheeffects ofparameters(factorial
effect totals), to be read from thefiguresas band width and shading. In the
casewhereinteraction occurs,therelevant interaction effects should beadded
to the RHS. In that situation, a plus sign must be assigned to combinations
ofletters appearing on the LHS(e.g.AC),andalso tocombinations ofletters
thatarebothabsentontheLHS(e.g.DE);interactioneffects betweenparameters that do not all pertain to either the 'absent' or 'present' class (e.g. AD,
BEF,etc.) should begivenaminussign.Inthiscaseofpotential evaporation,
the combinations AB, ACetc which could be added to the RHS to represent
interactioneffects,areallnegligible:theeffectsaresmallerthanthechosencritical minimum values mentioned earlier. In other cases (e.g. drying Stage III)
interactionmaybeconsiderable.Adetailedtreatment ofthestatistics offactorialexperimentscanbefoundinSnedecor&Cochran(1967).
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From Figure75it canbeseenthat thevariations insurface temperature,as
expected to arise in thefieldfrom variations in albedo, thermal inertia and
roughness length,areallofthesameorderofmagnitude duringdaytime.Emissivity appears to play a minor role (note that it is surface temperature and
nottheradiationtemperaturethatisplotted).
Duringthenight-timehours,thermalinertiadominatesthevariabilityofsurfacetemperature.FactorsofrelevantinfluenceonairtemperatureatStevenson
screen height arealbedo and thermal inertia, butit can be observed that field
variations in these parameters do not bring about changes of more than 1 or
2 K in air temperature in the case of Stage I evaporation. Saturation deficit,
withverylowoverall valuesasexpectedatthisstage,appearstobeinsensitive
toallparameters;minorchangesarecausedbyvariationsinroughnesslength,
zQ. Forthelatent heatflux,theparametersalbedo,thermal inertia androughnesslengthagainhaveeffects ofcomparablemagnitude,eachgivingrisetovariationsofabout50Wm~2.
AnalysisofStageIII
In the simulation runs for Stage III, albedo, thermal inertia, and roughness
length were again varied. In this case, however, the thickness of the dry top
layermust betakeninto account asanewparameter, while two values ofthe
thermal inertia must now bechosen for the two layers considered. Moreover,
vapour diffusivity isintroduced asasystem parameter. Variations in soil emissivity have been omitted from the perturbation scheme, because these appeared to have only aminoreffect on thesurfaceenergybalance. So,withthe
resulting total of six parameters to be varied, a full factorial two-level design
asks for 26 = 64simulation runsin the case of Stage III evaporation. Theselected parameter values (Table 14) for the top layer are based on reported
ranges for dry soils, and for the subsoil they are based on 'moist soil'values.
This does not apply, ofcourse, to the thickness ofthedrytoplayer (i.e.depth
oftheevaporationfront);thevaluesforthisparameterarebaseduponsoilconditionstobeexpectedduringdryspellsinNWEurope.Thesevaluesmaythereforebeconsideredasfairlyarbitrary.
Theoutputvariablesexaminedareagainthesurfacetemperature,latentheat
flux, and airtemperature andsaturation deficit at screen height. Themain effects areshown, along with somefirst-orderinteraction effects, in theFigures
79-82. As in the previous case, thesefiguresare the result of 100 analyses of
variance(25hourlyvalues x 4variables).Fortheinterpretation ofthe graphs,
seetheexplanation givenfortheStage Icase.InFigures79-82,minimumvaluesof0.5 K,0.3K, 1 hPaand 10 Wm~ 2 wereusedforbandstobeplotted.
Whereasin theprevious case theinteractions werenegligible, they arerelevantatStageIII,atleastforsomeparameters.Itisrecalledthataninteraction
effect AB between factors Aand Bis defined as the average response to Ain
the 'presence' (high value) of B, minus the average response to A in the'absence'(lowvalue)ofB.Theaveragesneededaretakenoverallpossiblecombi134
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nationsoftheremainingfactors.
Ofthesixparametersstudied,albedoanddrylayerthicknesshavethemost
pronouncedeffect onsurfacetemperature(Figure79;notethescale differences
withtheStageIfigures).Duringthedaytime theroughnesslengthandvapour
diffusivity also appearto beimportant parameters.Thermal inertia,especially
ofthesubsoil (> 1 cmdepth), plays only aminorroleduringtheday. Inthis
respect, some caution must be excercised when reading thefigures,since the
ranges chosen for topsoil inertia and subsoil ineitia are different (Table 14).
Thus, acertain fraction oftheeffect attributed to the thickness of thedrytop
layer results, in fact, from the difference between topsoil and subsoil thermal
inertia. During the night-time hours, thermal inertia dominates. For screen
temperature, similareffects can be observed from Figure 80.Asexpected, the
soil parametersthataremostimportant tothelatentheatflux(Figure82)also
determine the saturation deficit of the air. The latter appears to beextremely
sensitive tovarioussoil properties,asseenfrom Figure81.Thisisnotsurprising,becausesoilconditionsthatpromotehighsurfaceandairtemperaturesare
associated withlowevaporation rates.Figure 81servesasanotherillustration
(seeSection6.2)ofthenecessitytosimulate(andnotimposeasboundaryconditions) the developments in the lower atmosphere when simulating surface
processes.
6.5. CommentsontherelationT%—LE
Theeffect ofchanges in system parameters on thecourse ofvarious output
variables has been demonstrated for the idealized drying Stages Iand III.As
mentioned, acomplete factioral design wasused incombination withanalysis
ofvariancetoidentify therespectiveeffects.Thesamedatawerealsosubmitted
toananalysisofcovarianceinordertoascertaintherelationbetweentwooutput variables, andtoidentify theamount of'noise'inthisrelation ascribed to
variations inthesystem parameters distinguished. The variables ofinterest to
thermal remotesensing arethesurface temperature 7^ andthelatent heat flux
LE (negative away from surface). Analysis ofcovariance based on alinearregression between two variables resultsina'meta-model'expression ofthedependentvariableasalinearcombinationofindependents:
Ts= Ts + P(LE -LE) + \(A + B+ G-D-E-F)

Equation97

Of course, such 'meta-models' are only valid under the boundary conditions
imposed whengenerating them.Thisexpression applies to theexamplewhere
factors a, b and c are present, and d, e,and/ absent;Pis here the regression
coefficient, and the capitals are the main effects of the independent variables
(systemparameters)correctedforthecovariate.Inthiscase,7^isthedependent
and IE is used as the covariate. As the relation between these two variables
ismainlyofinterestduringdaytime,onlythedataforthe08.00-20.00h.period
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are given. Figure 83 shows the results for the Stage III case. Clearly, albedo
isthestrongestsourceofnoiseintheTs — LErelationship,themaineffect ranging between — 2 and — 8 K. Roughness length and dry layer thickness show
effects that arecomparable inabsolute magnitude (but ofoppositesign),asexpected. Vapour diffusivity and thermal inertia, the latter of both topsoil and
subsoil, appear to have a minor influence on surface temperature, when LE is
includedasthecovariate.
Thesameanalysis ofthesimulated StageIdatayieldedsmalleffects foralbedo, thermal inertia and emissivity ( ± 1 . 2 , — 1.0 to + 1.5, and —0.15 to
+ 0.10 K, respectively). Roughnesslength,ontheotherhand,showedaneffect
of approximately the same magnitude asfound for the Stage III data, ranging
from — 4to -f 1.5 Kforanincreaseofthisparameterovertherangeindicated
inSection 6.4.
In conclusion, it must be stated that interpretation of deviations (from the
mean) in surface temperature - as derived from thermal imagery- in termsof
deviations in evaporation rate is dangerous, as deduced from Figure 83.With
the reported regression coefficients and knowledge of the main parameter effects, itcan beshown that a 1 Kdeviation from themeansurface temperature,
interpreted asbeingcaused byadifference inevaporation rate,resultsinavalue of 30-40 W m~2 for this estimated deviation in evaporation rate from its
p (KW'V)
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Figure 83. Main effects of various system parameters on surface temperature in stage
III,correctedforcovariate LE; thecourseoftheregressioncoefficientftbetween surface
temperatureandlatentheatflux isalsoindicated.
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mean. As variations of several K can apparently be ascribed to variations in
system parameters over the ranges indicated in Table 14 without being associated withdifferences inevaporation rate,considerable errorscanbeexpected
intheestimatesofLE derivedfrom observed surfacetemperature.
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7 Thermal remotesensingandbaresoil

This chapter summarizes the approaches to thermal data interpretation as
appliedinliteraturetothevarioustypesoflandsurfaces,andattemptstoassess
thefeasibility oftheseproceduresintheinterpretationofbaresoilimagery.
Manystudies havebeendoneon thermal sensing oflandsurface typessuch
asrocksurfacesanddesertswhere,incontrasttomostsoils,evaporationisnegligible (Abramset al., 1984;Tosi, 1983). Vegetated surfaces also behave very
differently frombaresoils,becausevirtuallynoconductionandrelatedtemperaturegradientsareinvolvedinsupplyingtherequiredenergyfortranspiration.
Also, theevaporated watercan beextracted from alargersoil volume bythe
dispersed root system, thus largely 'bypassing' soil physical constraints to
watermovement. Examplesoftheapplicationofthermaltechniquestosurveying vegetated surfaces can be found in Jackson et al. (1977), Hatfield et al.
(1983),Nieuwenhuis(1985)andmanyothers.
Thedemandforregionalhydrological information onbaresoilsurfacesmay
beillustrated bythework ofWardetal. (1982), Mooreet al. (1983),England
etal.(1983),and Menenti (1984). Itisnowgenerally recognized thatremotely
sensed data are indispensable for estimating surface variables on a regional
scale.Theinevitable generalizing andsimplifying assumptions involved inimagery interpretation, however, must be checked carefully. Deterministic models,suchastheonepresented inthismonograph,maybeusedtotestthevalidityofsuchassumptions.Thisisseenasatypical andveryuseful application
ofdynamicsimulationinremotesensingscience.
Inthelightoftheexperiments,simulationsandsensitivityanalysesdiscussed
in the previous chapters, the potential capabilities of thermal remote sensing
for baresoil can now besuggested. To do this, the assumptions involved and
theadditionalgroundinformation requiredforseveralapproachestointerpretingthermal imagery will beinspected briefly. Itwill beassumed thatcontinuousdiurnal recordsofthesurface temperaturecanbeobtained,inspite ofthe
problems of timing and atmospheric distortion that are often encountered in
practice(e.g.Kahleetal.,1984).
Indiscussingtheprospectsforthermalremotesensingofbaresoil,adistinction mustbemadebetweentwo typesofinformation pertinent to thesoilsurface:theinformation regarding thevalueofcertainstatevariables,andtheinformation onthesurfacefluxes.Ofthelattergroup,attentionwillonlybepaid
tothelatentheatflux,becauseofitsdirectsignificance tohydrologyandagronomy.
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7.1 Estimationofsoilstatevariables
7.1.1 Soiltemperature
The variable obviously involved in thermal survey is the temperature of the
soil, albeit that itisthesurface radiation temperature thatisobserved directly.
This variable itself is of no direct agronomic value. The radiation emitted by
thesurfaceisgeneratedinthetop 10-100//mskinonly.Thedependenceofradiation temperature on true surface temperature 7^ implies that uncertainties in
theemissivity eintroduce anerrorinthederived valueforTs. Ifthesoilemissivity in the relevant spectral window is known with an accuracy of ± 0.04 (cf.
Table 3), the surface temperature can be estimated with an accuracy of ± 3
K at best, disregarding uncertainty in sky radiation and atmospheric distortion.
Althoughsurfacetemperatureplaysacentralroleinmanyofthesurfaceprocesses, the course of soil temperature at various depths below the surface isof
more general agronomic interest. Information on temperatures in the top few
centimetresofsoilmayberelevanttothecharacterizationofconditionsforgerminationandrootgrowth.Suchinformation couldalsobevaluableforpredicting pest development. To obtain estimates of subsurface soil temperatures, a
measured course ofsurface temperature should becombined with amodel describing heat transport inthesoil. Thegeneral analytical model thatdescribes,
for conduction, the development of soil temperature with depth and time in
terms of Fourier series, was extensively discussed by van Duin (1956) and by
vanWijk (1963). Application ofsuchmodelsintheabove manneryieldsa first
estimateofexpectederrorsinpredictedsoiltemperatures,becauseofuncertaintiesinthethermal soil properties. FortheFlevofieldexperiments, inaccuracies
inA(0)and C(0)wereestimated tobeashighas ±15%and 10%,respectively.
This results in an error of ± 12-13%in the damping depth D of the diurnal
temperature wave. Using these values in the Fourier model, onefindsthat the
relative errorinamplitude ofsoil temperature AT(z) increases from zero at the
surfaceto20%atthedepthwhereAT(z) = 0.25AT(0).Ifthesurface temperature
has an amplitude of 20 K, this implies amaximum error of ± 1 K in AT(z) at
any depth. Ignoring trends resulting from seasonal changes or from meteorological events on a synoptic scale, the average diurnal soil temperature might
be taken asconstant with depth. So, the average surface temperture should be
a fair indicator of average soil temperature. With a possible offset in average
temperature of 3 K caused by the error in observing the surface temperature
(mentionedearlier),itmaybestatedthataltogethertheactualvalueofsoiltemperature can bepredicted with no betteraccuracy than ± 3-4 K. The effect of
errorsinDonthephaseshiftisthenignored,andthethermalpropertiesshould
beknown with less than 15% inaccuracy, asstated. Compliance with thelatter
condition canbeconsidered exceptional.
In the above, it was assumed that the soil moisture content was known,be140

cause thermal properties depend strongly on moisture content (cf. Chapter2).
This variable changes with depth, and bulk density also varies, therefore the
errorsto beexpected inmodelled subsurface temperature aremuchlargerthan
thefiguresindicated here. Another aspect that has a bearing on uncertainty is
thelatent heat term,accountingforanaccelerated declineofsoil heatfluxwith
depth wheresubsurface evaporation occurs. Clearly, thiseffect tendsto reduce
thediurnal amplitude ofsoil temperature atanydepth.Theerroranalysispresented inChapter 5takesinto account all thesources oferrormentioned here,
aswellastheeffects ofspatial variabilityontheinitial temperaturechosen.The
standard deviations given inTable 12for theerrors in predicted soil temperatures,therefore,canbeusedasanindication oftotalerrorcausedbysubsurface
effects. IfthatfractionofthevarianceinTrs(surfaceradiationtemperature)that
resultsfrom errorsources that affect both surface temperature 7^ and soil temperature T(z) is now subtracted from the calculated variance in soil temperature(Table 12),anestimateisobtained oftheuncertaintiesinvolved inpredicting soil temperature T(z,t) from observed Ts. Finally, then, the offset of ± 3
Kmust beadded tofindtheaccuracy thatcanbeattained inderiving baresoil
temperatures from remotely sensed surface temperature. Following thisprocedure, onefindsstandard deviations of the error in soil temperature that range
between 4 and 5 K. (Note that detailed information about thermal and hydraulicpropertiesofthesoilisassumed tobeavailable,asintheexperimentsdiscussed.) Itmust beconcluded thatthecombined useofremotely sensed surface
temperature and detailed physical models does not improve the estimation of
soil temperatures beyond the accuracy already attained by empirical models
that useglobal radiation andairtemperatureasinputs.
7.1.2 Soilmoisturecontent
Perhaps the item placed highest on the list of state variables to be derived
from thermal surface information is the soil moisture content. This quantity is
obviously somehow indirectly related to temperature. Numerous field studies
have provided evidence of relations between surface moisture content and the
behaviour of surface temperature (Vleck & King, 1983;Cihlar, 1980; Idso et
al., 1975a,b,c; Heilman &Moore, 1980;Reginato et al., 1976;ten Bergeet al.,
1983). In the literature, the dynamics of surface temperature have been expressedintermsofdiurnalamplitude ofsurfacetemperature,orintermsofdifference between maximum surface and maximum air temperature, ormomentary values have simply been used.The resulting empirical relations, however,
could never be generalized to yield dependable formulas for image interpretation.Anyway, startingfrom theideathatmoisturecontent affects thermalproperties (conductivity and heat capacity),it washoped that theconcept ofthermal inertia, that was originally developed for geological applications, could
also beapplied to baresoils. From inertia, then,information on the soilmoisturecontent would havetobederived subsequently.
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Insituations whereconduction is the predominant heat transfer mechanism
inhomogeneous soils,combination ofFourier'slaw
Gs = - A—
dz

Equation 98

withasinusoidal behaviourofthesurfacetemperature 7^yieldstherelationbetween surface heat flux Gs, the frequency coand the amplitude of the surface
temperaturewaveA7^(vanWijk, 1963):
ti

<i

Gs(t)dt = AT, • V(co/C) •

sm(cot + n/4)dt

Equation 99

When referring to the diurnal cycle, the term y/(coXC)is sometimes called the
'diurnal heat capacity' (Price, 1980). Thermal inertia is defined as P = yJ(lC)
(although some authors have interpreted 'thermal inertia mapping' simply as
the regional registration ofthe diurnal amplitude of surface temperature). The
'thermal inertia approach'basically combines remote measurements of Ts with
estimates of Gs(f) to solve Equation 99 for >/(AC). In the case of soil moisture
mapping, this thermal property is subsequently translated into volumetric
moisturecontent. Suchatranslation requiresspecific soilinformation, primarily on bulk density, but also on mineralogical composition. Pratt & Ellyett
(1979) discussed these P — 6 relations extensively. It may be stated that such
specific soilinformation willgenerallynotbeavailableforremotesensingapplications.Inthecaseofclose-range thermalsensing,e.g. oftrialfieldstoevaluate
soilmanagement effects, thesituationmaybemorefavorable. Bulkdensityand
moisturecontent nearthesoilsurfacecanhardlyeverbeconsidered homogeneouswithrespect todepth,anecessary assumption madeintheinertiaanalysis.
Aside from the above, the major difficulty of the inertia methods is in the
estimation of the surface heat flux, Gs. All procedures explicitly or implicitly
involve estimating- orcomplete ignoring- the remaining terms ofthe surface
energy balance, i.e. net radiation Rn and the sensible and latent heatfluxesH
andIE in thelower amosphere. Frequently, thesum ofthese two islarge,and
since Gs is found by subtracting this term from Rni relative errors in Gsare
large. Price (1977, 1980) formulated an analytical expression to relate daily
mean evaporation rate and the diurnal heat capacity to the amplitude ofsurface temperature. His procedure involves using an explicit function for global
radiation, and assuming that diurnal variations in H and LEdepend linearly
on Ts. Because Gsis depends on the surface energy budget, this method still
requires estimation of the atmospheric exchange coefficients for heat and vapour; the courses of air temperature and humidity near the surface must also
beknown. Whereas the measurement or estimation of the latter on a regional
scale presents some difficulties that might be overcome, estimating the coefficientsforturbulentheatandvapourtransportfromsimplemeasurementsisnot
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feasible at present. Wind speed and the parameter z0 govern the exchange of
sensible heat and latent heat in Drying Stage I. For surfaces in Drying Stage
III, the latent heat flux to the atmosphere is dominated by vapour diffusivity
and'soil vapourpathlength'(Chapter6).Uncertainties inalltheseparameters
arelargeforanyoperationalfieldsituation. Compared with theabsolute value
of Gs,large errors in the calculated values of H and LEmust therefore be expected. Inotherwords,theestimated Gsisrelatively sensitive to theseparameters. Little is known about vapour diffusivity near the soil surface under field
circumstances (cf. Chapter 2). The behaviour of effective z0 values over nonhomogeneous terrain has been studied and dramatic and unexpected shifts in
this parameter have been found (Kroon, 1985). Even for homogeneous trial
fields,it appears difficult to determine z0 with sufficient accuracy to render it
useful forapplication inmodels ofthesurface energy balance (Chapter 5).The
ranges chosen for parameter variation in the sensitivity analysis presented in
Chapter 6 were based on possible field variations. It is probably not realistic
to assume that these intervals can benarrowed down for the purpose ofinterpretingregional terrainimagery.
Other authors have proposed analytical approaches somewhat different
fromthatofPrice.Hechinger(1979)andEnglandetal.(1983)basedtheiranalyses on Fourier seriesmethods.Thelattergroupdetermined thecoefficient for
atmospheric heat exchange, the total evaporation 'resistance' (including the
soil diffusion term)andthethermal inertia ofthesoil simultaneously byanoptimization procedure, minimizing the sum of squares between predicted and
measured surface temperature. Since, at least duringdaytime, baresoil surface
temperature is more sensitive to the transport parameters that govern H and
LE than to the thermal inertia of the soil (cf. Chapter 6), it can be expected
that thismethod does notgivereliableestimates ofthelatterparametereither.
Alternatively, 'look-up tables'orgraphs havebeen used(Rosema, 1979;van
der Griend et al., 1985; Schieldge et al., 1980). These are created by running
numerical simulation algorithms for avariety of boundary conditions and soil
parameters. The simulated courses of surface variables that are obtained are
then combined into nomograms that canbeused to infer thermal inertia when
a number of estimated or measured parameters and also the observed amplitudeofsurfacetemperature areentered.Clearly,thisapproach suffers basically
from thesameweaknessesmentioned above.
Theconcept ofthermal admittance, being thereciprocal ofcomplex thermal
conductance,hasbeenproposedasanalternative tothermalinertia;ittheoreticallyallowsusingphaseshiftsofthetemperaturewavetoaccountforvariations
ofsoil propertieswithdepth(Byrne& Davis, 1980;Menenti, 1984).Asidefrom
the fact that phase shifts can only be established under very regular boundary
conditions, it can be expected that the same problems as described for inertia
will present themselves,whentheconcept isapplied tobaresoils.
ThefiguresshowninChapter6demonstratethatsurfacetemperatureismost
sensitivetothermalsoilproportiesintheearlymorning.Duringdaytime,other
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parameters dominate. Therefore, information on thermal properties ismasked
when minimum surface temperatures are combined with maximum surface
temperatures toyield thetemperature amplitude asanindicator ofthermalinertia.Onecouldconsiderusingthenight-timehalfofthesurfaceheatfluxcurve
instead,incombination withthedifference betweenminimumsurfacetemperatureandsomereference temperature,forwhichtheairtemperatureatduskcan
bean appropriate variable. The nocturnal part of the diurnal soil heatfluxGs
should then beestablished on the basisofnet radiation. Atnight the turbulent
fluxes H and LEareusually negligible and Gsisclosely tied to Rn (cf. Chapter
5).Recently, theremoteassessment ofRn hasbecomemorefeasible. Inderiving
inertia from an estimated heat flux, the proposed procedure would imply the
reverse of the method described by Hares et al. (1985) to determine the halfdaily heatflux:combining ameasured ATSwith anestimated value ofthethermal inertia, based on observed moisture content, to derive the heat intake by
thesoil duringtheday.Naturally, theproblems associated with translatinginertia tosoilmoisturecontent remainunresolved.
Whereas thermal inertia appears to bean unattractive variable formonitoring soil water status, the combined use of a transport model and remotely
sensed flux boundary conditions could be thought of as an alternative. Such
an approach was followed by Nieuwenhuis (1985) in water budgetting for
crops. Stroosnijder et al. (1984) proposed an analogous procedure for bare
soils, combined with microwave measurements. In this way, it might be possibleto keeptrack oftotal soil moisture storageforbaresoils too, provided that
thecourse ofthelatentheatfluxcanbeassessed sufficiently accurately.
For acorrect simulation ofthedistribution ofwaterin thesoil, and notably
ofthe impact that thediurnal cycle has on thisdistribution, accurate information on soil hydraulic parameters would be required. To characterize a soil in
this respect, the parameters A\ B'and 0ref- asintroduced in Section 6.4- are
considered suitable. However, these properties themselves have a dynamic
character wherever tillage, soil slaking, crust formation and other changes of
soilstructurearecommon.Consequently, theycannotbedeterminedonasufficiently large scale by ground measurements. Yet, the accurate knowlegde of
hydraulic parameters is crucial for a sensible simulation of soil water movement. The possibility ofderiving such parameters from observed courses ofregional evaporation over longer periods after initial wetting - under boundary
conditions known by ground observation - would be an interesting topic for
further research.Admittedly, theaccuracyattained inthesimulation ofsurface
soil moisture dynamics islimited, even incases whereextensive data on physical soil properties areavailable. This isespecially so where wetting anddrying
alternate.Theexperimental studies treated inthisreport serveto illustrate this
(Chapters4and5).
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7.2 Estimationofthelatent heat flux
Measured surface temperature has been used in various ways to estimate
evaporation rates, eitherfrom crop canopies or bare soil surfaces. Among the
earliest detailed field studied was the one described by Idso et al. (1975a,b,c)
and Reginato et al. (1976). These authors reported mostly linear relations betweenrelativeevaporation rateE/EQanddiurnalamplitudeofsurfacetemperature,and alsobetween E/EQand maximum surface temperatureminusairtemperature Ta. (EQ represents the evaporation flux under non-limiting water
supply.) They used daily totals to expressevaporation, andconcluded that the
linearrelationstheyobtained could beusedsuccessfully toestimatedailyevaporation totals from thermal data for a specific site. They commented that the
relationswerevalidthroughout theyear.Atfirstthismayseemsurprising,with
net radiation changing. It can be understood, however, that the distortion resultingfromchangesinradiationisnotso pronounced:anincreaseinnetradiation will generally reduce the quotient E/E0 but also enhance the maximum
difference between surface and airtemperature. Thus,data points aretranslated along the curve one is seeking. In contrast, changes in the governing wind
speed, are expected to bring about deviations, because increasing wind speed
decreases both relative evaporation E/EQ and (7S— ra)max simultaneously. For
a wheat crop,Jackson et al. (1977)employed thedifference between cropcanopyandairtemperature(Tc — Ta) intheearlyafternoon asanindicatorofevapotranspiration ET.Their analysis explicitly involved the net radiation term,
but the ground heatfluxwas assumed to be negligible on adaily basis;evapotranspiration wasthenexpressedas
ET = Rn - B{TC - Ta)

Equation 100

where Bisanempirical constant. The value of Bwasfound to be independent
ofwindspeedforthespecific experimental siteinArizona.
Thereisnoevident reasonwhythisapproach would not bevalidforthecalculation ofevaporation from baresoil. More experimental work isrequired to
validate the above class of relationships for a wider range of environmental
conditions, but muchcan bedone already on thebasis ofsimulation withsoilatmosphere models. Unfortunately, the results reported by Reiniger et al.
(1982)arenot encouraging.
Nieuwenhuis et al. (1985) modified the above formulation and replaced net
radiation by the daily potential evapotranspiration, thus basing the 'reference
value' of £Tnot only on available energy but also implicitly on the turbulent
exchange coefficient. In addition, they proposed using the difference between
actual canopy temperature and the canopy temperature under potential transpiration, instead ofcanopy temperature minusairtemperature. Thedailypotential evapotranspiration wasthencalculated byoneoftheaccepted standard
formulations. The calibration constant B, appearing in Equation 100, was
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found to change with the modifications introduced, as can be expected. The
Nieuwenhuis formulation certainly asksfordueattention in thecase ofevaporationfrom baresoil. InviewoftheresultsgiveninChapter 6,however,itmay
beanticipated that variations inroughness length and albedo introduce aconsiderablescatterinthevaluesofthecalibrationconstant B.
A procedure proposed by Hatfield et al. (1983) uses net radiation, surface
andairtemperature,andaerodynamicresistance,asinputstoestimatemomentaryvaluesforET Theyobtainedgood resultsforvariouscrops.Forbaresoils,
however, their assumption of the soil heat flux being negligible will certainly
be violated; it also seems that estimating zQis more difficult for bare soil surfaces thanforcrops,especially whenthesurfaceisfairly smooth.
Other studies of regional evapotranspiration are those by England et al.
(1983)and Reinigeretal. (1982).Thelatterauthors usednumerical algorithms
combined with ground-measured surface temperatures as inputs, in order to
calculate cumulative daily evapotranspiration. Thefiguresobtained were not
consistent with theground-measured evapotranspiration and itwasconcluded
that the use of thermal imagery did not improve ground-measured ETrates.
Theauthorsascribed thediscrepancy to temporal variations insurfacetemperature and to the difficulties encountered in the determination of the surface
roughnessparameter.
As mentioned earlier (Subsection 7.1.2), England et al. (1983) attempted to
estimate evaporation by an optimization procedure, matching observed and
calculated surfacetemperaturesbyadjustingthreeparameters:theatmospheric
heattransfercoefficient, an'overall'evaporation resistance,andthethermalinertiaofthesoil.Suchanapproachdoesindeedseemmorefeasibleforthedetermination offluxesthanforthedetermination ofthermalinertiaandthederived
moisture content, as discussed in Subsection 7.1.2. Compared with the other
approaches mentioned earlier,ithastheadvantage thatnoempirical constants
are used. Two of the three parameters mentioned as outputs from their model
are indeed closely related to surface temperature as illustrated by the figures
inSection 6.4.The third,thermal inertia,should probably beomitted from the
optimisation procedure,astheauthorssuggested.
Yet another approach for estimating evaporation from bare soil by making
useofthermalimagerywasapplied byMenenti (1984).Heexpressed theactual
latentheatfluxatthesurfaceasalinearcombinationofthetwopartial differentials dLE/dTs and dLE/da, where Tsis the surface temperature and a the soil
albedo. Both 7^ and a were obtained from remotely sensed data. The method
involves usingareference point whereLE,Ts andaareknown.
Alternatively, Menenti (1984)demonstrated theuseofthree reference points
toformaplane,representingIE asalinearizedfunction of 7^anda. Boththese
methods seem to be promising: they do not require estimates of atmospheric
boundary conditions or difficult-to-obtain parameters such as roughness
length, except for the reference points. The use of ground-based experimental
sites- inthiscasetocollecttherequiredreferencedata- isgenerallyaprerequi146

site for a sensible estimation of the latent heat flux. It must be remembered,
however, that even small errorsin themeasurement of 7^ result in largeerrors
incalculated LEvalues. Largeerrors in LEare also caused when variations in
soil or environmental factors result in deviations of 7^ that are not related to
variations in LE.This problem is shared with all the other methods discussed;
foranexampletoillustrateit,thereaderisreferred toChapter6(Figure83).
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Appendix 1 DerivationofEquation50

Theassumption oflocal equilibriumimpliesthatforanystateithe difference
HW{ - 75W( is the same. This term, therefore, should also beequal to // w - 7S,
where Hw arid S are the specific enthalpy and specific entropy corresponding
to the extramatric state of soil water (i.e. the reference state; see also Section
2.6).Combining Equations48and49thengivesthetotal heatfluxas
Jq = TJS + HWIJW<— TSIJWi

Equation A.l

wherethesummation £ «/w,represents thetotal waterfluxJw.
Thecontinuityequationappliedtothetotalheatfluxgivestherateofchange
in'volumetricjieatcontent'd(CT)/dtastheconvergence ofthetotal heat flux
d(CT) = _ .&/,
dt
dz

Equation A.2

The RHS of this equation may now be further identified by introducing the
totalentropyfluxdensity:
Js= — - = - + SSW<JWj

Equation A.3

where the second term on the RHS represents thefluxof entropy 'carried'by
mass,andthefirstrepresentsconduction.
Combining EquationsA.l andA.3gives
Jq= - XVT+ HwJw + TSJW|(5W< - S)

Equation A.4

Upon introduction of the latent heat of phase transition (from state i to the
reference state)asAH( = 1{S- Sw.),EquationA.4iswrittenas
Jq= — AVr-f HwJw— SJWAH;

Equation A.5

Combining Equations A.2 and A.5 finally yields Equation 50. It is then assumed that most ofthetransported water,inwhateverstate, returns to theextramatricstateafter transportation.
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Appendix 2 ProgramstructurediagramsofSALSA

ThefiguresinthisappendixshowthestructureoftheSALSAalgorithmand
of the principal underlying subroutines. The program structure diagramsare
given in Nassi-Shneiderman notation (Nederlands Normalisatie Instituut,
1979;Martin& MacClure,1988).
SALSA
ENBAL(1)
SWBLD
«1

»0
AAALL(1)

ABALL(1)

SWA(1)
SHE(1)
OPENS
i n t e g r a t i o n
ENBAL(2)
SWBLD=
-1

=0
ABALL(2)

AAALL(2)
SWA(2)
SHE(2)
OUTPUT

Figure A.l. Main program of SALSA, which comprises theprincipal underlyingsubroutinesENBAL,AAALL,ABALL,SWA,andSHE;seeFiguresA.2-A.6,respectively.
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E N B A L ( I T A S K )
^

\

^

I T A S K=

ENBI N I

^ ^ ^

E N B RA

FigureA.2.ProgramstructurediagramofENBAL.

A A A L L ( I T A S K )

^^^^^^

I TASK = ^ - ^ ^

A A A L LK
AAI N I
AAALLF
AA T KEP
A D I S CR
A A D DT
FigureA.3.ProgramstructurediagramofAAALL.

A B A L L ( I T A S K )

^^^^^^

I T A S K=

^ ^
= 2

ABI N I

A B RA

FigureA.4.ProgramstructurediagramofABALL.
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S y A ( I T A S K)

FigureA.5.ProgramstructurediagramofSWA.
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SHE
^ s .

( I T A S K )

I T A S K=

^ ^ ^ ^ ^

S H E C HC
^ ^ \ ^ ^ S WC H T B =

^

^

S HE I N I
S H E C CC
S H E C CA
S HE CF
S D I S CR
S HE VF
S HE D DT
FigureA.6.ProgramstructurediagramofSHE.
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Appendix3 ListingsofSALSAmodules

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*

*

*
*

SOIL-ATMOSPHERE LINKING SIMULATIONALGORITHM
S
A
L
S
A

*
*

*

*
*
*
*

*

AUTHOR: H.F.M.TENBERGE
DATE:MARCH 1990
ADRESS: CENTERFORAGROBIOLOGICALRESEARCH (CABO)
P.O. BOX14,6700AAWAGENINGEN,THENETHERLANDS

*
*
*
*

*

*

************************************************************************

/
/
/
/
/

FIXEDI,ISWfN,NN,SWBLD
DIMENSION CHSOIL(26),DZ(26),HFLCON(26),HFLVAP(26),HFLX(26)
DIMENSION QFLX(12),QII(11),TCM(25),TCMM(11),TII(25),TKEFLX(12)
DIMENSIONTKEII(ll),TPFLX(12),TPII(11),UII(11),UVOFLX(12)
DIMENSIONVII(ll),WOFLX(12),WFLLIQ(26),WFLVAP(26),WFLX(26)
DIMENSIONWII(25),Z(26),ZZ(12)

***********************************************************************

INITIAL
NOSORT
***********************************************************************

*

*
*

10

*

20
*

30
*

runcontrol
PARAM STDAY-0.,STHOUR-0.,READEI^1800.
TIMERTIME-57600..FINTIM-403200.,PRDEI^-3600.
METHODMILNE
initialization surface energybalance
CALL ENBALd.CHl.CLOC.Ql.Tl.TPl.RAD.RAH.RAV.QS.Wl.E.GLORAD.H,...
ATPRES,LE,NETRAD,RADEMI,SWBLD,TS,TSAPP)
initialization atmosphere
IF (SWBLD.EQ.l) THEN
CALL AAALL(l,E,H,QII,TKEII,TPII,TS,UII,VII f DQDT,DTKEDT,DTPDT,...
DUDT,DVDT,NN,QFIX,RAH,RAM,RAV,TCMM,TKEFLX,TPFLXt . . .
UVOFLX.WOFLX.ZZ)
DO 10 I-1,NN
QKI)-QII(I)
TKEKI)-TKEII(I)
TPI(I)-TPII(I)
UKI)-UII(I)
VI(I)-VII(I)
CONTINUE
ELSE
CALL ABALL(1,H,TP1,TS,U1,RAH,RAM,RAV)
ENDIF
initialization soil (water)
CALL SWA(1,T,RAIN,WII,DWDT,DZ,N,QS,TCM,WFLLIQ,WFLVAP,WFLX,Z)
DO20I-l.N
WI(I)-WII(I)
CONTINUE
initialization soil (heat)
CALLSHE(lfTIItTS,W,CHSOIL,DTDT,GFLXfHFLCON,HFLVAP,HFLX)
DO 30I-l.N
TI(I)-TII(I)
CONTINUE
openingweatherfile
CALLOPENS
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*************************************************

DYNAMIC
NOSORT
***********************************************************************

*

*

*

40
50
*

*

*
*
*

integration
Q -INTGRL(QI,DQDT,11)
T -INTGRL(TI,DTDT,25)
TKE-INTGRL(TKEI,DTKEDT,11)
TP -INTGRL(TPI,DTPDT,U)
U -INTGRL(UI,DUDT,11)
V -INTGRL(VI,DVDT,11)
W -INTGRL(WI,DWDT,25)
updating ofsurface conditions
IF(SWBLD.EQ.l)THEN
Ql-Q(l)
TPl-TP(l)
ENDIF
Wl-W(l)
Tl-T(l)
CHl-CHSOIL(l)
readingofmeasuredboundary conditions
IF(KEEP.EQ.O.OR.IMPULS(0.,READEL).EQ.O)THEN
CONTINUE
ELSEIF(SWBLD.EQ.l)THEN
READ(50,40)RAD,RAIN,CLOC
F0RMAT(21X,F6.2,19X,F4.2,1X,F4.2)
ELSE
READ(50,50)RAD,TP1,VPA,U1,RAIN,CLOC
FORMAT(21x,F6.2,lx,F5.2,lx,F6.1,lX,F4.2,lX,F4.2,lX,F4.2)
Ql-(VPA/ATPRES)*(5./8.)
ENDIF
solutionofsurface energybalance
CALLENBAL(2,CHI,CLOC,Q1.T1.TP1,RAD,RAH.RAV.QS.Wl,E,GLORAD,H,...
ATPRES,LE,NETRAD,RADEMI,SWBLD,TS,TSAPP)
calculation ofrates inatmosphere
IF(SWBLD.EQ.l)THEN
CALLAAALL(2,E,H,Q,TKE,TP,TS,U,V,DQDT,DTKEDT,DTPDT,DUDT,DVDT,...
NN,QFLX,RAH,RAM,RAV,TCMM,TKEFLX,TPFLX,UVOFLX,...
WOFLX, ZZ)
ELSE
CALL ABALL(2,H,TP1,TS,U1,RAH,RAM,RAV)
ENDIF
calculation ofrates insoil (water)
CALL SWA(2,T,RAIN,W,DWDT,DZ,N,QS,TCM,WFLLIQ,WFLVAP,WFLX,Z)
calculationofrates insoil (heat)
CALLSHE(2,T,TS,W,CHSOIL,DTDT,GFLX,HFLCON,HFLVAP,HFLX)
output preparation
IF(KEEP.EQ.l)THEN
ISW-IMPULS(0.,PRDEL)
CALLOUTPUT(DELT,GFLX,H,ISW,LE,NETRAD,STDAY,STHOUR,TIME,TSAPP)
ENDIF

***********************************************************************

TERMINAL
***********************************************************************

CALLCLOSES
forreruns:
ENDRERUN ...
CALLOPENS

*
*
*
END
STOP
* insert subroutineshere
ENDJOB
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SUBROUTINEAAALL(ITASK,E,H,Q,TKE,TP,TS,U,V,
$
DQDT,DTKEDT,DTPDT,DUDT,DVDT,NN,QFLX,RAH,RAM,
$
RAV,TCMM,TKEFLX,TPFLX,UVOFLX,VVOFLX,ZZ)
IMPLICIT REAL(A-Z)
INTEGER ITASK.NN
DIMENSIONDQDT(ll),DTKEDT(11),DTPDT(11),DUDT(11),DVDT(11)
DIMENSIONDZZ(12),EPRBUO(12),EPRDIS(12),EPRSRX(12),EPRSRY(12)
DIMENSION INVLM(12),KH(12),KM(12),KV(12),Q(11),QFLX(12),TCMM(11)
DIMENSIONTKE(ll),TKEFLX(12),TP(11),TPFLX(12),U(11),UVOFLX(12)
DIMENSIONV(ll),WOFLX(12),ZZ(12)
DATAVG/0./
IF(ITASK.EQ.l)THEN
CALLAAINI(ALPHA,CORIOL,NN,UG,TCMM,INVCOR,Q,TKE,TP,U,
$
V.YUC)
CALL ADISCR(NN,TCMM,DZZ,ZZ)
ELSE
CALL AAALLK(INVCOR,NN,TCMM,TKE,TP,TPFLX,TS,U,UVOFLX,V,VVOFLX,
$
YUC,ZNOT,ZZ,KH,KM,KV,RAH,RAM,RAV)
CALL AAALLF(DZZ,E,H,KH,KM,KV,NN,Q,RAM,TKE,TP,U,V,QFLX,TKEFLX,
$
TPFLX,UVOFLX,VVOFLX)
CALLAATKEP(DZZ,INVLM,NN,TKE,TP,TPFLX,U,UVOFLX,
$
V,VVOFLX,YUC,EPRBUO,EPRDIS,EPRSRX,EPRSRY)
CALLAADDT(CORIOL,EPRBUO,EPRDIS,EPRSRX,EPRSRY,NN,QFLX,TCMM,
$
TKEFLX,TPFLX,U,UG,UVOFLX,V,VG,VVOFLX,DQDT,DTKEDT,
$
DTPDT,DUDT,DVDT)
ENDIF
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE AAALLF(DZZ,E,H,KH,KM,KV,NN,Q,RAM,TKE,TP,U,V,
$
QFLX,TKEFLX,TPFLX,UVOFLX,VVOFLX)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,NN
DIMENSION DZZ(12),KH(12),KM(12),KV(12),Q(11),QFLX(12)
DIMENSION TKE(ll),TKEFLX(12),TP(11),TPFLX(12),U(11)
DIMENSIONUVOFLX(12),V(11),VVOFLX(12)
DATACP,RHOAIR/l.E3,1.2/
DATATINY/1.E-5/
UVOFLX(l)«U(l)/(RAM+TINY)
VVOFLX(l)-V(l)/(RAM+TINY)
TPFLX(l)-H/(RHOAIR*CP)
QFLX(l) -E/RHOAIR
TKEFLX(l)-0.0
DO101-2,NN
UVOFLX(I)«KM(I)*(U(I)-U(I-l))/DZZ(I)
WOFLX(I)-KM(I)*(V(I)-V(I-l))/DZZ(I)
TPFLX(I)-KH(I)*(TP(I)-TP(I-1))/DZZ(I)
QFLX(I) -KV(I)*(Q(I)-Q(I-1))/DZZ(I)
TKEFLX(I)-KM(I)*(TKE(I)-TKE(I-1))/DZZ(I)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE AAALLK(INVCOR.NN,TCMM,TKE,TP,TPFLX,TS,U,
$
UVOFLX,V,WOFLX,YUC,ZNOT,ZZ,
$
KH,KM,KV,RAH,RAM,RAV)
IMPLICIT REAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,NN
DIMENSION INVLH(12),INVLM(12),KH(12),KM(12),KV(12),OBU(12)
DIMENSION PHIH(12),PHIM(12),PSIHTB(18),PSIMTB(18),RMOFLX(12)
DIMENSION STAPAR(12),TCMM(11),TKE(11),TKEAV(12),TP(11),TPAV(12)
DIMENSIONTPFLX(12),U(11),UVOFLX(12),V(11),VVOFLX(12),ZZ(12)
DATAPSIHTB/-3.0,2.77,-2.0,2.43,-1.5,2.2,-1.0,1.88,
$
-0.5,1.39,-0.25,0.96,-0.1,0.53,0.0,0.0,
$
1.0,-4.7/
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DATAPSIMTB/-3.0,1.74,-2.0,1.5,-1.5,1.34,-1.0,1.12,
$
-0.5,0.79, -0.25,0.54,-0.1,0.28,0.0,0.0,
$
1.0,-4.7/
DATAKAR,G,TZERO/0.41,9.8,273.2/
DATATINY/1.E-5/
TPAV(1)~0.5*(TS+TP(1))
DO101-2,NN
TPAV(I)-(TP(I)*TCMM(I)+TP(I-1)*TCMM(I-1))/(TCMM(I)+TCMM(I-1))
CONTINUE
DO20I-1,NN
RMOFLX(I)-SQRT(UVOFLX(I)**2+WOFLX(I)**2)
OBU(I)-(TPAV(I)+TZERO)*((ABS(RMOFLX(I)))**1.5)/
$
(KAR*G*TPFLX(I)+TINY)
STAPAR(I)-ZZ(I)/(OBU(I)+TINY)
IF(STAPAR(I).LT.-3.)THEN
STAPAR(I)--3.
ELSEIF(STAPAR(I).GT.1.0)THEN
STAPAR(I)-1.0
ELSE
CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(I.EQ.l)STAPAR(I)«0.5*STAPAR(I)
IF(STAPAR(I).LT.O.)THEN
PHIM(I)»(l.-16.*STAPAR(I))**(-0.25)
PHIH(I)-PHIM(I)*PHIM(I)
ELSE
PHIM(I)-1.+4.7*STAPAR(I)
PHIH(I)-PHIM(I)
ENDIF
INVLM(I)-PHIM(I)/(KAR*ZZ(I))+INVCOR
INVLH(I)-PHIH(I)/(KAR*ZZ(I))+INVCOR
CONTINUE
DO301-2,NN
TKEAV(I)-(TCMM(I)*TKE(I)+TCMM(I-1)*TKE(I-1))/(TCMM(I)+
$
TCMM(I-l))
KM(I)-(1./INVLM(I))*((YUC*TKEAV(I))**0.5)
IF(TKEAV(I).LE.O.)KM(I)-0.0
KH(I)-KM(I)*INVLM(I)/INVLH(I)
KV(I)-KH(I)
CONTINUE
PSIM«LINT(PSIMTB,18,STAPAR(l))
PSIH-LINT(PSIHTB,18,STAPAR(1))
SURWIN-SQRT(U(1)**2.+V(1)**2.)
RAM-((ALOG(ZZ(l)/ZNOT)-PSIM)**2)/(SURWIN*KAR**2+TINY)
RAH-(ALOG(ZZ(l)/ZNOT)-PSIH)*(ALOG(ZZ(l)/ZNOT)-PSIM)/
$
(SURWIN*KAR**2+TINY)
RAV-RAH
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINEAADDT(C0RI0L,EPRBU0,EPRDIS,EPRSRX,EPRSRY,NN,QFLX,
$
TCMM,TKEFLX,TPFLX,U,UG,UVOFLX,V,VG,VVOFLX,
$
DQDT,DTKEDT,DTPDT,DUDT,DVDT)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,NN
DIMENSION ACCPRX(12),ACCPRY(12),DIVQ(12),DIVTKE(12),DIVTP(12)
DIMENSION DIVUVO(12),DIVVVO(12),DQDT(11)fDTKEDT(11),DTPDT(11)
DIMENSIONDUDT(ll),DVDT(11),EPRBUO(12),EPRDIS(12),EPRSRY(12)
DIMENSION EPRSRX(12),QFLX(12),TCMM(11),TKEFLX(12) TPFLX(12)
DIMENSIONU(ll),UVOFLX(12),V(11),WOFLX(12)
DO10I-l.NN
DIVUVO(I)-(UVOFLX(I+l)-UVOFLX(I))/TCMM(I)
DIVWO(I)-(WOFLX(I+l)-WOFLX(I))/TCMM(I)
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DIVTP(I)-(TPFLX(I+1)-TPFLX(I))/TCMM(I)
DIVTKE(I)-(TKEFLX(I+1)-TKEFLX(I))/TCMM(I)
DIVQ(I) -(QFLX(I+1)-QFLX(I))/TCMM(I)
CONTINUE
DO20I-1,NN
ACCPRY(I)--CORIOL*(U(I)-UG)
ACCPRX(I)-+CORIOL*(V(I)-VG)
CONTINUE
DO30I-l.NN
DTKEDT(I)-EPRSRX(I)+EPRSRY(I)+EPRBUO(I)+EPRDIS(I)+DIVTKE(I)
DUDT(I)-ACCPRX(I)+DIVUVO(I)
DVDT(I)-ACCPRY(I)+DIVWO(I)
DTPDT(I)-DIVTP(I)
DQDT(I)-DIVQ(I)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINEAAINI(
$
ALPHA,CORIOL,NN,UG,TCMM,
$
INVCOR.QI,TKEI,TPI,UI,VI,YUC)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGERNN,NN2,NN3,NN4,NN5,NN6,NN7
DIMENSIONQI(ll),TCMM(11),TKEI(11),TPI(11),UI(11),VI(11)
CALLRDSINTC'NN',NN)
CALLRDSREAC'YUC,YUC)
CALLRDSREACCORIOL',CORIOL)
CALLRDSREA('ZNOT',ZNOT)
CALLRDSREA('UG',UG)
CALLRDSREAC'ALPHA'.ALPHA)
CALLRDSREAC'ATPRES'.ATPRES)
CALLRDAREAC'QI',QI,11,NN2)
CALLRDAREA('TKEI',TKEI,11,NN3)
CALLRDAREAC'TPI',TPI,11,NN4)
CALLRDAREAC'UI',UI,llfNN5)
CALLRDAREAC'VI',VI,11,NN6)
CALLRDAREA('TCMM',TCMM,11,NN7)
IFCNN2.NE.NN)CALLERROR('AAINI'
INCONSISTENT COMPARTMNTNR')
IF(NN3.NE.NN)CALLERROR('AAINI'
INCONSISTENT COMPARTMNTNR')
INCONSISTENT COMPARTMNTNR')
IFCNN4.NE.NN) CALL ERRORCAAINI'
INCONSISTENT COMPARTMNTNR')
IFCNN5.NE.NN) CALL ERRORCAAINI'
IFCNN6.NE.NN) CALL ERRORC'AAINI' INCONSISTENT COMPARTMNTNR')
IF(NN7.NE.NN) CALL ERRORC'AAINI' INCONSISTENT COMPARTMNTNR')
INVCOR-CORIOL/CALPHA*ABSCUG))
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINEAATKEP(DZZ,INVLM,NN,TKE,TP,TPFLX,U,UVOFLX,V,VVOFLX,
$
YUC,
$
EPRBUO,EPRDIS,EPRSRX,EPRSRY)
IMPLICITREALCA-Z)
INTEGERI,NN
DIMENSIONDUDZZ(12),DVDZZC12),DZZ(12),EPRBUO(12),EPRDISC12)
DIMENSION EPRSRX(12),EPRSRYC12),INVLMC12),TKE(11),TPC11)
DIMENSIONTPFLXC12),UC11).UVOFLXC12),VC11),VVOFLXC12)
DATAG,TZERO/9.8,273.2/
DUDZZ(1)-UCD/DZZ(1)
DVDZZC1)-VC1)/DZZC1)
DO101-2,NN
DUDZZCI)-(UCI)-UCI-1))/DZZCD
DVDZZCI)-CVCI)-VCI-1))/DZZCI)
CONTINUE
DO20I-l.NN
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EPRSRX(I)-(UV0FLX(I)*DUDZZ(I)*DZZ(I)+UV0FLX(I+1)*DUDZZ(I+1)^
$
DZZ(I+1))/(DZZ(I)+DZZ(I+1))
EPRSRY(I)-(W0FLX(I)*DVDZZ(I)*DZZ(I)+VV0FLX(I+1)*DVDZZ(I+1)*
$
DZZ(I+1))/(DZZ(I)+DZZ(I+1))
EPRBU0(I)--(TPFDC(I)*DZZ(I)VTPFLX(I+1)*DZZ(I+1))*G/((TP(I)+
$
TZER0)*(DZZ(I)+DZZ(I+1)))
EPRDIS(I)--((YUC*TKE(I))**1.5)*(INVLM(I)+INVLM(I+l))/2.
CONTINUE
EPRDIS(1)--((YUC*TKE(1))**1.5)*INVLM(1)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINEABALL(ITASK,H,TP1,TS,Ul,
$
RAH,RAM,RAV)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGERITASK
IF(ITASK.EQ.l)THEN
CALLABINI(ZNOT.ZZl)
ELSE
CALLABRA(H,TP1,TS,U1,ZN0T,ZZ1,
$
RAH,RAM,RAV)
ENDIF
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINEABINI(
$
ZNOT.ZZ1)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
CALLRDSREA('ZNOT',ZN0T)
CALLRDSREA('ZMEA',ZMEA)
ZZ1-0.5*ZMEA
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINEABRA(H,TP1,TS,U1,ZN0T,ZZ1,
$
RAH,RAM,RAV)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
DIMENSIONPSIHTB(18),PSIMTB(18)
DATAPSIHTB/-3.0,2.77,-2.0,2.43,-1.5,2.2,-1.0,1.88,
$
-0.5,1.39,-0.25,0.96,-0.1,0.53,0.0,0.0,
$
1.0,-4.7/
DATAPSIMTB/-3.0,1.74, -2.0,1.5,-1.5,1.34,-1.0,1.12,
$
-0.5,0.79,-0.25,0.54,-0.1,0.28,0.0,0.0,
$
1.0,-4.7/
DATARHOAIR,CP,G,KAR,TZERO/1.2,1.0E3,9.8,0.41,273.2/
DATATINY/1.E-5/
TPAV1-0.5*(TS+TP1)
TPFLX1-H/(RH0AIR*CP)
RM0FL1-U1/(RAM+TINY)
0BUl-(TPAVl+TZER0)*(ABS(RM0FLl)*n.5)/(KAR*G*TPFUCl+TINY)
STAPR1-0.5*ZZ1/(0BU1+TINY)
IF(STAPRl.LT.-3.)THEN
STAPR1--3.
ELSEIF(STAPRl.GT.l.O)THEN
STAPR1-1.0
ELSE
CONTINUE
ENDIF
PSIM-LINT(PSIMTB,18,STAPR1)
PSIH-LINT(PSIHTB,18,STAPR1)
SURWIN-U1
RAM-((AL0G(ZZ1/ZN0T)-PSIM)**2)/(SURWIN*KAR**2+TINY)
RAH-(AL0G(ZZ1/ZN0T)-PSIH)*(AL0G(ZZ1/ZN0T)-PSIM)/
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(SURWIN*KAR**2+TINY)
RAV-RAH
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINEADISCR(NN,TCMM,
$
DZZ.ZZ)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGERI.NN
DIMENSION DZZ(12),TCMM(11),ZZ(12)
ZZ(1)-0.5*TCMM(1)
SUM-0.
DO101-2,NN
ZZ(I)-SUM+TCMM(I-1)
SUM-ZZ(I)
CONTINUE
DZZ(1)-0.5*TCMM(1)
DO201-2,NN
DZZ(I)-0.5*(TCMM(I-1)+TCMM(I))
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINECLOSES
CLOSE(50)
CLOSE(51)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ENBAL(ITASK,CH1,CL0C,Q1,T1,TP1,RAD,RAH,RAV,QS,W1,
$
E,GLORAD,H,ATPRES,LE,NETRAD,RADEMI,
$
SWBLD,TS,TSAPP)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGERITASK,SWNET,SWBLD
IF(ITASK.EQ.l)THEN
CALLENBINI(ADRY,ATPRES,AWET,CHI,CLON,DZ1,EDRY,EMIASS,EWET,
$
LONREF,RAH,RAV,SKYA,SKYB,SKYTEM,SWBLD,
$
SWNET,WCRITA.WSATI)
ELSE
CALLENBRA(ADRY,ATPRES,AWET,CHI,CLOC,CLON,DZ1,EDRY,EMIASS,
$
EWET,LONREF,NETRAD,Ql,QS,RAD,RAH,RAV,SKYA,SKYB,
$
SKYTEM,SWNET,T1,TP1,W1,WCRITA,WSATI,
$
E,GLORAD,H,LE,RADEMI,TS.TSAPP)
ENDIF
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINEENBINI(
$
ADRY,ATPRES,AWET,CHI,CLON,DZ1,EDRY,EMIASS,EWET,
$
LONREF,RAH,RAV,SKYA,SKYB,SKYTEM,SWBLD,
$
SWNET,WCRITA.WSATI)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGERNl,SWNET,SWBLD
DIMENSIONTCM(25)
CALLRDINIT(52,53,'RUNCON.DAT')
CALLRDSREA('ADRY',ADRY)
CALLRDSREA('ATPRES'.ATPRES)
CALL RDSREA('AWET',AWET)
CALLRDSREA('CLON',CLON)
CALLRDSREACEDRY',EDRY)
CALLRDSREACEMIASS',EMIASS)
CALLRDSREA('EWET',EWET)
CALLRDSREACLONREF'.LONREF)
CALLRDSREACSKYA',SKYA)
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CALL RDSREA('SKYB',SKYB)
CALL RDSREA('SKYTEM',SKYTEM)
CALL RDSINT('SWNET\SWNET)
CALL RDSINT('SWBLD',SWBLD)
CALL RDSREA('WCRITA\WCRITA)

CALLRDSREA('WSAT1',WSAT1)
CALLRDAREA('TCM\TCM,25,N1)
DZ1-0.5*TCM(1)
CH1-1.
RAH-100.
RAV-100.
RETURN
END

10

SUBROUTINE ENBRA(ADRY,ATPRES,AWET,CHI,CLOC,CLON,DZ1,EDRY,EMIASS,
$
EWET,LONREF,NETRAD,Ql,QS,RAD,RAH,RAV,SKYA,SKYB,
$
SKYTEM,SWNET,T1,TP1,W1,WCRITA,WSAT1,
$
E,GLORAD,H,LE,RADEMI,TS,TSAPP)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGERSWNET
DATARHOCP.RHOAIR.BOLZ.TZERO.LVAP/l^ES.l^.S.eyE-S.ayS^,
$
2.45E6/
VPA-(8./5.)*Q1*ATPRES
EMISKY-(SKYA+SKYB*(SQRT(VPA/100.)))*(1.+CLON*CLOC*CLOC)
LONGIN-EMISKY*BOLZ*((TPl+TZERO)**4.)
ALB-AWET+(ADRY-AWET)*(WCRITA-W1)/WCRITA
IF(Wl.GT.WCRITA)ALB-AUET
EMIS0I-EDRY+(EWET-EDRY)*W1/WSAT1
TSOLD-0.
TSNEW-T1
IF(ABS(TSNEW-TSOLD).GT.0.1)THEN
TSOLD-TSNEW
H-RHOCP*(TPl-TSOLD)/RAH
RADEMI—EMIS0I*B0LZ*(TS0LD+TZER0)**4.
HFLC0N-CH1*(T1-TS0LD)/DZ1
IF(SWNET.EQ.l)THEN
NETRAD-RAD
GLORAD-99999.
ELSE
GLORAD-RAD
NETRAD-(l-ALB)*GLORAD+(l.-LONREF)*LONGIN+RADEMI
ENDIF
SUM-H+NETRAD+HFLCON
DFDX-(-RHOCP/RAH)+(-4.*EMISOI*BOLZ*(TSOLD+TZERO)**3.)+
$
(-CH1/DZ1)
TSNEW-TSOLD-SUM/DFDX
GOTO10
ENDIF
TS-TSNEW
E-RH0AIR*(Q1-QS)/RAV
LE-LVAP*E
TSAPP-((-RADEMI+(l.-EMIS0I)*B0LZ*(SKYTEM+TZER0)**4.)/
$
(EMIASS*BOLZ))**0.25-TZERO
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINEOPENS
OPEN(50,STATUS-'OLD',FILE-'WEATHER.DAT')
OPEN(51,STATUS-'NEW',FILE-'OUT.DAT')
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINEOUTPUT(DELT.GFLX.H,ISW,LE,NETRAD,STDAY,STHOUR,TIME,
$
TSAPP)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGERISW
TSINT-TSINT+TSAPP*DELT
RNINT-RNINT+NETRAD*DELT
GINT«GINT+GFLX*DELT
HINT-HINT+H*DELT
LEINT-LEINT+LE*DELT
SUMTIM-SUMTIM+DELT
IF(ISW.EQ.l)THEN
HOURS-STHOUR+TIME/3600.
HOUR-AMOD(HOURS,24.)
DAY-STDAY+HOURS/24.
TSPRI-TSINT/SUMTIM
RNPRI-RNINT/SUMTIM
GPRI-GINT/SUMTIM
HPRI-HINT/SUMTIM
LEPRI-LEINT/SUMTIM
BOW-0.
IF(HOUR.GT.8..AND.HOUR.LT.20.)BOW-HPRI/LEPRI
WRITE(51,*)DAY,HOUR,TSPRI,RNPRI,GPRI,HPRI,LEPRI,BOW
otheroutputvariablesuserchoice;
adaptOUTPUTargumentlist
TSINT-0.
RNINT-0.
GINT-0.
HINT-0.
LEINT-0.
SUMTIM-0.
ELSE
CONTINUE
ENDIF
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINESDISCR(N,TCM,
$
DZZ)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,N
DIMENSION DZ(26),TCM(25),Z(26)
DZ(1)-0.5*TCM(1)
DO101-2,N
DZ(I)-0.5*(TCM(I)+TCM(I-1))
CONTINUE
DZ(N+1)-0.5*TCM(N)
Z(1)«0.5*TCM(1)
DO201-2,N
Z(I)-Z(I-1)+0.5*(TCM(I-1)+TCM(I))
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINESHE(ITASK,T,TS,W,
$
CHSOIL,DTDT,GFLX,HFLCON,HFLVAP,HFLX)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGERITASK,N,NCHTB,SWCHTB
DIMENSION BDRAT(26)
DIMENSION CHAV(26),CHSL02(26),CHSL05(26),CHSOIL(26),CHTB(100)
DIMENSIONDTDT(25),DZ(26),FC(26),FO(26),FQ(26)
DIMENSIONHCSOIL(26),HFLCON(26),HFLVAP(26),HFLX(26)
DIMENSIONKFCSA(26),KFCSW(26),KFSA(26),KFSW(26),POR(26)
DIMENSIONT(25),TCM(25),W(25),WFLVAP(26),Z(26)
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physicalconstants
DATACHA,CHW/25.E-3,0.57/
DATAHCC,HCO,HCQ,HCU,LVAP/2.4E6,2.5E6,2.1E6,4.2E6,
$
2.45E6/
IF(ITASK.EQ.l)THEN
CALLSHEINI(
$
BDRAT,CHSL02,CHSL05,CHTB,FC,FO,FQ,KAW,KFCSA,
$
KFCSW,KFSA,KFSW,KWA,N,NCHTB,POR,SWCHTB,TCM,T)
CALLSDISCR(N,TCM,
$
DZ.Z)
ELSE
CALLSHECHC(FC,FO,FQ,HCC,HCO,HCQ,HCW,N,W,
$
HCSOIL)
IF(SWCHTB.EQ.O)THEN
CALLSHECCC(CHA,CHSL02,CHSL05,CHW,KAW,KFCSA,KFCSW,
$
KFSA,KFSW,KWA,N,POR,W,
$
CHSOIL)
ELSE
CALLSHECCT(BDRAT,CHTB,N,NCHTB,W,
$
CHSOIL)
ENDIF
CALLSHECCA(CHSOIL,N,TCM,
$
CHAV)
CALLSHECF(CHAV,DZ,N,T,TS,
$
HFLCON)
CALLSHEVF(LVAP,N,WFLVAP,
$
HFLVAP)
CALLSHEDDT(HCSOIL,HFLCON,HFLVAP,N,TCM,
$
GFLX,HFLX,DTDT)
ENDIF
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINESHECCA(CHSOIL,N,TCM,
$
CHAV)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,N
DIMENSIONCHAV(26),CHSOIL(26),TCM(25)
CHAV(l)-CHSOIL(l)
DO101-2,N
CHAV(I)-(CHSOIL(I-l)*TCM(I-l)+CHSOIL(I)*TCM(I))/
$
(TCM(I-1)+TCM(I))
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINESHECCC(CHA,CHSL02,CHSL05,CHW,KAW,KFCSA,KFCSW,
$
KFSA,KFSW,KWA,N,POR,W,
$
CHSOIL)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,N
DIMENSIONCHSL02(26),CHSL05(26),CHSOIL(26),FA(26),KFCSA(26)
DIMENSIONKFCSW(26),KFSA(26),KFSW(26),POR(26),W(25)
DO10I-l.N
FA(I)-POR(I)-W(I)
IF(W(I).LE.0.02)THEN
CHSOIL(I)-1.25*(CHU*W(I)*KWA+FA(I)*CHA+KFCSA(I))/
$
(KFSA(I)+KWA*W(I)+FA(I))
ELSEIF(W(I).LT.0.05)THEN
CHSOIL(I)-CHSL02(I)+(W(I)-0.02)*(CHSL05(I)-CHSL02(I))/0.03
ELSE
CHSOIL(I)=W(I)*CHW+FA(I)*KAW*CHA+KFCSW(I)/(W(I)+KAW*
$
FA(I)+KFSW(I))
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ENDIF
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINESHECCT(BDRAT,CHTB,N,NCHTB,W,
$
CHSOIL)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGERI,N,NCHTB
DIMENSIONBDRAT(26),CHTB(100),CHSOIL(26),W(25)
DO10I-l.N
CHSOIL(I)-BDRAT(I)*LINT(CHTB,NCHTB,W(I))
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINESHECF(CHAV,DZ,N,T,TS,
$
HFLCON)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,N
DIMENSIONCHAV(26),DZ(26),HFLCON(26),T(25)
HFLCON(l)—(TS-T(1))*CHAV(1)/DZ(1)
DO101-2,N
HFLCON(I)-CHAV(I)*(T(I)-T(I-l))/DZ(I)
CONTINUE
HFLCON(N+1)-0.
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINESHECHC(FC,FO,FQ,HCC,HCO,HCQ,HCW,N,W,
$
HCSOIL)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,N
DIMENSIONFC(26),FO(26),FQ(26),HCSOIL(26),W(25)
DO10I-l.N
HCSOIL(I)-FC(I)*HCC+FQ(I)*HCQ+FO(I)*HCO+W(I)*HCW
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINESHEDDT(HCSOIL,HFLCON,HFLVAP,N,TCM,
$
GFLX.HFLX.DTDT)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,N
DIMENSIONDIVHFL(26),DTDT(25),HCSOIL(26),HFLCON(26),HFLVAP(26)
DIMENSION HFLX(26),TCM(25)
DO10I-l.N
HFLX(I)-HFLCON(I)+HFLVAP(I)
CONTINUE
HFLX(N+1)«0.
GFLX-HFLX(l)
DO20I-l.N
DIVHFL(I)-(HFLX(I+1)-HFLX(I))/TCM(I)
DTDT(I)-DIVHFL(I)/HCSOIL(I)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINESHEINI(
$
BDRAT,CHSL02,CHSL05,CHTB,FC,FO,FQ,
$
KAW,KFCSA,KFCSW,KFSA,KFSW,KWA,N,NCHTB,POR,
$
SWCHTB,TCM,TI)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGERI,N,N2,N3,N4,NCHTB,SWCHTB
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DIMENSIONBD(26),BDRAT(26),CHSL02(26),CHSL05(26),CHTB(100)
DIMENSIONFC(26),FO(26),FQ(26),KFCSA(26),KFCSW(26),KFSA(26)
DIMENSIONKFSW(26),P0R(26)fTCM(25),TI(25)
DATACHA,CHC,CHO,CHQ,CHW/25.E-3,2.9,0.25,8.8,0.57/
CALLRDSREA('BDSTAN'.BDSTAN)
CALLRDSREA('FC1',FC1)
CALLRDSREA('F01',FOl)
CALLRDSREA('FQ1',FQ1)
CALLRDSREA('GA',GA)
CALLRDSREA('GC,GC)
CALLRDSREA('GO',GO)
CALLRDSREA('GQ',GQ)
CALLRDSREA('GW,GW)
CALLRDSREA('PORl',PORl)
CALLRDSINT('N',N)
CALLRDSINT('SWCHTB'.SWCHTB)
CALLRDAREA('TCM',TCM,25,N2)
CALLRDAREA('TI',TI,25,N3)
CALLRDAREA('BD',BD,25,N4)
CALLRDAREA('CHTB',CHTB,100,NCHTB)
IF(N2.NE.N)CALLERROR('SHEINI','INCONSISTENT
COMPARTMNT NR')
IF(N3.NE.N)CALLERROR('SHEINI\'INCONSISTENT
COMPARTMNT NR')
COMPARTMNT NR')
IF(N4.NE.N)CALLERROR('SHEINI','INCONSISTENT
DO10I-l.N
BDRAT(I)-BD(I)/BDSTAN
FC(I)-FC1*BDRAT(I)
FO(I)-F01*BDRAT(I)
FQ(I)-FQ1*BDRAT(I)
POR(I)-l.-FC(I)-FO(I)-FQ(I)
CONTINUE
IF(SWCHTB.NE.l)THEN
KAW-.66/(1.+((CHA/CHW)-1.)*GA)+.33/(1.+((CHA/CHW)-1.)*(1.-2.*CA))
KQW-.66/(1.+((CHQ/CHW)-1.)*GQ)+.33/(1.+((CHQ/CHW)-1.)*(1.-2.*CQ))
KOW-.66/(1.+((CHO/CHW)-l.)*GO)+.33/(1.+((CHO/CHW)-1.)*(1.-2.*GO))
KCW-.66/(1.+((CHC/CHW)-1.)*GC)+.33/(1.+((CHC/CHW)-1.)*(1.-2.*GC))
KWA-.66/(1.+((CHW/CHA)-1.)*GW)+.33/(1.+((CHW/CHA)-1.)*(1.-2.*CW))
KQA-.66/(1.+((CHQ/CHA)-1.)*GQ)+.33/(1.+((CHQ/CHA)-1.)*(1.-2.*CQ))
KOA-.66/(1.+((CHO/CHA)-l.)*GO)+.33/(1.+((CHO/CHA)-1.)*(1•-2.*GO))
KCA-.66/(1.+((CHC/CHA)-1.)*GC)+.33/(1.+((CHC/CHA)-1.)*(1.-2.*GC))
DO20I-l.N
CHSL02(I)-1.25*(KWA*.02*CHW+KOA*FO(I)*CHO+KQA^-FQ(I)^CHQ+KCA*
FC(I)*CHC+(POR(I)-.02)*CHA)/(KWA*.02+KOA*FO(I)+KQA-v
FQ(I)+KCA*FC(I)+(POR(I)-0.02))
CHSL05(I)-(.05*CHW+KOW*FO(I)*CHO+KQW*FQ(I)*CHQ+KCW^FC(I)*CHC+
KAW*(POR(I)-.05)*CHA)/(.05+KOWA-FO(I)+KQW*FQ(I)+KCW*
FC(I)+KAW*(POR(I)-.05))
KFCSA(I)«KOA*FO(I)*CHO+KQA*FQ(I)*CHQ+KCA*FC(I)*CHC
KFSA(I)«KOA*FO(I)+KQA*FQ(I)+KCA*FC(I)
KFCSW(I)-KOW*FO(I)*CHO+KQW*FQ(I)*CHQ+KCW*FC(I)*CHC
KFSW(I)-KOW*FO(I)+KQW*FQ(I)+KCW*FC(I)
CONTINUE
ELSE
CONTINUE
ENDIF
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINESHEVF(LVAP,N,WFLVAP,
$
HFLVAP)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGERI,N
DIMENSIONHFLVAP(26),WFLVAP(26)
DO10I-l.N
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HFLVAP(I)-LVAP*WFLVAP(I)
CONTINUE
HFLVAP(N+l)-0.
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINESWA(ITASK,T,RAIN,W,
$
DWDT,DZ,N,QS,TCM,WFLLIQ,WFLVAP,WFLX,Z)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,ITASK,N,NMTB,NKTB,SWGRAV,SWKTB,SWMFLP,SWMTB
DIMENSION DAV(26),DWDT(25),DZ(26),HRH(26),K(26),KAV(26)
DIMENSIONKSAT(26),KTB(100),MFLP(26),MTB(100),P(26),RH(26),T(25)
DIMENSIONTCM(25),VGA(26),VGM(26),VGN(26),VPD(26),W(25),W15(26)
DIMENSIONW30(26),WFLLGR(26),WFLLIQ(26),WFLVAP(26),WFLX(26)
DIMENSIONWREL(26),WREL15(26),WRES(26),WSAT(26),Z(26)
DATA DNOT,RHOL,MH20,G,RGAS,TZERO/2.29E-5,l.E3,18.E-3,9.8,8.31,
$
273.2/
IF(ITASK.EQ.l)THEN
CALLSWAINI(BCARY,HRH,KSAT,KTB,MFA,MFB,MTB,N,NKTB,NMTB,
$
SCALE,SWGRAV,SWKTB,SWMFLP,SWMTB,TCM,VGA,VGM,
$
VGN,W15,W30,W,WREL15,WRES,WSAT)
CALLSDISCR(N,TCM,DZ,Z)
ELSE
CALLSWAVS(HRH,N,T,W,W15,W30,QS,RH,VPD)
CALL SWAVD(BCARY,DNOT,N,T,TZERO,W,WSAT,DAV)
CALL SWAVF(E,DAV,DZ,N,VPD,WFLVAP)
DO10I-l.N+1
WFLLGR(I)-0.
CONTINUE
IF(SWMFLP.EQ.O)THEN
CALLSWALPR(MH20,N,RGAS,RH,RHOL,SCALE,T.TZERO,VGA,VGM,VGN,
$
W,W15,WRES,WSAT,P,WREL)
IF(SWKTB.EQ.O)THEN
CALL SWALKC(KSAT,N,VGM,W,WREL,WRES,K)
ELSE
CALLSWALKT(KTB,NKTB,N,W,K)
ENDIF
CALLSWALKA(K,N,SCALE,KAV)
IF(SWGRAV.EQ.l)THEN
CALLSWALGR(N,RHOL,G,KAV,WFLLGR)
ENDIF
CALL SWALFK(DZ,KAV,N,P,RAIN,WFLLGR,WFLLIQ)
ELSE
IF(SWMTB.EQ.l)THEN
CALLSWALMT(MTB,NMTB,N,SCALE,W.MFLP)
ELSE
CALLSWALMC(MFA,MFB,N,SCALE,W,WMFO,MFLP)
ENDIF
IF(SWGRAV.EQ.l)THEN
IF(SWKTB.EQ.l)THEN
CALLSWALKT(KTB,NKTB,N,W,K)
ELSE
CALLSWALKC(KSAT,N,VGM,W,WREL,WRES,K)
ENDIF
CALLSWALKA(K,N,SCALE,KAV)
CALLSWALGR(N,RHOL,G,KAV,WFLLGR)
ENDIF
CALLSWALFM(DZ,MFLF,N,RAIN,WFLLGR,WFLLIQ)
ENDIF
CALLSWADDT(N,RHOL,TCM,WFLLIQ,WFLVAP,WFLX,DWDT)
ENDIF
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINESWADDT(N,RHOL,TCM,WFLLIQ,WFLVAP,
$
WFLX,DWDT)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,N
DIMENSIONDIVWFL(26),DWDT(25),TCM(25)
DIMENSIONWFLLIQ(26),WFLVAP(26),WFLX(26)
DO10I-l.N+1
WFLX(I)-WFLLIQ(I)+WFLVAP(I)
CONTINUE
DO20I-l.N
DIVWFL(I)-(WFLX(I+1)-WFLX(I))/TCM(I)
DWDT(I)-DIVWFL(I)/RHOL
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINESWAINI(
$
BCARY,HRH,KSAT,KTB,MFA,MFB,MTB,N,NKTB,NMTB,
$
SCALE, SWGRAV,SWKTB,SWMFLP,SWMTB,TCM,VGA,VGM,
$
VGN,W15,W30,WI,WREL15,WRES,WSAT)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,N,N2,N3,NKTB,NMTB,SWMFLP,SWKTB,SWMTB,SWGRAV
DIMENSIONFC(26),HRH(26),KSAT(26),KTB(100),MTB(100)
DIMENSIONTCM(25),VGA(26),VGM(26),VGN(26),W15(26),W30(26)
DIMENSIONWI(25),WREL15(26),WRES(26),USAT(26)
DATARHOL,RH0CLY/1.E3,2650./
CALLRDSINT('N',N)
CALLRDSINT('SWMFLP',SWMFLP)
CALLRDSINT('SWKTB'.SWKTB)
CALLRDSINT('SWMTB',SWMTB)
CALL RDSINT('SWGRAV,SWGRAV)
CALLRDSREA('WSAT1'.WSAT1)
CALL RDSREA('WRES1',WRES1)
CALLRDSREA('VGA1',VGAl)
CALLRDSREA('VGN1',VGN1)
CALLRDSREA('KSAT1',KSAT1)
CALLRDSREACSCALE'.SCALE)
CALLRDSREA('MFA',MFA)
CALLRDSREACMFB',MFB)
CALLRDSREACWMFO'.WMFO)
CALLRDSREACA',A)
CALLRDSREACFC1',FC1)
CALLRDSREA('BCARY',BCARY)
CALLRDAREA('TCM',TCM,25,N2)
CALLRDAREA('WI',WI,25,N3)
IF(N2.NE.N)CALLERROR('SWAINI','INCONSISTENTCOMPARTMNTNR')
IF(N3.NE.N)CALLERROR('SWAINI','INCONSISTENTCOMPARTMNTNR')
CALLRDAREA('MTB',MTB,100,NMTB)
CALLRDAREA('KTB',KTB,100,NKTB)
DO10I-l.N
WSAT(I)-WSAT1
WRES(I)-WRES1
VGA(I)-VGA1
VGN(I)-VGN1
FC(I)-FC1
VGM(I)-1.-1./VGN(I)
KSAT(I)-KSAT1
HRH(I)-RHOL/(A*FC(I)*RHOCLY)
W30(I)-1./HRH(I)
WREL15(I)-(((VGA(I)*15.0E05)**VGN(I))+1.)**(-VGM(I))
W15(I)-(WSAT(I)-WRES(I))*WREL15(I)+WRES(I)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SWALFK(DZ,KAV,N,P,RAIN,WFLLGR,
$
WFLLIQ)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGERI,N
DIMENSION DZ(26),KAV(26),P(26),WFLLIQ(26),WFLLGR(26)
WFLLIQ(1)-AMAX1(-RAIN/86400.,KAV(1)*P(1)/DZ(1)+WFLLGR(1))
WFLLIQ(1)-AMIN1(0.,UFLLIQ(1))
DO101-2,N
WFLLIQ(I)—KAV(I)*(P(I-1)-P(I))/DZ(I)+WFLLGR(I)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SWALFM(DZ,MFLP,N,RAIN,WFLLGR,
$
WFLLIQ)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGERI,N
DIMENSION DZ(26),MFLP(26),WFLLIQ(26),WFLLGR(26)
WFLLIQ(1)-AMAX1(-RAIN/86400.,MFLP(1)/DZ(1)+WFLLGR(1))
WFLLIQ(1)-AMIN1(0.,WFLLIQ(1))
DO101-2,N
WFLLIQ(I)-(MFLP(I)-MFLP(I-1))/DZ(I)+WFLLGR(I)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SWALGR(N,RHOL,G,KAV,
$
WFLLGR)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,N
DIMENSION KAV(26),WFLLGR(26)
DO10I-1,N
WFLLGR(I)—KAV(I)*RHOL*G
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINESWALKA(K,N,SCALE,
$
KAV)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,N
DIMENSION K(26),KAV(26)
KAV(1)-K(1)
DO101-2,N
KAV(I)-(SCALE**2)*SQRT(K(I-1)*K(I))
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SWALKC(KSAT,N,VGM,W,WREL,WRES,
$
K)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,N
DIMENSIONK(26),KSAT(26),VGM(26),W(25),WREL(26),WRES(26)
DO10I-l.N
IF(W(I).LE.WRES(I))THEN
K(I)-0.0
ELSE
K(I)«KSAT(I)*SQRT(WREL(I))*(1.-(1.-WREL(I)**
$
(l./VGM(I)))**VGM(I))**2.
ENDIF
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINESWALKT(KTB,NKTB,N,W,
$
K)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGERI.N.NKTB
DIMENSIONK(26),KTB(100),W(25)
DO101-1,N
K(I)-LINT(KTB,NKTB,W(I))
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SWALMC(MFA,MFB,N,SCALE,W,WMFO,
$
MFLP)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,N
DIMENSIONMFLP(26),W(25)
DO10I-1,N
MFLP(I)—SCALE*MFA*(1.-W(I)/WMF0)/(MFB+1.-W(I)/WMF0)
IF(W(I).GE.WMFO)MFLP(I)-0.
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINESWALMT(MTB,NMTB,N,SCALE,W,
$
MFLP)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGERI.N.NMTB
DIMENSIONMFLP(26),W(25),MTB(100)
DO10I«1,N
MFLP(I)-SCALE*LINT(MTB,NMTB,W(I))
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SWALPR(MH20,N,RGAS,RH,RHOL,SCALE,T,TZERO,VGA,VGM,VGN,
$
W,W15,WRES,WSAT,
$
P,WREL)IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,N
DIMENSIONRH(26),T(25),VGA(26),VGM(26),VGN(26),W(25),W15(26)
DIMENSIONWREL(26),WRES(26),WSAT(26),P(26)
DO10I-l.N
WREL(I)-(W(I)-WRES(I))/(WSAT(I)-WRES(I))
IF(W(I).GE.W15(I))THEN
P(I)—(l./VGA(I))*(WREL(I)**(-l./VGM(I))-l.)**(l.AGN(I))
P(I)-P(I)/SCALE
ELSE
P(I)-RHOL*RGAS*(T(I)+TZERO)*(ALOG(RH(I)))/MH20
P(I)-P(I)/SCALE
ENDIF
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SWAVD(BCARY,DNOT,N,T,TZERO,W,WSAT,
$
DAV)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,N
DIMENSIONDATM(26),DAV(26),T(25),W(25),WSAT(26)
DO10I-l.N
DATM(I)«DNOT*((T(I)+TZERO)/TZERO)**1.75
IF(W(I).GE.WSAT(I))DATM(I)=0.
DAV(I)-BCARY*SQRT(DATM(I)*DATM(I-1))
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CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SWAVF(E,DAV,DZ,N,VPD,
$
WFLVAP)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGERI,N
DIMENSION DAV(26),DZ(26),VPD(26),WFLVAP(26)
WFLVAP(1)--E
DO101-2,N
WFLVAP(I)-DAV(I)*(VPD(I)-VPD(I-1))/DZ(I)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINESWAVS(HRH,N,T,W,W15,U30,
$
QS,RH,VPD)
IMPLICITREAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,N
DIMENSIONHRH(26),RH(26),T(25),VPD(26),VPDS(26),VPDSTB(34)
DIMENSIONW(25),W15(26),W30(26)
DATAVPDSTB/0.0.4.84E-3,4.0.6.35E-3,8.0.8.26E-3,12..1.06E-2,
$
16..1.36E-2,20..1.73E-2,24..2.17E-2,28..2.72E-2,
$
32..3.37E-2,36..4.16E-2,40.,5.10E-2,44..6.22E-2,
$
48..7.55E-2,52..9.06E-2,56..1.09E-1,60..1.29E-1,
$
64..1.54E-1/
DO10I-l.N
VPDS(I)-LINT(VPDSTB,34,T(I))
IF(W(I).GE.W15(I))THEN
RH(I)-1.0
ELSEIF(W(I).GT.W30(I))THEN
RH(I)-0.8+0.2*(W(I)-W30(I))/(W15(I)-W30(I))
ELSE
RH(I)«HRH(I)*W(I)*0.8
ENDIF
VPD(I)-RH(I)*VPDS(I)
CONTINUE
RHS-RH(l)
QS-RHS*LINT(VPDSTB,34,T(1))
RETURN
END
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Appendix4 ListofvariablesinSALSAmodules

Arrayvariablesare indicatedbybrackets.

ACCPRXO
ACCPRY()
ADRY
ALB
ALPHA
ANGLE()
ATPRES
AWET
BCARY
BD()
BDSTAN
BOLZ
BOW
CHA
CHAV()
CHC
CHO
CHQ
CHSL02()
CUSL05()
CHSOIL
CHW
CLOC
CLON
CORIOL
CP
DATM
DAV()
DAY
DIVHFLO
DIVQO
DIVTKEO
DIVTP()
DIVUVOO
DIVVVOO
DIVWFLO
DNOT
DQDT()
DTDT()
DTKEDT()
DTPDT()
DUDT()
DUDZZ()
DVDT()
DVDZZ()
DUDTO
DZ()
DZZ()
E
EDRY
EMIASS
EMISKY
EMISOI

gravimetricmoisturecontentonclayatrelative
humidityof 0.8
acceleration,bypressuregradient inx-direction
accelerationbypressuregradient iny-direction
albedoofdrysoil
soilalbedo
empiricalconstant inturbulent lengthscale
winddirectionwithrespect togeostrophicwind
atmospheric pressure
albedoofwetsoil
vapourdiffusionenhancement factor
drysoilbulkdensity
standarddrysoilbulkdensity
Stefan-Boltzmannconstant
Bowenratio
thermalconductivity ofair
soil thermalconductivity averaged
thermalconductivity ofclay
thermalconductivity oforganicmatter
thermalconductivityofquartz
soil thermalconductivity at22vol.moisture
soilthermalconductivity at5Xvol.moisture
bulksoilthermalconductivity
thermalconductivityofwater
cloudcover
parameter inskyemissivity
Coriolisparameter
heatcapacity ofair
watervapourdiffusivity infreeair
averagevapourdiffusivity
daynumber
divergence ofsoilheatflux
divergence ofspecifichumidity fluxatmosphere
divergence ofkineticenergy fluxatmosphere
divergence ofpotential temperature flux
divergence of 'x-windvelocity flux'
divergenceof 'y-windvelocityflux'
divergence ofsoilwaterflux
watervapourdiffusivityatstandard temperature
rateofchangeofspecifichumidity atmosphere
rateofchangeofsoil temperature
rateofchangeofturbulentkineticenergy
rateofchangeofpotentialair temperature
rateofchangeofwindspeed x-direction
vertical gradientofwindspeed x-direction
rateofchangeofwindspeed y-direction
vertical gradientofwind speed y-direction
rateofchangeofsoilwatercontent
distancebetweencertresofsoilcompartments
distancebetweencentresofatmosphere compartments
watervapour fluxatmosphere
drysoilemissivity
soilemissivity 'assumed'by thermalsensor
skyemissivity
soilemissivity

kgkg
-2
m -2
m

Pa

kgm"
kgom"
Wm'^K'
Wm' 1K'
Wm' K
Wm'
Wm'
Wm K

1:

-

.

Wm'
m fK K'
Wm' K'
Wm*K

s

kg'V
2ms
ms
s"
m"
s
ms'
K
m
ms

kgra"^s]
ms"
s"
Ks"

Jkg'V
K s
m s
s
ra s
s
s

kgn f V 1

m
m
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EPRBUOO
EPRD1S()
EPRSRXO
EPRSRY()
EUET
FA()
FC()
FC1
FINTIM
F0()
F01()
FQ()
FQ1
G
GA
GC
GFLX
GINT
GLORAD
GO
GPRI
GQ
GW
H
HCA
HCC
HCO
HCQ
HCSOILO
HCW
HFLCON()
HFLVAPO
HFLX()
HINT
HOUR
HOURS
HPRI
HRH()
INVCOR
INVLH()

INVLMO

K()
KAR
KAV()

productionratekineticenergybybuoyancy
productionratekineticenergybydissipation
productionratekineticenergyby frictionin
x-direction
productionratekineticenergyby frictionin
y-direction
wetsoilemissivity
volume fractionofair insoil
volume fractionofclay insoil
volume fractionofclay insoil
finish time forsimulationrun
volume fractionoforganicmatter insoil
volume fractionoforganicmatter insoil
volume fractionofquartz insoil
volume fractionofquartzinsoil
accelerationdue togravity
airshape factor,deVries
shape factorofclayparticles,deVries
soilheatfluxatthesurface (-sum ofconductive
and latentterm;-calorimetricheatflux)
time-integratedsurfacesoilheatflux
globalradiation
shape factororganicparticles,deVries
time-averaged surfacesoilconductionheatflux
shape factorquartzparticles,deVries
shape factorwater isles,deVries
sensibleheatflux
volumetricheatcapacity ofair
volumetricheatcapacityofclay
volumetricheatcapacityoforganicmatter
volumetricheatcapacityofquartz
volumetricheatcapacity ofbulksoil
volumetricheatcapacityofwater
soilconductionheatflux
soillatentheatflux
totalsoilheatflux
time-integrated sensibleheatflux
hour indiurnalcycle
numberofhourssimulated
time-averaged sensibleheatflux
inverseofbulkvolumetricmoisturecontentat
relativehumidity 0.8
componentof inverse lengthscaleatmosphere
duetoearthrotation
componentof inverse lengthscaleatmosphere
associatedwithdimensionlessgradients
atcompartment interfaces
componentof inverse lengthscaleatmosphere
associatedwithdimensionless gradientsatcompartment
interfaces
soilhydraulic conductivity

J kg s

*l -i
l

J kg L s

Jkg"1*'1
Jk g ' V 1

ms

Wm'
Jm -2
Wm -2
Wm -2

Wm"

Jm " V
Jm" V
Jm"\"
Jm'V
Jm" V
Jm ' V
Wm -2
Wm'
-2
Wm
-2
Jm

•5

Wm

m

m

m
kg m ^ s ^ P a " 1

VonKarma
averages

kg m ^ s ^ P a " 1
KAW
KCA
KCW
KFCSA()
KFCSW()
KFSA()
KFSW()
KH()
KM()
KOA
KOW
KQA
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auxiliary
auxiliary
auxiliary
auxiliary
auxiliary
auxiliary
auxiliary
transport
transport
auxiliary
auxiliary
auxiliary

variable the
variablethe
variablethe
variablethe
variable the
variablethe
variablethe
coefficient
coefficient
variablethe
variablethe
variablethe

rmalconductivity
rmalconductivity
rmalconductivity
rmalconductivity
rmalconductivity
rmalconductivity
rmalconductivity
forheat inatmosphere
formomentum inatmosphere
rmalconductivity
rmalconductivity
rmalconductivity

ffi2-l

V-i
ms

KQW
KSAT()
KSAT1
KV()
KWA
LE
LEINT
LEPRI
LONGIN
LONREF
LVAP
MAIR
MFA
MFB
MFLP()
MH20
N
NETRAD
NN
OBU()
P()
PHIH()
PHIM()
PI
POR()
P0R1
PSIH
PSIM
QO
Ql
QFLXO
QK)
QS
RADEMI
RAH
RAIN
RAM
RAV
READEL
RGAS
RH()
RHOAIR
RHOCLY
RHOCP
RHOL
RHS
RMOFLXO
RNINT
RNPRI
SCALE
SKYA
SKYB
SKYTEM
STAPAR()
STDAY
STHOUR
SURWIN
SWBLD
SWCHTB
SWGRAV
SUKTB
SWMFLP
SVMTB
SWHET

auxiliaryvariable thermalconductivity
saturated soilhydraulic conductivity
saturated soilhydraulic conductivity
transportcoefficient forvapour inatmosphere
auxiliaryvariable thermalconductivity
latentsurfaceheat fluxatmosphere
time-integrated latentheatflux
time-averagedlatentheatflux
downward longwave radiation
soil reflectivity forlongwave radiation
latentheatofvaporisation
molarmassofair
parameter inmatricfluxpotential function
parameter inmatric fluxpotential function
matric fluxpotential
molarmassofwater
numberofsoilcompartments (max25)
netradiation
numberofatmospherecompartments (max11)
Monin-Obukhov lenghthatcompartment interfaces
soilwaterpressure
dimensionlessgradientoftemperature
atcompartment interfaces
dimensionlesswindshearatcompartment
interfaces
mathematical constant
soilporosity
soilporosity
Paulsonstability correction factor forheat
Paulsonstability correction factor formomentum
specifichumidity atmosphere
specifichumidity atscreenheight
'specifichumidity flux'atmosphere
initialspecifichumidity atmosphere
specifichumidityatthesurface
emittanceby thesoilsurface
atmospheric resistance toheat transfer
rainfall
atmospheric resistance tomomentum transfer
atmospheric resistance tovapour transfer
inputtime interval
Gasconstant
relativehumidity soilair
density ofair
particledensity ofclay
volumetricheatcapacity ofair
densityofsoilwater
relativehumidityofsurfacesoilair
vertical 'fluxofhorizontalwindvelocity'
time-integrated netradiation
time-averagednetradiation
hydraulic scale lengthparameter
parameter inskyemissivity
parameter inskyemissivity
skyradiationtemperature
stabilityparameteratmosphere
atcompartment interfaces
startingdayofsimulation
startinghourofsimulations
windvelocityatscieenheight
switchforboundary layerdevelopment
switch forsoilthermalconductivity fromtable
switchforgravitational componentofwaterflow
switchforhydraulicconductivity fromtable
switchformatric fluxpotential formulation
switch formatric fluxpotential fromtable
switch fornetradiationinput

2.-!

m s

W m -2
J m -2
W m"
W m"

kg mol"

kg m ' V 1
kg m - V i
kg mol*
W m-2
m
Pa

rad

-1

ms

Wm'
s m'
mm
-1

sm
s m"
J

mol"1^*
k g m"

J kg lK l
kg m °
ms
J m*2
Wm"2

K

d
ms
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T()
Tl
TCM()
TCMM()
TI()
TKE()
TKEAV()
TKEFLX()
TKEIO
TP()
TPAV()
TPFLX()
TPI()
TS
TSAPP
TSINT
TSPRI
TZERO
U()
Ul
UG
ui()
UVOFLXO
V()
VI
VG
VCA()
VGA1
VGM()
VGM1
VCN()
VGN1
VI()
VPA
VPD()
VPDS()
WOFLXO
W()
W15()
W30()
WCRITA
WFLIN
WFLLIQO
WFLLGRO
WFLVAPO
WFLX()
WI()
WMFO
WREL()
WREL15()
WRES()
WRES1
USAT()
WSAT1
YUC
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soiltemperature
air temperature atscreenheight
thicknessofsoil compartments
thicknessofatmosphere compartments
initialsoil temperature
turbulentkineticenergy
average turbulentkinetic energyatcompartment
interfaces
fluxofturbulentkineticenergy
initial turbulentkinetic energy
potential temperature atmosphere
averagepotential temperature at interfaces
'temperature flux'atmosphere
initialpotential temperature
soilsurface temperature
apparent surface temperature
time-integrated apparentsurface temperature
time-averagedapparentsurface temperature
Kelvin temperature at0Centigrades
windspeed x-direction
windspeedx-directionatscreenheight
geostrophicwindspeed x-direction
initialwindspeed x-direction
vertical 'fluxofwindspeed inx-direction'
wind speed y-direction
windspeedy-direction atscreenheight
geostrophicwind speed y-direction
VanGenuchtenparameter insoilmoisture
characteristic
VanGenuchtenparameter insoilmoisture
characteristic
VanGenuchtenparameter insoilmoisture
characteristic
VanGenuchtenparameter insoilmoisture
characteristic
VanGenuchtenparameter insoilmoisture
characteristic
VanGenuchtenparameter insoil moisture
characteristic
initialwindspeed y-direction
vapourpressure ofairatscreenheight
vapourdensity insoilair
saturatedvapourdensity insoilair
vertical 'fluxofwindspeed iny-direction'
soilwatercontent
soilwatercontentat1.5MPa (pF4.2)
soilwatercontentat30MPa (pF 5.5)
moisturecontentbeyondwhichalbedo remains
constantduringwetting
surfacewater intake
liquidsoilwaterflux
liquidsoilwater fluxduetogravity
vapoursoilwaterflux
soilwaterflux
initialsoilwatercontent
referencemoisturecontent inmatrixflux
potential
relative soilmoisturecontent
relative soilmoisturecontentat1.5MPa
residualsoilmoisturecontent
residualsoilmoisturecontent
saturated soilmoisturecontent
saturated soilmoisturecontent
empiricalparameter inatmospheric transfer

C
C
m
m
Jkg

•I

^ 3
ms -1
Jkg
C

.?

K ms

c
c
c
s
C

•f

m
m

-1
-1

in

m
111s

ms
ins
ms
Pa -1

Pa -1

ms

kg m
m 2 s-2

kg m"s"
kg m"s"
kg m"s*
kg m* s'
kg m"s"

Z()
ZNOT
ZZ()

coefficient
depth insoil
roughness length
height inatmosphere

ra
ra
m
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Appendix5 Example ofinputfiles

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*WEATHER.DATinputfiletoSALSAmodel.Columnsfromleftto*
*right:day,month,date,hour,minutes,RAD:globalornet *
* radiation (W/m2;indicatebyoptionswitchSWNETin
*
*RUNCON.DAT),TP1:drybulbtemperature (Centigrades),VPA:
*vapourpressure (Pa), Ul:windspeed (m/s),RAIN:rain (mm),*
*CLOC:cloudcover (-).
* Firstfivecolumnsareskippedwhenreading.
*
*Removethisheadingpriortoreading.

i-

*
-u

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

172.
172.
172.
172.
172.
172.
172.
172.
172.
172.
173.
173.
173.
173.
173.
173.
173.
173.
173.
173.
173.
173.
173.
173.

6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.

21.
21.
21.
21.
21.
21.
21.
21.
21.
21.
22.
22.
22.
22.
22.
22.
22.
22.
22.
22.
22.
22.
22.
22.

19.
19.
20.
20.
21.
21.
22.
22.
23.
23.
0.
0.
1.
1.
2.
2.
3.
3.
4.
4.
5.
5.
6.
6.

0.
30.
0.
30.
0.
30.
0.
30.
0.
30.
0.
30.
0.
30.
0.
30.
0.
30.
0.
30.
0.
30.
0.
30.

316.4018.151464.62.88
209.6617.251413.32.31
146.1917.101441.41.91
126.0017.401517.41.72
72.6316.651615.1 .87
38.0114.601444.5 .93
7.7212.951368.4 .51
0.0012.101291.0 .66
0.0012.501327.01.28
0.00 12.501327.01.02
0.0011.401229.9 .47
0.0011.851308.51.21
0.0012.301349.02.21
0.0012.101331.02.65
0.0011.801264.02.96
0.0011.151247.32.34
0.0011.301260.01.82
0.0011.501277.02.03
0.0011.501277.01.97
0.0010.951230.32.40
0.00 10.851221.82.72
0.00 10.901226.02.78
7.7210.951230.32.89
17.8210.801217.53.40

.00
.00
.00

.00
.00
.00

.00
.00

.00
.00

.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

.00
.00
.00
.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

.00
.00

.00

.00
.00

.00
.00

.00

.00

.00
.00

.00
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173.
173.
173.
173.
173.
173.
173.
173.
173.
173.
173.
173.
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6.22. 7. 0. 12.0510.801217.52.56
6.22. 7.30. 35.1311.201251.52.59
6.22. 8. 0.124.5612.151295.52.93
6.22. 8.30.151.9612.751349.53.60
6.22. 9. 0.312.0714.101424.43.13
6.22. 9.30.338.0315.551497.83.41
6.22.10. 0.451.9816.801542.03.91
6.22.10.30.460.6417.351556.43.98
6.22.11. 0.431.7917.501528.04.26
6.22.11.30.450.5418.401583.24.42
6.22.12. 0.524.1018.601560.04.37
6.22.12.30.493.8118.701525.54.38

.00
.00
.00

.00
.00
.00

.00
.00

.00
.00

.00
.00

.00
.00

.00
.00

.00
.00

.00
.00

.00
.00

.00

.00

*This fileRUNCON.DAT providesnon-dynamic input data to the SALSA
*
* model.The only other input file isWEATHER.DAT, which provides dyn- *
* amicboundary conditions.
*The fileRUNCON.DAT isdesigned tobe readby the routinesRDSREA
*
* (single REAL), RDSINT (single INTEGER), andRDAREA (array ofREALs). *
*These routines are included intheutilities library TTUTIL (Rappoldt *
* andVanKraalingen, 1989). Theyallow including anyamount ofcomment *
* lines andblanks inthis input file.Also theorder ofvariables lis-*
* ted isarbitrary.
*TheTTUTIL library isautomatically linked on theCABO-VAX and on the*
*VAX of theWageningenAgricultural University.

*

*
*

***********************************

* OPTION SWITCHES
SWMFLP- 1
!-0 fork-p option
*
-1 formatric fluxpotential
SWKTB- 1
!-0 fork-thetaVanGenuchten
*
-1 fork-theta from table
SWMTB -0
!-0 formatric fluxpotential calculation fromMFA andMFB
*
-1 formatric fluxpotential from table
SWGRAV - 1
!-0 toexclude gravity term inwater fluxdensity eq.
*
-1 to include gravity inwater fluxdensity eq.
SWCHTB-0
!-0forsoil thermal conductivity DeVries
*
-1 forconductivity from table
SWNET-0
!-0 formeasured global radiationasboundary condition
*
-1 formeasurednet radiationasboundary condition
SWBLD- 1
!-0 toexclude simulation ofatmospheric boundary layer
*
-1 to include atmospheric boundary layer.For SWBLD-1,
*
only 'screenheightboundary condition' isradiation
*
(netor global)
* DISCRETIZATION SOIL.Number of compartments
N- 25
!max25
* thickness soil compartments from topdownward. Number ofelements
* shouldbe equal toN
TCM -3*0.002,3*0.003,3*0.004,3*0.005,3*0.010,3*0.020,0.030,
0.040,5*0.060

!units:m

* INITIALSOILCONDITIONS.Volumetric moisture content and temperature.
* Number ofelements shouldbeequal toN.
WI- 25*0.30 !units:m3/m3
TI- 25*20. !units:Centigrades
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* HYDRAULIC SOILPROPERTIES
* characteristic volumetricwater contents
* ifSWMFLP-1, water contentshigher thanWMFO shouldbe avoided
WSAT1-0.36 ;WRES1-0.12 ;WMFO -0.36
!units:m3/m3
* gravimetric moisture content atsoil relhum- 0.8
A-0.1
!units:kgwater/^kgclay
* vapour diffusion enhancement factor (Cary)
BCARY-2.
!dimensionless
*van genuchten alpha,n
VGA1-1.8E-4
!units:1/Pa
VGN1- 1.3
!dimensionless
*hydraulic scale length
SCALE- 2.
!dimensionless
*matric fluxpotential parameters
MFA -1.5E-4
!units:kg/(m.s)
MFB-0.15
!dimensionless
* table ofmatric fluxpotential againstwater content.
* ifSWMTB-1, water contents shouldnotbe outside range indicatedhere.
* oddpositions aremoisture contents,evenarematric fluxpotential.
*matric fluxpotential definednegative forunsaturated soil.
* totalnumber ofpairsmax50.
MTB-0..-200., 0.2, -200,0.3,-150., 0.32,-100., 0.36,0. !units asMFA
*hydraulic conductivity at saturation
KSAT1-1.4E-8
!units:kg/(m.Pa.s)
* table ofhydraulic conductivity againstwater content.
* ifSWKTB-1,water contents shouldnotbeoutside range indicatedhere.
* oddpositions aremoisture contents,evenarehydraulic conductivity.
* totalnumber ofpairsmax50.
KTB-0.,0., 0.10,0., 0.20.1.E-11,0.25.1.E-10,0.30.1.E-9,
0.35.1.E-8,0.36.1.4E-8
!units:asKSAT1
* SOILCOMPOSITION. FC1+F01+FQ1 should equal (1.-porosity)
* volume fractionclay
FC1-0.09
!units:m3/m3
*volume fraction quartz
FQ1-0.35
!units:m3/m3
*volume fraction organicmatter
F01-0.01
!units:m3/m3
* porosity
P0R1- 0.55
* referencevaluebulkdensity (atwhich FC1,F01and FQ1are defined)
BDSTAN - 1300.
!units:kg/m3
* table ofbulkdensity forall soilcompartments from top downwards
* number ofelements shouldbe equal toN
BD- 25*1.05
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*THERMAL SOILPROPERTIES
* shape factors forDeVries formulation ofsoil thermal conductivity
* alldimensionless
GA- 0.2
GC- 0.01
GO- 0.5
GQ- 0.14
GW- 0.14
* table ofsoil thermal conductivity againstwater content
* oddpositions aremoisture contents,evenare thermal conductivities
*maxnumber ofpairs50.
CHTB-0.0, 0.2,0.5,2.0
!units:W/(m.K)
*RADIATIVE PROPERTIES SOILAND ATMOSPHERE
* soil albedowhendry
ADRY- 0.3
* soil albedowhenwet
AWET - 0.15
* moisture content atwhich albedo reaches minimum
WCRITA- 0.25
* soilemissivitywhendry
EDRY- 0.9
* soilemissivity whenwet
EWET- 0.93
* soilemissivity 'assumed'by sensor
EMIASS- 1.0
* longwave reflectivity
LONREF- 0.1
* cloud coefficient
CLON - 0.1
* sky parameter
SKYA- 0.65
* skyparameter
SKYB- 0.04
* sky temperature
SKYTEM- 0.0

! dimensionless
! dimensionless
!m3/m3
! dimensionless
! dimensionless
! dimensionless
! dimensionless
! dimensionless
! dimensionless
!hPa**(-0.5)
! Centigrades

* DISCRETIZATION ATMOSPHERE.Number of compartments
NN- 11
!max11
* thickness ofatmosphere compartments from surfaceupward.Number of
* elements shouldbe equal toNN
TCMM -3.,6.,12.,24.,48.,96.,192.,384.,768.,1536.,3072. !units:m
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* INITIALATMOSPHERE CONDITIONS.Number ofelements should be equal
* toNN. Specific humidity, turbulent kinetic energy, potential temp* erature, andwind speed (x,y ) ,respectively.
QI -5*0.013,0.012,0.011,0.009,0.004,0.001,0.001 !units:kg/kg
TKEI- 0.83,0.61,0.57,0.54,0.48,0.38,0.22,0.075,
0.006,0.001,0.0005
!units:J/kg
TPI-11*20.
!units:Centigrades
UI -2.76,3.99,4.93,5.86,6.94,8.3,9.9,10.5,3*10.0 !units:m/s
VI -1.11,1.57,1.89,2.15,2.33,2.30,1.59,-.39,-.99,
-.06,-.06
!units:m/s
*ATMOSPHERE PARAMETERS
* constant relating transport coeff toTKE
! dimensionless
YUC- 0.2
* Coriolis parameter
!units:1/s
CORIOL-1.37E-4
* roughnesss length
ZNOT- 0.001
!units:m
* geostrophic wind speed x-direction
UG-10.
!units:m/s
* length scale parameter
! dimensionless
ALPHA - 4.E-4
* atmospheric surface pressure
!units:Pa
ATPRES - 1.E5
* measurement height ofatmospheric boundary conditions.
* only forSWBLD-0option
ZMEA -0.5
!units:m
* that isit
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Appendix6 Listofsymbols

Symbol Description
a
a
a
a
a

dty

a,'wet
A
A
A'
b
b
B
B'

c
c

w

parameterinsoil waterpressure- temperature relation
parameterindimensionless gradient atmosphere
skyemissivity parameter
albedo
drysoil albedo
wetsoil albedo
gravimetricsoilmoisturecontent ath= 0.8
parameterin0(0) relationwithsaturation asreference
parameterin0(0) withfieldcapacity asreference
skyemissivity parameter
parameterinsoil water pressure-temperature
relationship
parameterin0(0) function withsaturation asreference
parameterin0(0) function withfieldcapacityas
reference
cloudcover
parameterinsoilwater pressure-temperature
relationship
constant relatingtransport coefficient toturbulent
kineticenergy
volumetricheatcapacityair
volumetricheatcapacityclay
volumetricheatcapacity organicmatter
heatcapacity ofairatconstant pressure
volumetricheatcapacityquartz
volumetricheatcapacity bulksoil
volumetricheatcapacitywater

Unit
PaK - I

kgkg - 1
1
kgm ^ s "
kgm
mbar" 1/2
m3 m

3

PaK - I

Jm" Jm Jm"Jkg Jm Jm Jm -

3

K

- i

3

K

- i

3

K

- i

i

K

- i

3

K

- i

3

K

- i

3

K

- 1

D,
D,

watervapourdiffusivity infreeair
effective watervapour diffusivity

m2s~1
m2 s" 1

e
e
E

turbulentkineticenergy
vapourpressure
surfacewatervapour flux

Jkg" 1
Pa
kgmL - ' S " 1
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/
fa
fc
f0
/

Coriolis parameter
volume fraction air
volume fraction clay
volume fraction organic matter
volume fraction quartz

g
ga
G

gravitional acceleration
airshape factor
soil heat flux density atthe surface

h
H
H
A// a
A// v
// w
A//*

relative humidity soilair
sensible heat flux (atmosphere)
partial specific enthalpy
heat ofadsorption (heat of wetting)
heatofvaporisation
partial specific enthalpy ofsoil waterinareference state
heat ofvaporisation

J,
J5
Jv
Jw
J Wj
Jq

flux

k
k
K
KH
KM
Kr
K%
Ksc
Kw

lag (in semivariance)
Von Karman constant
hydraulic conductivity
transport coefficient (atmosphere) for heat
transport coefficient (atmosphere) for m o m e n t u m
conductivity atlocation r
hydraulicconductivity atsaturation
field scaled conductivity
transport coefficient (atmosphere) for vapour

/
L
L
IE
LEpox

length scale (atmosphere)
latent heat ofvaporisation (= AH,)
Monin-Obukhov length
latent heat flux density (atmosphere)
potential latent heat flux density (atmosphere)

m
M

Van Genuchten parameter
molecular mass
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s"l
m3 m"3
m3m"3
m3m"3
m3 m"3
ms'2
Wm"2
Wm" 2
Jkg- 1
Jkg" 1
Jkg" 1
Jkg" 1
Jmol-*
2
1
kg m" s""
Wm-^K-1
2
kg m~ s~ *
2
l
kg m" s"
2
kg m" s"*
Wm" 2

density ofliquid water
total entropy flux density
water vapour flux density
total waterfluxdensity
flux density of water in state i
total heat flux density

kgm" ' P a - V
m 2s"
m 2 s"
kgm"^ P a ' V
kgm"^Pa"^"
kgm"^Pa-^"
m 2s"
-4*

m
Jkg' - 1
m
Wm"- 2
Wm"- 2
kg mol ~}

n
n

ciouaparameter
VanGenuchtenparameter

P
P'
P
P
Psc

soilwaterpressure(extramaticphase)
soilwaterpressure(matricphase)
pressure(atmosphere)
soilvapourpressure
soilwaterpressureatlocationr
field scaledsoilwaterpressure

4
q

specifichumidity
scaleddeviation

r.

atmosphericresistance
atmosphericresistancetoheattransfer
atmosphericresistancetomomentumtransfer
atmosphericresistancetovapourtransfer
gasconstant
radiance
reflectance
emittance
globalradiation(radiantfluxdensity)
longwavedownwardradiation
netradiation
Richardsonnumber

Pr

r

aH

r

aM

'.V

R
R
R'
*1«
^glob
^ld

*n

Ri
S
S'
S
S

s»t
t
T

T.
TM
T
U

u1
u*
u
"

a

partialspecificentropyofsoilwaterin'extramatric' state
partialspecificentropyofsoilwaterin'matric'state
partialspecificentropyofsoilwaterinareferencestate
partialspecificentropyofsoilwaterinvapourstate
partialspecificentropyofsoilwaterinstatei
time
temperature
airtemperature
surfacetemperature
surfaceradiationtemperature(8-14jrni)
windspeed(inxdirection)
temporaldeviationfrom u
frictionvelocity
time-averagedwindspeed
geostrophicwindspeed(inxdirection)

«

Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
kgkg" 1
-

sm" 1
sm" 1
sm" 1
sm" 1
Jmol^K"1
Wsr" 1 !*" 2
Wm" 2
Wm" 2
Wm" 2
Wm" 2
Wm" 2
-

Jkg^K"1
Jkg^K"1
Jkg^K"1
Jkg"^"1
Jkg^K"1
s
°CorK
°C
°C
°CorK
ms" 1
ms" 1
ms" 1
ms" 1
ms" 1
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v
v'
v
V
V
V
vg

wind speed (iny direction)
temporal deviation from t;
time averaged wind speed
specific volume of 'extramatic' water
specific volume of 'matric' water
specific volume of water vapour
geostrophic wind speed (iny direction)

x

horizontal space coordinate

m

y

horizontal space coordinate

m

z
zm
z0

vertical space coordinate
measurement height
roughness length

m
m
m

a
a
a

constant in formulation length scale atmosphere
absorptivity
Van Genuchten parameter in moisture characteristic
expression
scale factor of locationr
parameter in dimensionless gradient atmosphere
regression coefficient
Bowen ratio
phenomenological diffusion enhancement coefficient
semivariance
drysoil emissivity
apparent sky emissivity
wetsoil emissivity
stability parameter
dynamic viscosity
component in the z-direction of unit vector along
rotation axis
volumetric moisture content
potential temperature
volumetric moisture content at which albedo reaches
. minimum value
residual moisture content
volumetric moisture content at saturation
soil moisture content at p = — 1.5 MPa
soil moisture content atp = -30 M P a
scaledtemperature
thermalconductivitysoil
wavelength

ar
P
/?
P
P
y
£dry
e
sky
£ wet
C
t]
^3
0
0
0 crit
0r
0S
0 1#5
03O
0*
}.
A
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m s"
m s'
m s"
3
m kg'
m 3 kg"
m 3 kg"
m s'

Pa" l
KW " ! m 2

Pas

-

m3 m " 3
K
m 3 m~3
m 3 m~3
m3 m " 3
m3m"3
m 3 m" 3
K
Wm^K"1
um

Aa
Ac
X0
Xq
Xw
H
fiyf(
v
<J
E
p
p
pc
p,
p,
pv
c
T
TX
Ty
cp
cpM
(pH
0
<Pr
<£sc
\p
ip
¥H
!P M
Q

thermal conductivity air
thermal conductivity clay
thermal conductivity organic matter
thermal conductivity quartz
thermal conductivity water
chemical potential
chemical potential of water in phase i
kinematic viscosity air
correction factor for local temperature gradient
relative moisture content
density of surface air
reflectivity
density of clay
longwave reflectivity
density of soil liquid
water vapour density
Stefan-Bolzman constant
transmissivity
flux
ofjc-momentum
flux
of y - m o m e n t u m
azimuth angle
dimensionless gradient of m o m e n t u m
dimensionless gradient of temperature
matric flux potential
matrix flux potential at location r
field scaled matrix flux potential
soil water potential
elevation angle
stability correction factor (heat)
stability correction factor (momentum)
angular frequency of earth's rotation

wm-i
wm-i
wm-i
wm-i
wm-i

K

- i

K

- i

K

- i

K

- i

K

- i

Jkg- 1
J kg"1
m 2 s"l
kg m " 3
kg m " 3
kgm"- 3
kgm"- 3
Nm~2Y.- - 4
kg m *s" - 2
_1
kg m s" •2
rad
_1
kg m s" - 1
1
kg m" s" - 1
_1
kg m s' - 1
Jkg"- 1
rad

rad s ~ l
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Simulation Monographs 33
Thisbookdescribesananalysisof processesandfactorsthat affect
theenergy balanceof baresoil,andtheassociatedexchangeof heat
andmoisture atthesurface.After abrieftreatment of basic transport
theory,the processesof soil-atmosphere interaction areexpressedin
asimulation algorithm.Thisalgorithm providesaninstrumentto study
the'conditioning' effect of soilonthelower atmosphere,andvice
versa.
Examplesof sensitivity analysisarepresented,with emphasisonthe
behaviour of surfacetemperature. Inremotesensing practice,surface
temperature isestimatedfromthermal imagery;simulation algorithms
canassist in itsinterpretation.
Fielddataof fluxes,statevariablesandsoil propertiesare
extensivelydiscussedandareusedtovalidateappropriatesectionsof
themodel.
Thebook providesaconvenient introduction for meteorologists
who wishto includesoil processesintheirstudies,andfor soil
scientists interested inthebasicsof boundary-layer meteorology.
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